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by Andy Eddy
Associate Editor
n the whole, 1988 was not a kind
year for Atari. For example, it
bought the Federated chain of
Western-based, consumer electronics stores, and now the deal is in
dispute because of Federated's assets' worth.
Atari feels that the Federated assets were
overstated by about $43 million, not a drop
in the bucket by any means. This situation
appears destined for a courtroom decision.
It has also gone through a great many employees. One of the stranger "turnovers" was
Chuck Babbitt, who was hired as president
of the computer division. Within a couple of
months' time, he was out and the position was
again open. Atari's explanation was that Babbitt's contract was for short-term
consulting-an explanation that very few people took seriously.
Recently (October), the biggest blow to
Atari's public image was the loss of Neil Harris. Harris was considered by most to be
Atari's mouthpiece, not only speaking at conventions and users' group meetings, but also
appearing on the major telecommunications
services, answering questions and, though he
was restrained near the end by new Atari policies, passing along new product information.
Harris will continue in information dissemination: His new career will take him to GEnie
as a product marketing specialist.
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Perhaps the most disheartening situation
was Atari's decision to sell overseas most of
the STs it manufactured, where it feels its
market is better. It says that the U.S. problem
was due to the DRAM shortage. The lack of
product prevented it from doing major advertising in the u.s. because the inventory
couldn't support the demand.
All of these problems don't help enhance
Atari's image. Dave Small, creator of the
Magic Sac Macintosh emulation cartridge
(among other things), uploaded a stinging diatribe (brought on by Harris' resignation) on
CompuServe concerning what he considers
to be Atari's impending demise. He cited a
number of instances that pointed out Atari's
poor managerial skills.
Now there are those who will consider me
wimpy, but I'm not ready to close the book
on Atari. First, a number of sources have stated that Atari may make a stunning showing
at the November COMDEX. And, if this indeed takes place (you'll know by the time you
read this), it could become a phoenix of sorts,
rising out of the flames of a crumbling image.
Unfortunately, none of this helps the 8-bit
line of computers. Atari is selling the XE
Game System, but it's left to be seen whether
buyers will use it for anything other than what
its title implies: a game machine. Speaking
with a Federated employee the other day,
though, I was told that the 8-bit line is in demand, and that Federated is still going
through XE computers at a brisk pace.
Perhaps the death knell has sound prematurely?
If you look back through recent history,

you'll see scores of computer companies
peaking and valleying, Atari right up there
among them. The main hurdle Atari has had
to overcome has been its game-machine image. There are those, myself included, who
feel that Atari should have taken the same
path that Commodore did when it called its
computer Amiga, a name that stands apart
from the company that makes it. Serious
computer users, unfairly, fInd it hard to take
any computer Atari puts out seriously, given
its gaming roots, no matter how powerful the
performance statistics.
.
There's no doubt that Atari has created
powerful machines. Trouble arises, in these
demanding times, when you don't continually update your hardware, and Atari hasn't
done much in that department recently.
Even as I write this, the Summer Olympics are ending. A couple of times in the past,
Atari has come close to winning a medal in
their computer-industry quest. Some feel that
the race is already over and that Atari has
pulled up lame; others feel that the competition is coming into the homestretch with Atari
far behind, but still with a chance of recovery. The deciding point was COMDEX. As
you read this, COMDEX is already in the
past, but if Atari made an impressive showing (I've confIrmed that it's working on an
ST Laptop and a 68030 ST, but Atari hasn't
decided whether it'll be showing these
products), it could renew itself. We'll pass the
information on to you as we fInd it out.
In the meantime, we wish you and yours
a Happy New Year, from all of us at
ANALOG.
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Stellar Arena
Can you survive the Stellar Arena ofKhiv? Fast arcade action for one or two players.
by John Ortiz
Page 12

12

Inferno
The building is in flames, and it's up to you to rescue as many people as possible
in this clever game written in BASIC.
by Frank Martone

16

Master Memorv MalJ, Part III
The complete guide to your Atari continues,
by Robin Sherer
Page 68

38

Edit Magic
This patch to the XL/XE operating system will addmany handyfeahlres toyourAtari's
screen editor,
by Bill Bodenstein

76

Number Editor
Here's amachine-Ial/guage subroutine that'll add the equivalel/t of aPRINT
USING statement to Atari BASIC.
by Mark Odendahl
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~ ENTERTAINMENT

ACE Of ACES ...•.... 13.50
ALIANTS
26.95
ALT. REALITY:
THE CITY ....•..... 26.95
THE DUNGEON
35.95
BEYOND CASTLE WOLf .. 17.95
BISMARK
26.95
CASTLE WOLfENSTEIN .. 17.95
GAUNTLET (64K)
31.50
DEEPER DUNGEONS
22.50
GUNSLINGER
26.95
KARATEKA
13.50
KICKSTART
8.95
LAST V-8
8.95
MOUSETRAP
17.95
NINJA..............
8.95
SARACEN
. . . . . . . . . .. 17.95
SPEEDKING
8.95
SPIDERMAN
7.95
SPITfIRE 40
31.50
STRIP POKER
26.95
THE HULK
7.95
TOMAHAWK (64K)
26.95
TOP GUNNER
22.50

SPORTS
COMPUTER BASEBALL ..
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK
LEADERBOARD
.
MICROLEAGUE BASEBALL
TRACK & fIELD
.

i3.50
13.50
13.50
35.95
26.95

~
~

MUSIC
35.95
31. 50
13.50
44.95

MUSIC COMPEMDIUM
.
MUSIC STUDIO
.
BANK ST. MUSIC WRITER
VIRTUOSO
.

PROGRAMMING
KYAN PASCAL
62.95
LIGHTSPEED C •....... 35.95
LOGO
19.95
PILOT
19.95

PRODUCTIVITY
ATARIWRITER
CELEBRITY COOKBOOK ..
COMPUTE YOUR ROOTS ..
COMPUTER GOURMET
fAMILY FINANCE
HOME ACCOUNTANT
HOME fILING MANAGER
NEWSROOM (1050 - 64K)
NEWS STATION
NEWS STA. COMPANION
PAPERCLIP
POWER PRINT (1050)
PUBLISHING PRO
SYNCALC
TIMEWISE
VIDEO TITLES HOP (64K)
GRAPHICS COMPANION
VISICALC

30.00
26.95
35.95
26.95
12.95
24.95
12.95
44.95
26.95
26.95
29.95
13.50
35.95
31.50
12.95
26.95
17.95
24.95

ART
GRAPHICS MAGICIAN
BLAZING PADDLES

22.50
31.50

800/ X L/ X E
CARTRL.DGES
ALIEN AMBUSH ..•.....
ARCHON
.
ASTEROIDS .....•.....
ATARI TENNIS
.
BALL BLAZER
.
BARNYARD BLASTER
(REQ. LIGHT GUN)
.
BATTLEZONE
.
CENTIPEDE
.
CLOUDBURST
.
DAVIDS MIDNIGHT MAGIC
DEfENDER .•..........
DIG DUG
.
DONKEY KONG
.
DONKEY KONG JR
.
E.T. PHONE HOME
.
fIGHT NIGHT
.
fINAL LEGACy
.
fOOD fIGHT
.
fOOTBALL
.
fROGGER . • . . . . . . . . . . .
fROGGER II
.
GALAXIAN
.
GATO
.
GYRUSS
.
HARDBALL
.
JOUST
.
JUNGLE HUNT
.
LODE RUNNER
.
MILLIPEDE
.
MISSILE COMMAND
.
MOON PATROL
.
MR. COOL
.

9.95
19.95
15.95
9.95
19.95
24.95
19.95
14.95
9.95
19.95
14.95
19.95
5.00
19.95
9.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
19.95
24.95
14.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
24.95
19.95
5.00
19.95
9.95
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(408) 749-1003

8001 XLI XE SOFTWARE

STORE HOURS
TUE - FRI lOam - 6pm
SAT - Warn - 5pm
CLOSED SUN - MON

800lXLIXE

. CHILDRENS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

CBS

~
~

TINK!TONK!

(age 3-6 on disk)

(age 4-8 on disk)

ERNIES MAGIC SHAPES ..
8.95
ASTROGROVER
8.95
BIG BIRD SPEC. DELIVERY 8.95

FISHER PRIC
(pre-school on cartridge)

MEMORY MANOR
LINKING LOGIC
DANCE fANTASY
LOGIC LEVELS

8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95

COUNT AND ADD
BEING A SMART THINKER
ABC's. . .. . .. . .. . . . . ..
SUBTRACTION
SPELLING
DEVELOP THINKING SKILLS

8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95

SA VE $13.75!!!
GET ALL 6 TINK! TONK!'S fOR

$39.95

SPINNAKER
ALf IN THE COLOR CAVES
(age 3-6- cartridge). 9.95
ALPHABET ZOO
(age 3-8 cartridge)
9.95
DELTA DRAWING
(age 4-up cartridge) .9.95
fACE MAKER
(age 3-8 cartridge) .. 9.95
HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE
(age 3-10 disk)
9.95
KIDS ON KEYS
(age 3-9 cartridge) ... 9.95
KINDERCOMP
(age 3-8 cartridge) ... 9. 95
STORY MACHINE
(age 3-8 cartridge
won't run on XL/XE) .9.95

WEEKLEY READER
(pre school - disk)
STICKY BEAR SHAPES .. 26.95
STICKY BEAR NUMBERS
26.95
STICKY BEAR ABC ..... 26.95

HAYDEN

lage 4-10 disk)
MICRO ADD/SUBTRACT..
MICRO SUBTRACTION ...
MICRO DIVISION ••••••

9.95
9.95
9.95

(pre-school disk)

SHAPE UP!
MATCH UP!

9.95
9.95

S U P E R SPEC LA L S

M

MS. PAC MAN
.
ONE ON ONE
(XL/XE ONLY)
.
PAC MAN •••••••••••••
PAST fINDER
.
PENGO
.
POLE POSITION
.
POPEYE
.
Q-BERT
.
QIX
.
RESCUE ON fRACTALAS
RETURN Of THE JEDI ..
ROBOT RON : 2084
.
SKY WRITER
.
SPACE INVADERS
.
STAR RAIDERS
.
STAR RAIDERS II
.
.
SUPER BREAKOUT
WIZARD Of WOR
.

19.95
19.95
5.00
24.95
19.95
19.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
19.95
14.95
19.95
14.95
14.95
5.00
19.95
9.95
5.00

ATARI XE GAME MACHINE
$139.95
Includes Missile Command, Flight
Simulator II, Bug Hunt, light gun,
joystick, BASIC programming
language, and 64k of memory with a
detachable keyboard. Add a disk drive
and printer for a complete home
computer system I

A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFTI I

RECONDITIONED AT ARI MERCHANDISE

~

M

~

30 DAY WARRANTY

ATARI
SPACE AGE
JOYSTICK

DOOKS ONLY
DE RE ATARI 10.00
ATARIWRITER 10.00
DOS 2.5
12.95
BASIC REf.
5.00
LOGO
10.00
BOOKKEEPER
10.00

GREAT STOCKING
GIFTS!

400 (16K)
COMPUTER

600XL
COMPUTER

800 (48K)
COMPUTER

$29.95

16K· $49.95
64K - $59.95

$79.95

ATARI
TRACKDALL

$9.95
SPICE UP THE ACTION IN
YOUR ARCADE GAMES!!

48K UPGRADE KIT
$25.00

$5.00

INCLUDES BASIC

INCLUDES BASIC

$29.95

1030 MODEM
WITH
EXPRESSl

40 COLUMNS WIDE
INCLUDES PAPER AND
COLOR PEN SET

GET ONLINE TODA Y!

1020 COLOR
PRINTERI PLOTTER

ATARI
NUMERIC
KEYPAD

$7.95
INCLUDES HANDLER
DISK -

$29.95

ATARI
DOOKKEEPER

$14.95 - NO BOX
(19.95 WITH KEYPAD)

$24.95 • IN llOX
(29.95 WITH KEYPAD)

DISKETTES
AS LOW AS 20 CENTS
10 FOR $4.00
100 FOR $29.95
1000 FOR $200
MOST ARE UNNOTCHED
WITH OLD SOFTWARE

SHIPPING INFORMATION - Prices do not include shipping and handling. Add $5.00 for small items ($8.00 Min. for Canada). Add $6.00 for disk
drive. Calif. res. include 7% sales tax. Mastercard and Visa accepted it your telephone is listed in your local phone directory. Orders may be pre· paid
with money order, cashier check, or personal check. Personal checks are held for three weeks before order is processed. C.O.D orders are shipped
via UPS and must be paid with cash, cashier check or money order. International and APO orders must be pre· paid with cashier check or money
order. $20.00 minimum on all orders. All sales are final· no refunds· prices are sUbject to change. Phone orders accepted TUESDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm PST.
We carry a complete line of ATARI products and have a large public domain library. Write or call for free
catalogue. (408) 749·1003 TUE - FRI 10AM - 6 PM
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE· ALL SALES ARE FINAL
CIRCLE #103 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Merrill Ward
vs. Total
Control Systems
Previously, ANALOG reported that Merrill Ward Associates (MWA) was negotiating
with Atari Corp. to license a new 8-bit desktop operating system for the XE/XL computer. The hopes were that GOE would
become the new standard operating system
for the XE/XL and renew interest in the
XE/XL computer. A renaissance in the Commodore 64 has been spurred by the release
of the GEOS desktop system last year.
GOE was written by David Sullivan of Total Control Systems (TCS). Sullivan was first
contacted by Shelly Merrill last year. Merrill desired to obtain the marketing rights to
GOE with the understanding that Merrill had
the contacts needed to approach Atari Corp.
with a licensing proposal. Sullivan gave a verbal approval to approach Atari Corp., then
sent a demonstration version of GOE to be
shown at the meeting with Atari Corp.
A proposal was drafted between TCS and
MWA, although in the end the two could not
come to an agreement. After Atari Corp.
declined Merrill's proposal, the situation
turned to the worse. MWA announced the
GOE at the Consumer Electronics Show last
summer, and sold copies of the demonstration version to 8-bit end users. MWA did tills
without informing Sullivan.
TCS has since completed the GOE system
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and is now publishing and marketing the system to the Atari user community. Atari Corp.
has again been approached, but no word has
been given on acceptance. In the meantime,
TCS is making the GOE system available as
a 64K cartridge that includes the basic operating environment and documentation of its
usage. Additional cartridges can be plugged
into the top and bottom of the GOE cartridge,
making it compatible with other cartridgebased products.
A painting program on the par with Neochrome for the ST and a word processor that
supports fonts and graphics is being completed and should soon be released.
A developer's kit is now available. Released
on several disks, the developer's kit includes
a linker, resource construction set and example programs. TCS expects developers to use
the MAC/65 assembler, as they do not provide their own assembler.
Total Control Systems
4156 Tolowa Street
San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 270-0111
Merrill Ward & Associates
255 North EI Cielo Rd., Ste. 222
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(619) 328-8728
CIRCLE #151 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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So Long Sandy
There is a new dance that's very popular
in Sunnyvale, Californja. It's called the Atari
Shuffle. The more successful shufflers have
been Jerry Brown, Charles Babbitt, Tony
Gould, Richard Frick-and most recently
Sandy Austin. Up until June, Sandy was
Atari's Users' Group coordinator, a role that
put her in charge of all the Atarifests.
Austin was hired into Atari in the summer
of 1986 and immediately placed in charge of
directing communications between Atari and
the many dedicated, Atari Users' Groups. She
was the primary force behind the Atarifest
concept, bringing Atari promotions to individual cities with the help of local user

groups. The promotion was a huge success
for Atari, with more than 14 Atarifests held
in 1987. At a very small cost, Atari brought
its name and advertising to home and small
business end users on a personal and professional level.
Unfortunately, the rule at Atari seems to
be "Do well and begone." So, Sandy Austin
is no longer at Atari. Cindy Claveran has
been promoted into Austin's old position.
Claveran has been with Atari for the past two
years as the developer-relations coordinator,
a role that has made her the favorite of most
8-bit and ST developers.

Rumor du Jour
ADOS is Atari's announced-but-notsrupped disk-operating system that allows the
new Atari XF551 disk drive to work in
double-density, double-side format. XF551
users will have access to 360K of storage
space on one 5iA-inch floppy disk. Unfortunately, ADOS is not yet available, mabng
SpartaDOS X from ICD the only choice.
When the XF551 was ready to srup last summer, ADOS was intended to be shipped with
the drive as a public-domain operating system. Unfortunately, ADOS was not ready, so
Atari shipped the old DOS 2.5.
It seems that Atari is renamjng ADOS to

DOS XE and will be selling the new operating system as a commercial product.
Although no official word on DOS XE
release date has been given, Atari XE/XL
users should expect the new system witrun
the next few months. By the way, the new
DOS requires at least 64K of memory, making it incompatible with the old Atari 800
computer series.
Atari Corp.
1196 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
CIRCLE #154 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO.

SpartaDOS X Ships!
ICD is now shipping SpartaDOS X, a new
disk-operating system for your Atari XE/XL
computer. SpartaDOS X is a plug-in cartridge
with fast disk I/O routines. Loading DOS
takes half the time it takes to load the current system utilities. Since SpartaDOS X is
cartridge based, it offers the most free
memory of any available DOS. ANALOG
had a chance to test SpartaDOS X at the
Glendale Atarifest, and the speed results were
very good.
SpartaDOS X is fully compatible with Indus GT drives, Atari XF551 drives, US
Doubler-enhanced 1050 drives and Happy
1050 drives. All densities are supported (single, dual and double), so owners of the new
Atari XF551 will finally be able to access the
extra 180K of storage in the double-side
double-density mode.
B

SpartaDOS X adds hard-disk compatibility using lCD's Multi I/O (MIO) board. Directory sizes have been improved to 1423 files
(other DOS directories are far more limited).
You will also find Archive support built into
SpartaDOS X. Archive-ARC for short-is
a program that compacts programs and data
into smaller files for transmission to bulletinboard systems and other online services.
Several other new features have been included: supported are 16 I/O channels, njne
drives (with D9: as a RAMdisk), up to onemegabyte RAMdisks and full parameter passing for batch files.

Been Looking
for Old Stuff?
Many times during your XE/XL's Lifetime,
you might have a need to buy some old equipment or software. For example, do you
remember the Adam computer? In 1984,
Coleco was on top of the video-games trend
with the Colecovision game machine.
However, shortly after the 1985 release of the
Adam, Coleco was nowhere to be seen in the
computer market.
M.w. Ruth Co, Inc. still has programs and
cartridges for Colecovision and Adam. They
also stock Atari VCS and XE/XL cartridges.
They even have Atari 5200 game cartridges.
Most of their catalog of products is filled with
inexpensive consumer items: joysticks, computer covers, etc.
M.W. Ruth Co., Inc.
3100 W. Chapel Ave.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
CIRCLE #153 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Users' Group
Highlight
The Bakersfield Atari Computer Enthusiasts publishes RACE Line, a monthly
newsletter of information and help for Atari
8-bit and ST users and programmers. Of interest to 8-bit users, the newsletter includes
an interesting series of tutorials for programming with Atari BASIC. Typical topics include looping constructs, error reporting and
other necessary functions.
BACE Line
228 Plymouth Ave.
Oildale, CA 93308
CIRCLE #156 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ICD
1220 Rock St.
Rockford, IL 6110l-1437
(815) 968-2228 CIRCLE #155 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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it? Without speaking a word, the decision has
been made. You begin landing preparations,
anticipating the challenge of the famous Stellar Arena of Khiv.
You silently recall the things you've heard
about the arena: that it is the ultimate of
challenges; that once inside its electrified
walls, you will be bombarded by laser shots,
attacking robots, pulsar beams and fastmoving spikes; that you are given three
chances to rack up an enviable score and are
awarded bonus lives if you survive long
enough; that you can challenge the arena
alone or with another player.

Getting started
Stellar Arena is a one- or two-player game
for preteens and older. It keeps the high score
for each session, so you can try to outscore
even yourself. Stellar Arena requires excellent joystick agility. Its 15 levels of difficulty
will not be mastered easily and will provide
many hours of challenge.
To create your copy of Stellar Arena, type

in Listing 1 using the MIL Editor found elsewhere in this issue.

The first display screen
After Stellar Arena executes, you will get
a brief look at the program title, and then the
first display screen will appear. You will see
an empty arena and, above it, the scoring information including the high score; Player I
and Player 2's scores and lives, the level of
difficulty, the time left on the level and the
number of players.

The function keys
Selection-to choose a difficulty level. You
may begin on any level A through 1. (You may
not begin at levels J through 0). Level A is
the easiest, 0 is the hardest.
Option-to choose a one-player or twoplayer game.
Start-to begin the game or to start over
with options intact.
System Reset-to return to title page, but
this does not erase the high score.
..JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.l3I. Computing

Pause-to pause any time, you press the
space bar or any letter key. A joystick movement by either player will bring you out of
pause.

Using the joystick
In Stellar Arena you will use the joystick
for three reasons: to move your player, fire
your weapon and determine the direction of
the shot. To move your player, simply move
the joystick in any of eight directions. To fire
your weapon, press the red fire button and,
at the same time, move the joystick in the
direction you wish to shoot.
You may shoot as often as you like, but
each new shot erases the one before it; so give
your shot time to hit its target before you
shoot again.

Inside the arena of Khiv
The challenge of Stellar Arena is to score
as many points as possible by both dodging
and shooting the obstacles inside. You earn
points as long as you stay alive, but to get a
good score you must knock out as many obstacles as you can.
The arena is divided into five different
zones, each with its own color and three levels of difficulty. (Each level is slightly faster
than the one before it.)
Zone blue contains four cybernetic robots.
The robots always appear at either the top or
bottom wall of the arena. They move within
the arena in one direction until they are
deflected by a wall or another robot, when
shot it is automatically replaced; so there are
always four robots present. Shooting a robot
gets you ten points times the level (Level
A=IO pts., Level B=10 pts. x 2; through Level 0=10 pts. x 15). Zone blue, like all other
zones, contains a laser gun in each corner
which moves randomly back and forth across
the corner. The laser guns get 50 times the
level points, but if it is shot, it is out of commission for the remainder of that level.
Zone green contains five cybernetic robots,
four laser guns and one pulsar. The pulsar
moves up and down along the left side of the
..JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.C3. Computing

arena. Before releasing its deadly beam
horizontally across the entire arena, it will
hum for a second or two-your warning to
get out of its path. The pulsar is too powerful to be knocked out.
Zone purple contains six robots, four
lasers, two pulsars (one at each side that shoot
at the same time, but not in the same place)
and one spike. Spikes move around randomly, can be shot for 100 times the level points
and are out for the rest of the level once shot.
Zone gold has seven robots, four lasers, two
pulsars and one fast spike. You also move
twice as fast in this zone.
Zone red has eight robots, four lasers, two
pulsars and two speedy spikes-good luck!
This zone moves you twice as fast as the
previous one.
In all zones, collision with anything, including the electrified walls, results in immediate death. You are given three lives to
start and earn an additional one every 10,000
points. In a two-player game, the players should
agree beforehand whether they will fight each
other or not. Shooting another player,
planned or accidentally, earns 250 times the
level points. Collision with the other player
(unless he is in suspended animation) results
in the death of both players.

Ready to take the challenge?
When you are ready to enter the arena,
press Start. You will be positioned in the left
center of the arena (in a two-player game, the
other player is in the right center of the arena). You will see the robots and the laser
guns. You are now in suspended animation
and invulnerable to any attack. You will always start this way when getting a new life,
but, as soon as you press the fire button,
you're under attack and should move. While
you are invulnerable your score does not advance, but the timer is running; so it is to your
advantage to get in as quickly as possible.
Ready? Press Start and the fire button, and
good luck in the Stellar Arena of Khiv.
continued on page 36
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by Frank Martone

y

ou are a daring firefighter racing
against time to save the victims
trapped in a burning building.
In the beginning of the game, you
will see a diagram of the building you
are in, and a flashing arrow will show you
what floor you are on. Each building consists of seven floors; there are five people on
each floor. So, there are 35 people in each
building. The goal of Inferno is to successfully reach the top of the third building.
You will start out with five firefighters, this
is displayed at the upper right corner of the
playfield. Travel from floor to floor,
trying to save as many people as you
can. To save a person merely touch
them. Beware of the flames and explosions; touching these is naturally fatal.
Cheer up, your firefighter is not left
totally defenseless. You have a powerful fire extinguisher. Pressing the
joystick button will activate it.
It surrounds the firefighter with a
stream of water. You can use it to clear
away the flames or explosions. Be
careful. If you accidentally spray a person with the extinguisher, he will die
of suffocation. Your fire extinguisher
will not last forever; its water supply
must be replenished. Every time you use the
extinguisher it will cost you ten units of water.
To refill the extinguisher touch a nearby water
canister. It will give you 100 units of water.
You will start out with 300 units of water. The

Travel from
floor to floor
trying to save
as many
people as you
can, but
beware of
flames and
explosions.
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current water supply is displayed at the top
in the middle of the playfield.
You don't receive points immediately when
you save a person. Your score for a floor is
given when you leave it. You may not exit a
floor until either all, or some of the five people on that floor, are either killed or rescued.
When you are allowed to leave the floor, your
man and the screen walls will turn green. You
may then exit through the top of the screen.
After you leave a screen (floor), you will
see the words "FLOOR SECURED" on the
screen. You will then receive points based on
the number of people that were saved on that
floor times the point value of the people in
that building. In the first building, all people are worth 100 points, in the second building the people are worth 200 points, etc.
When you reach the top of a building, you
will receive a free firefighter, and you will
also get points based on the number of people saved in the entire building. You will
receive 1,000 points for each person saved.
So, the perfect score would be 35,000 because
there are 35 people in each building. If you
save all 35 people, you will receive 50,000
points as a bonus.
Important variables:
SC-Score
PN-Number of people
WP-Water supply
FMEN-Number of firefighters
DL-Difficulty level
continued on page 29
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Lyco Computer
Marketing & Consultants
Since 1981

Lyco Means Total Service.

JllATARr System Special!
System Includes:
• 130 XE Computer
• 551 Drive
• Seikosha SP-180 AI
Printer

$429 95
Call For More ATARI Hardware Information.
Mark "Mac" Bowser, Sales Manager
I would personally like to thank all of our past customers for helping to make
Lyco Computer one of the largest mail order companies and a leader in the
industry. Also, I would like to extend my personal invitation to all computer enthusiasts who have nol experienced the services thai we provide. Please call
our trained sales staff at our toll·free number 10 inquire about our diverse
producl line and weekly specials.

iNDUS

""-ATARr

GTS-100

Cartridge Software
3 for $9.95

• Atari ST
Drive
• 3,5" DSDD

First and foremost our philosophy is to keep abreast of the changing market
so that we can provide you with not only faclory-fresh merchandise but also
the newest models offered by the manufacturers at the absolute best possible
prices. We offer the widest selection of computer hardware, software and accessories.

,~",
\ .....

.
-~

Feel free to call Lyco if you want to know more abouf a particular item. I can't
stress enough that our toll-free number is not just for orders. Many companies
have a loll-free number for ordering, but if you just want to ask a question
about a product, you have to make a toll call. Not at Lyco. Our Irained sales
staff is knowledgable about all the products we stock and is happy to answer
any questions you may have. We will do our best to make sure that the
product you select will fil your application. We also have Saturday hours· one
more reason to call us for all your computer needs.

EpYX

I can't see why anyone would shop anywhere else. Selection from our huge
inventory, best price, service that can't be beat - we've got it all here at Lyco
Computer.

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-233-8760
New PA Wats: 1-800-233-8760
Outside Continental US Call: 1-717-494-1030
Hours: 9AM to 8PM, Mon. - Thurs.
9AM to 6PM, Friday - 10AM to 6PM, Saturday
For Customer Service, call 1-717-494-1670,
fr....~l)
9AM to 5PM, Mon. - Fri.
~
E:-=-::.
Or write: Lyco Computer, Inc.
t--.I
P.O. Box 5088, Jersey Shore, PA 17740
PLEASE NOTE: • full manufacturers' warranties. no sales tax
outside PA • prices show 4% cash discount; add 4% for credit cards.
APO, FPO, international; add $5 plus 3% for priority. 4·week clearance
on non-certified checks· we check for credit card theft. sorry, compatibility not guaranteed. return authorization required. due to new
pro.juct guarantee, return restrictions apply· price/availability subject to
change· prepaid orders under $50 in Continental US, add $3.00.

.... -......

' ....--

Once you've placed your order with Lyco, we don't forgel aboul you. Our
friendly, professional customer service representatives will find answers to
your questions about the status of an order, warranties, product availability, or
prices.
Lyco Computer stocks a multimillion dollar inventory of factory-fresh merchandise. Chances are we have exactly what you want right in our warehouse. And
that means YOU'll get it fast. In fact, orders are normally shipped within 24
hours. Free shipping on prepaid orders over $50, and there is no deposit reo
quired on C.o.D. orders. Air freight or UPS Blue/Red Label shipping is available, too. And all products carry the full manufacturer's warranties.

CALL FOR
TITLES!

500 XJ
• fully compatible
with industrystandard, intelligent
"AT" commands
• Compacl size
• 1-year warranty

$129 95

HEADSrART
COLOR SYSTEM

[J

•

plug in and use immediately

••
•

2-360K
Drives
18M-Xl c
ompatibl;'Jiiiiil,
Free 1-year limited
warranty
".

$969 95 1il1~mn.
• Hi Res oolor monitor includedl

MAGNAVOX
CM-8502
• Composite
Color
• Green Text
Switch
• Speaker
• Suggested
Use 130 XE

D
$179 95

1-800-233-8760 )------

Panasonic)~\

~~@IFNX1000

SEIKOSHA

OH,ce AUlomal,onC"

10S0i Model II

m'crOft'CS

Sp180Ai

. ,.;,\

JIM"

,

~:;~::::::::::::~~:::::::::'K(:(,~ca:b:/:e purchase

$169

95

NX-l000
NX-l000C
NX-l000 Color.
NX-l000C Color
NX-15 .
.

•
•
•
•
•

144 Cps Draft
36 Cps NLQ
EZ Soft Touch Selection
Paper Parking
Epson Std. & IBM Proprinter
II Compatible

... $169.95'
. $169.95
. .. $225.95
$229.95
$289.95

NR-10.
.
NR-15.
.
NB-15 24 Pin
NX-2400 .
ND-15.
.

•
•
•
•

• ISO Cps Draft
• Friction & Tractor Feed Std.
• Bidirectional & Logic
Seeking
• NLQ in all Pitches

$14995 *

$125 95*

100 Cps Draft
24 Cps NLQ
Tractor & Friction Feed
Epson FX & IBM Graphic
Ccmpatible
.

'quantities IImllrJd

-quantities limited

$319.95
$419.95
$669.95
$309.95
$349.95

.
.

10BOi Model II
1091i Model II
1092i
1592 ..
1595

'w/cable purchase

.

$149.95'
$195.95
$309.95
$375.95
$439.95

"quantities IimUed

SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP

180Ai
$125.95'
180VC
$125.95'
1000VC
$139.95
1000AP.
... $159.95
1200VC
$149.95
1200Ai
$159.95
1200AS RS232
$179.95

SL 80Ai .
MP5420FA
SP Series Ribbon
SK3000 Ai
SK3005 Ai
SPB 10
SL 130Ai
SP 1600Ai

$329.95
$999.95
$7.95
$349.95
$445.95
$CALL
.. $599.95
$CALL

[······································PRiNTERS······································1
..................................................................................................

Citizen
120 D.....
180 D .. _._.
MSP-40
MSP-15E
MSP-50
MSP-45
MSP-55

$144.95
$159.95
$279.95
$309.95
$369.95
$349.95
$469.95

.

Access:
Tripie Pack
Leader Board Double
Pack
.
Actlvlslon:
Music Studio
Great American Road
Race.
.
Broderbund:
Print Shop
Graphic Lib. I. II. ill

$11.95
$9.99
$19.95

.

......
..
...
..

.

$184.95
$339.95
$499.95
$434.95
$339.95
............ $LOW
.. $525.95
. $749.95

Strategic Simulations:
Questron II
$32.95
.. $35.95
Stellar Crusade

.... $27.95

Epyx:
Dive Bomber ..
$22.95
Impossible Mission 2 ... $22.95
Winter Games .
.. $11.95
Flreblrd:
Universal Military
Simulator.
Carrier Command

$28.95
$25.95

Mlcroleague:
Microleague Baseball .. $33.95
Micro. Wreslling
$25.95

$19.95
$19.95

Mlcropro...:
F-15 Strike Eagle
Gunship .
.

$20.95

Mlndscape:
Balance of Power
Harrier Combat
Simulator.

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

If you are not currently using
our educational service
program. please call our
representatives for details.

Actlvlalon:
Music Studio ..

$26.95
$14.95

$8.95

Attention
Educational
Institutions:

Origin:
Autoduel
Ullima IV

Electronic Arta:
Alien Fires .
... $25.95
Hunt lor Red October .. $32.95

$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$8.95

Okidata

Access:
Leader Board .............. $22.95
.
$22.95
10th Frame.

$9.99

Mlcroleague:
Microleague Baseball .. $22.95
GM Disk
. $16.95
Mlcropro...:
F-15 Strike Eagie
Silent Service

LX800 .
FX850
FX1050 .
EX800.
LQSCO ...
GQ3S00.
LQ850.
LQ1050 _.

Broderbund:
Superbike Challenge ... $11.95

Electronic Arts:
..
Pinball Can. Set .
.....
One on One
.
Lords of Conquest ...
...
Super Boulderdash
Music Construction
Set

Mlndscape:
Gauntlet ...

'Ii

Epson
.
.

$24.95
$28.95
$28.95
..... $28.95

SUbloglc:
Flight Simulator II
Jet
Tlmeworka:
Wordwriter ST .
PartnerST
Unison World:
Art Gallery 1. 2 or 3
Prinl Master.
.

$24.95
$34.95

$30.95
$34.95
. $44.95.
... $27.95

Brother

Okimate 20.
.
Okimate 20 wlcart
120..
180.
.
182 .
.

$129.95
$189.95
. $189.95
$219.95
$209.95

$189.95
$335.95
$439.95
$899.95

INTERFACING AVAILABLE

Magnavox:
BM7652 .
BM7622
7BM-613
7BM-623

.

CM8S02
9CM-053
CM8762 .
8CM-515
8CM-873
9CM-082 .

$79.95
$79.95
$79.95
$79.95

._

$179.95
$339.95
$239.95
$CALL
$CALL
.. $439.95

Avatex:
1200e.
12001 PC Card
1200p
1200hc Modem
2400
2400i PC Card

.

$65.95
$65.95
$89.95
$89.95
$149.95
$139.95

Hayes:
Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 2400

$139.95
$279.95
$419.95

Thomson:

We stock over 3,000

4120 CGA
_._ $199.95'
GB 100
$119.95'
GB 200 Super Card . $169.95'
'Quantities limited

softw"e Utles'

. . .

$14.95
$19.95

Ml109
M1509
M1709
Twinwriter 6 Dot &
Daisy

US Robotics:
Courier 1200
Courier 2400

Supra:
300
1200
2400

. , . Winner 909
Wico IBM/AP
Lipstick Plus
SKC T120 VHS
Kraft KC III ApiPC
Video Tape:
Kraft PC Joystick
Card
each.
................ $3.99
Kraft Maze Master
3 pack _
.... $10.95
I Controller ...
............. $35.95
10 pack .
Epyx SOO XJ .

CIRCLE #102 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

$24.95
.. $29.95
$14.95
$16.95
$27.9~

$8.95
$13.95
..... $13.95

$169.95
$299.95

$119.95·
$119.95·
$129.95

...
'limited quantities

QVS-l0 5V• ................... $3.95
QVS-755V.
.
$10.95
$9.95
QVS-40 3V,

How to read the Memory Map
Beginning users: Read the text that is printed in bold type only. These memory locations
will be the easiest for you to use and usually
don't involve assembly language.
Advanced users: Read everything! Many
areas of memory are not of any practical use,
but you can learn a lot about how a computer
works by reading the boring parts.

When the cassette handler reads in a
record, the 132 bytes in that record are stored
in CASBUF (l021). BUM tells how many of
those bytes are data that we want to give to
the user. It is set according to one of the control bytes in the record, and since this probably doesn't make any sense to you, you
should go read the description of CASBUF
if you want more information.
Noname
651-655

CSTAT
648

0288

CSTAT is the cassette status register.
WMODE
649

0289

This location tells the cassette handler
whether the cassette is to be read from (0)
or written to (128).
BUM
650
16

028A

028B-028F

More spare bytes that you shouldn't use because future versions of the OS might use
them. Locations 651 and 652 are already used
by version "B" as part of the interrupt handler routines.
The display handler uses the next 48 locations. Note that not all locations are used in
all graphics modes.
In the case of a graphics mode with a text
window, the display handler takes care of the
screen, while the screen editor takes care of
the text window. Two separate IOCBs are
continued on page 54
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Player/Missile Graphics

by Craig Patchett
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So far we've seen a whole bunch of different ways to move things around on the screen,
but they all had limitations that were difficult
to deal with. What we really need is something that will allow us to quickly and easily
move an object around independently of
whatever else is on the screen. Fortunately
for us, the Atari has a special feature called
Player/Missile Graphics (PMG) that will allow us to do just that.
Before we take a look at exactly how to use
PMG, it may help to understand what exactly it is. To do that, we'll compare PMG to
a cartoon animator and his work. In producing a cartoon, the animator has the same kind
of problem that we do. She wants to be able
to move characters around the screen without
having them affect the background scene.
How does she do this? She could draw the

character on the background, film it, then
redraw the background, put the character in
a different position and repeat the whole
process over and over again. Obviously
though, that would take a long time to do.
Instead she draws the background once, then
traces and paints the character onto a clear
plastic sheet and places the sheet over the
background painting. Then when she wants
to change the character's position, all that
needs to be done is to change the position on
the acetate sheet.
Pretty ingenious, don't you think? Well, so
did the folks at Atari. It gave its computers
five of these "sheets," called "players," each
eight dots wide and as high as the screen. It
also gave one of the players the ability to
break up into four separate sheets, called
"missiles," each two dots wide and also as
high as the screen.
.JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

nlSSILE 0

C

I TO 4 PLAYERS

I

nlSSILE 1
nlSSILE 2
nlSSILE 3
OR
A STH PLAYER

I'SIN MEM

O'S IN MEM

~IS

ME~

wide IN
APPEAR ON SCREEN AS 8,16. OR 32 81TS WIDE

If you're short on memory, you will have
to use double-line resolution. Both will be
demonstrated very soon.

How to Protect It
Now that we know how much memory
is required, where do we fmd it? In the
same place we found it for character setsat the end of memory. First we have to
make that memory safe to use, h,owever,
and we again do this by changing the value
in location 106. The following lines give examples for both single- and double-line
resolution:

Figure 1.

That gave Atari computers the ability to
move objects all over the screen without affecting whatever else was on the screen, an
ability that no other home computer had at
the time.

How Much Memory Do I Need?
Now that we know what we're going to
be doing, let's take a look at how it's done.
It will help if you go back and review the
section on redefining the character set,
since PMG shares a lot of the same techniques. For example, like character sets,
PMG needs some space in memory of its
own. How much space? Well, that depends.
Unfortunately, and I only use the word because this may seem a little complicated at
first, PMG has two modes, in the same way
there are 12 graphics modes. In the first
mode, called double-line resolution, each
dot is the same height as the graphics mode
7. In the second mode, called single-line
resolution, the dots are half as high or as
high as a graphics mode 8 dot. In both
modes, the dots are as wide as a graphics
mode 7 dot.
How does this affect you? Single-line
resolution mode takes up twice as much
memory. Double-line resolution takes up
1K of memory, and single-line resolution
takes up 2K. Sounds backward, doesn't it?
What mode you will use depends both
on how much memory is available and the
size of the pixels you want on the screen.
.JANUARY A.N.A.L.C.G. Computing

lOO PB=PEEK(740)-4:POKE
l06,PB-4:GRAPHICS O:REH
SINGLE-LINE RESOLUTION
lOO PB=PEEK[74B)-8:POKE
l06,PB-4:GRAPHICS O:REH
DOUBLE-LINE RESOLUTION
Don't forget that you need some kind of
GRAPHICS command after you change location 106 in order to make sure memory
is really protected.
You should also recall that we subtract
an extra four from PB when we change location 106 to make absolutely sure our
reserved area is safe from intrusion by the
statement or a listing that might scroll upward into what the computer thinks is unused memory. Also, if you're using one of
graphics modes 7 through 11, you should
change location 106 by a multiple of 16. We
discussed the reason for this in the section
on redefming character sets. As you will
recall, these graphics modes need to start
on either an even 2K or 4K boundary.
PB, incidentally, stands for Player/missile Base, which is just a fancy expression
for the beginning of our PMG memory
area. You can call it whatever you like. If
you need a safe place for both the character set and PMG, first create a safe area
for your character set, move it, then create another safe area for the PMG data, and
place the data needed there. So, now that
we have our PMG memory safely tucked
away, let's take a look at how it's used .
19
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DATA AREAS FOR THE
TWO SIZES OF PLAYERS

PlA'fER :;
PB·1792
PlAYE;l2

PB+l':,Z-6
PLAYER 1
P8+1280

PlA'(ER 0

M31'1~MIIMO

PB'" I 024
P8+76B

lJNUSa;.

P8

DOUBLE L tNE
RESOLUTION

SINGLE LIrlE
RESOLUTION

Figure 2.
As you can see, Figure 2 shows both
single- and double-line resolution memory
areas, each of which is divided into six sections. The first of these sections is easy to
explain, since it's just unused memory.
That's right, these bytes are not used at
all by PMG, and since they've been
reserved, you can use them to hold
machine-language routines (as we'll do
later in this chapter), data or nothing at all!
The sections of memory after the unused
area hold the data for the players and missiles, so this is probably a good time to explain how players and missiles are created.
We already know that a player is the
equivalent of a sheet or strip of plastic
placed on top of the background. This strip
is eight dots wide, which should ring a bell
for you. Why? The Atari characters are also
eight dots wide, and in fact it might be easier for you if you think of a player as a very
tall character. Whereas a character is eight
bytes high, a player is 128 bytes for singleline resolution, 256 bytes for double-line.
So, each dot in a player is represented by
a bit in a byte, just like with characters (if
you haven't done so already, go back and
review the section on character sets). What
about the missiles? The missiles are the
same height as the players, but they are
only two bits wide instead of eight. There
are four crammed into the same set of 128
or 256 bytes. Figure 3 gives an example.
ON SCREEN:

IN HIEMORYlOC AnON

11111010
11001
......_ \
f /-'

=====t

~

111~~II~ES~lE~~ L~,~~~~~l~ 0

Figure 3.
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Now we have all the basics out of the way
and are ready to get into the mechanics. Before we do, however, let's take time out for
a quick review.
1. Players and missiles move independently of the background.
2. There are four players and four missiles, or you can group all the missiles
together for a fifth player.
3. Single-line resolution gives you dots
that are half as tall as double-line resolution.
4. You must reserve 2K of memory for
single-line resolution, lK for double-line.
5. In single-line resolution, players and
missiles are 256 bytes high. In double-line
they are 128 bytes high.
6. Players are eight dots or one byte wide.
Missiles are two dots or a quarter of a byte
wide.
7. Players are stored in memory in the
same way as characters; so are missiles, except that four of them are crammed into the
same byte.
With all this in mind, we're now ready
to get some real live players up on the
screen.
For our first example we'll do something
simple-a spaceship. Anyone can build one
of these. (Want to go for a ride?) We'll use
player 0 and single-line resolution. Afterwards we'll see how it would be done in
double-line resolution. Let's get started by
drawing our spaceship as shown in Figures
4, 5 and 6.

~;CF.:EEN LOOKS

LIKE THIS

.~

..··r

HH
'-'----------".
Figure 4.
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APE RU~LL\'
SEEING THIS:

When we reserved this memory, there
probably was already information stored in
it, and we have to get rid of that information
before we start putting our own data in there.
We could do this with a simple FOR/NEXT
loop like this:

119 FOR H=9 TO 2947:POKE
PB*256+H,9:NEHT H

Figure 5.

But as you can see by running this loop,
it is very slow. Better to use machine language. Oh no, you think, I didn't realize I

was going to have to use machine language!

IN t'1H10RY YOU HAVE

THESE NUt 1BERS :
v

10011 00 1
101 11101

11 11 1111
10111101
1001 1001

= 153
= 189
=255
= 1:39
= 15Z

THE SH APE
THE 1'S IN f1Er"1ORY MAKE?

DO 'y'OU

~:EE

Figure 6.
In order to show this (Fig. 4) on the
screen, we have to convert it to dots (Fig.
5), and then into the correct number to
place in memory to represent those dots
(Fig. 6).
Now we're ready to put these values into
memory. The best way is to use a character set editor.
Notice that so far we have only used eight
of the 256 bytes available to us up and down
the screen. You don't have to use all of
those 256. Any bytes, or any dots for that
matter, that aren't used will be invisible on
the screen, just like the portions of the cartoonist's plastic that aren't drawn on. And
as you'll discover soon, you want to leave
a lot of empty bytes right in the middle of
the player, leaving the first and last 124
bytes empty (124=(256-8)/2). Before we
do that, however, we have to make sure that
our PMG memory area is empty.
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Relax, all you have to do is use it; we'll do
the programming for you. As a matter of fact,
all you have to do to make our machinelanguage routine work is use the following
command:

H=USRCADRCHEHCLR$) ,START
,LENGTH)
In this command, MEMCLR$ is the string,
which you'll get to in a minute, that holds the
machine-language routine. START is the
starting address of the memory you want to
clear, and LENGTH is the number of bytes
you want to clear. So for our PMG example,
you'll use:

H=USRCADRCHEHCLR$),PB*25
6,294B)
Now that isn't too painful, is it? And you
can even use the routine for stuff other than
PMG, whenever you have to clear some
memory.
Incidentally, we have to multiply PB by 256
because PB is the number of pages, not the
actual address.
Let's put together the beginning of our program (finally). We'll reserve some memory,
clear it, and then put our spaceship data into
the middle of player 0:

199 DIH HEHCLR$(36) :HEHC
LR$="hh:nh:ElhlJl..xJ~ hD

!)~~."

119 PB=PEEK(749)-B
129 POKE 196,PB-4
139 GRAPHICS 9
149 PHBASE=PB*256
159 H=USRCADRCHEHCLR$),P
HBASE,294B)
169 FOR BVTE=126 TO 139
179 READ DAT
lB9 POKE PHBASE+1924+BVT
21

E,DAT
1'9 NEMT BYTE
1999 DATA 153,18~,255,18
~,153

Dh, oh, what are all those funny-looking
characters in MEMCLR$? That's just the
machine-language routine. Unfortunately, it's
difficult to type in, so here's a little program
that will type the characters for you:

I

DMACTL = 54272 (559): Choose from
the following options and add the total to get
the value to POKE into 559.

For
199 GRAPHICS 9
119 PRINT "199 DIM MEMCL
R$(36):MEMCLR$=";CHR$(34
)

;

129 FOR LOOP=l TO 36
139 READ DAT
149 PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(
DAn;
159 NEMT LOOP
179 PRINT CHR$(34)
1999 DATA 194,194,133,29
4,194,133,293,194,179,16
~,9,169,255,224,9,298,4,
194,168,16~,9,145,293,13

6,1'2,255,298
1919 DATA 24~,239,294,29
2,224,255,298,234,~6

Run this, and then move the cursor up to
the line that it prints out and press Return.
Nifty, eh? You can now type in the other lines.
Now that you have the beginning of our
program typed in, run it and see what happens. Nothing, right? That's because the Atari
doesn't know that you want to use PMG yet.
You have to tell it first, and to do that you
use locations 559, 53277 and 54279. Wow,
how come so many?
53277: Tells the Atari that we want to use
PMG.
559: Tells it that we want to store the player/missile data in memory. This location also
tells the Atari whether we are using singleor double-line resolution.
54279: Tells it where in memory to look
for the player data.
Here are the values we need to POKE into
each location:

POKE 5427~,PB:POKE 55~,6
2:POKE 53277,3:REM SINGL
E-LINE RESOLUTION
POKE 5427~,PB:POKE 55~,4
6:POKE 53277,3:REM DOU8L
E-LINE RESOLUTION
22

There are several possible numbers that can
go into these memory locations. Here are two
charts showing the values you can POKE into
locations 54272 and 53277 and their effects:

Add

Wide playfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ] ~
Standard playfield
2 ~
Narrow playfield
. . . . . . . . .1 ~
No playfield
0 ]
Enable missile DMA
4 u
8
Enable player DMA
2-Line "thick" players, or
0
I-Line "thick" players
16
Enable instruction fetch DMA .. 32
GRACTL = 53277: POKE 53277,n.
Choose from the following and add the total to get the values to POKE into 53277.
To tum on missile . . . . . . . . . . .
To tum on players
To remember joystick values

1
2
4

Now let's add the following line to our
program:

299 POKE

5427~,PB:POKE
5~,62:POKE 53277,3

5

Now run the whole thing and see if we
get our spaceship. No? What's wrong now?
We still have to tell the Atari how far across
the screen we want the spaceship to appear.
In other words, the Atari needs to know it's
horizontal position. Right now it thinks that
position is zero, which is off the screen on
the left-hand side. A player can have a
horizontal position between zero and 255,
with 255 being off the right-hand side of
the screen. Each player has a location that
holds its current horizontal position. These
locations are:

Player Location

Missile Locations

53248
53249
53250
53251

53252
53253
53254
53255

(Player
(Player
(Player
(Player

0)
1)
2)
3)

(Missile 0)
(Missile 1)
(Missile 2)
(Missile 3)
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Location 53248 holds the position of
player 0, so let's set it to 128 and put our
spaceship in the middle of the screen:
219 POKE 53248,128

without a line number, and press Return.
Notice how the spaceship isn't affected on
your screen when you do this, and the text
on the screen scrolls up. As I mentioned
earlier, players and missiles are completely independent of the rest of the screen. You
have complete control of this independence
using something called Priorities which we
will get to in a moment.
Before we go on, I should point out one
more thing. You've probably noticed by
now that when you Break the PMG program, the player remains on the screen.
What if we want to get rid of it? Can we
just simply tum it off? No. Prove this to
yourself by typing in the following with the
spaceship on the screen:

Now run everything together and, voila, it works! There is our spaceship in the
middle of the screen. Aren't computers
wonderful? Notice how the spaceship is
black. If black is not your favorite color,
you can easily change it.
What if we want the spaceship color to
be, say, red? Each of the players has its own
color register, which means that each player can be a different color. It also means
that the players have different colors than
POKE 53277,9:POKE 55',34
the playfield (the background), which in
tum means that we can have up to nine
colors on the screen at the same time (more
Kind of messy, right? I won't get into the
if you use the GnA modes). For now reason for this, since it isn't really importhough, let's just worry about changing the tant. I will, however, give you the solution.
Ready? Simply set all the player and miscolor of our spaceship.
The four player colors are stored in lo- sile horizontal positions to O. This moves
cations 704, 705, 706 and 707 (the missiles everything off the screen. For our spacehave the same colors as the players). Let's ship, we would use the following:
suppose that we want our spaceship to be
POKE 53248,9
a dark red.
Red has a color value of four. We also
You can put this statement into the proneed a brightness value, so let's pick two.
That will give us a dark red. Unfortunate- gram if you want, but I'm not going to. For
ly, now we are faced with a problem. We the sake of these simple demonstrations, it's
have two values specifying the color and just as easy to press System Reset.
only one location to put them in. How do
So far everything we've talked about is all
we get around this? As you may remem- very nice, but let's face it, players and misber from our first discussion on color siles should do more than just sit on the
registers way back, to store a color and screen and look pretty. How do we go about
brightness value in one memory location moving them? We've already seen how to
change their horizontal position and can acwe use the formula:
tually make a very quick change to our program to get some horizontal movement:
COLOR* 16+BRIGHTNESS
So we multiply 4 by 16 and add 2 to get
66 (4*16+2=64+2=66), which we then
POKE into location 704:
229 POKE 794,66

Now our spaceship is red. By the way,
you can play around with the spaceship position and color from the immediate mode.
Just type in POKE 53248,n or POKE 704,n
(where n is a value between 0 and 255)
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239 FDA POSITION=39 TO 2
29
249 POKE 53248,POSITION
259 NENT POSITION
269 GOTO 239
By the way, you can't see what the current
horizontal position of a player is by using
PEEK. This is because the horizontal position locations (53248 through 53255) are in
a special part of the computer that you can
only POKE into. If you want to be able to
tell what the current position is, you have to
23

53277 (GRACTL): To tell the Atari that
we want to use PMG.
559 (SDMCfL): To tell the Atari that we
want to store PMG data in memory.
54279 (PMBASE): To tell the Atari
where
we're going to store the PMG data
HORZP9=M:POKE 53248,K
in memory.
53248 (HPOSPO): To move player 0
Then the variable HORZPO will always
have the current horizontal position of play- horizontally (specify the horizontal position).
53249 (HPOSP1): To move player 1
er 0 as its value.
So much for horizontal movement, now horizontally.
53250 (HPOSP2): To move player 2
what about vertical? Where are the memory
locations for the vertical positions? Unfor- horizontally.
53251 (HPOSP3): To move player 3
tunately, there aren't any. Why not? Let's go
back a little bit. Do you remember that a horizontally.
single-line resolution player is 256 bytes high,
53252 (HPOSMO): To move missile 0
with each of those bytes representing a bunch horizontally.
of dots that are as high as a graphics mode
53253 (HPOSM1): To move missile 1
8 dot? Well, you probably also know by now horizontally.
that in graphics mode 8, the screen is only
53254 (HPOSM2): To move missile 2
192 dots high. That means that 64 (256-192) horizontally.
of the bytes in a player are off the screen. So
53255 (HPOSM3): To move missile 3
what? When Atari designed its computers, it horizontally.
figured out since a player was already higher
704 (PCOLRO): To specify the color of
than the screen, there was no point in put- player/missile O.
ting in vertical position registers. After all,
705 (PCOLRl): To specify the color of
whoever was programming could just move player/missile 1.
the data for the spaceship (or whatever else
706 (PCOLR2)': To specify the color of
was to be moved) up and down inside the player/missile 2.
player. It was as simple as that.
707 (PCOLR3): To specify the color of
Well, this is great for all of those Atari player/missile 3.
programmers who use machine language, but
That's everything we've covered so far, but
for the rest of us using slower languages like
BASIC, it doesn't work as fast as we need. there's lots more still to go, so be sure you're
Let's take a look at what I mean.
familiar with this before you continue. This
Put the following lines into our program is probably a good time for you to sit down
and try programming your own player and/or
and run it again:
missile. When you've got everything under
239 FOR UP05=125 TO 14 5
control, read on, because the best is yet to
TEP -1
come!
249 FOR BYTE=9 TO 4
259 POKE PHBA5E+1924+UPO
Before we go on to look at all the special
5+BYTE,PEEKCPHBA5E+1925+
tricks
that are available to you with PMG,
UP05+BYTE)
269 HEMT BYTE
let's take a closer look at movement. We've
279 POKE PHBA5E+1939+UPO
already seen how to move a player or mis5,9
sile both horizontally and vertically.
289 HEMT UP05
How about moving it with a joystick
By now, with all this information spinning though? That shouldn't be too difficult; all
around in your head, especially all the differ- we have to do is check to see which direcent locations that have to be remembered, you tion the joystick is moved in and then move
may be getting a little confused. Let's take the player or missile in the same direction.
a break and summarize all the different loWell, it takes a lot of time to check a
cations that are used in PMG:
joystick and figure out direction, especially

keep track of it in a variable.
For example, whenever you change the
horizontal position of player 0, you might do
something like this:
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if the program has other things to worry about
as well.
You end up with a player that moves slowly and jerkily, and that's obviously not something you want. So, once again, it's machine
language to the rescue. The next section,
PMOVE, will provide us with an excellent
one-routine-fits-all tool.

PMOVE
PMOVE is a machine-language routine
that will automatically take care of player/missile movement for you. Let's look at
exactly what makes it so wonderful.
PMOVE looks at the joysticks during
VBLANK and then moves the players accordingly. What this means to you is that
you never have to worry about moving the
players from within your program.
So, for example, if you were using
PMOVE in a program and pressed the
break key, the program would stop, of
course, but you could still move the players around! This ability greatly increases
the usefulness of PMG in your BASIC programs, as you can probably imagine.
Without any further ado, then, let's see how
to use PMOVE.
Basically, there are two steps to getting
PMOVE to do what you want. T:le first one
is putting it into memory and getting it
ready to go. The second is telling it exactly what you want to do. We may as well
do this in order, so let's present the program necessary to get PMOVE in memory.
188 GRAPHICS 8:? "Hake s
ure you have saved a cop
!,I of":? "this prograM be
fore RUNning it":FOR 11=1
TO 1858:NEIlT II
118 ? :?

128 DIM LNC2l :FOR 11=1 TO
2:REtlD DtlT:LNClll=DtlT:NE
liT II
138 DtlTtl U,657
148 FOR 11=1 TO 2:TOT=8:N
=8:GOSUB 1888
158 FOR N=l TO LNClll:REtl
D DtlT:TOT=TOT+DtlT
168 IF N/25<>INTCN/25l T
HEN 1'8
178 T=TOT:TOT=8:REtlD DAT
:IF DATOT THEN? " ... ER
ROR":STOP
IB8 GOSUB 1888
1'8 NEIlT N:READ DtlT:IF D
ATOTOT THEN ? " ••• ERROR
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":STOP
288 NEIlT II
218 RESTORE 28888
228 FOR 11=1 TO 2:L=2'588
+588*Il:GOSUB 1818
238 FOR N=l TO LNClll :REA
D DAT:? CHR$C27l;CHR$CDtl

n;

248 IF N/25=INTCN/25l TH
EN READ DtlT
258 IF N/'8=INTCN/'8l TH
EN GOSUB 1828:L=L+18:GOS
UB 1818
268 NEIlT N:READ DtlT:GOSU
B 1828
278 NEIlT II
2B8 END
1888 ? :? "CHECKING LINE
";H888+1888*11+18*INTCN
125l; :RETURN
1818 GRtlPHICS 8:POSITION
2,4:? L;" HLANG$=";CHR$
C34l; :RETURN
1828 ? CHR$C34l;":RETURN
":? "CONT":POSITION 8,8:
POKE 842,13:STOP
1838 POKE 842,12:RETURN
28888 DATA 184,184,133,2
87,184,133,286,184,133,2
8',184,133,288,184,178,1
68,255,138,288,2,184,168
,177,286,145,371'
28818 DtlTtl 288,136,1'2,2
55,288,247,238,287,238,2
8',282,224,255,288,233,'
6,3348
21888 DtlTA 184,184,184,1
41,188,6,114,184,141,228
,6,141,231,1,141,234,6,1
41,237,6,238,237,6,141,2
48,3235
21818 DATA 6,238,248,6,1
6',127,141,1",6,162,',1
68,4,173,47,2,41,16,248,
',16',255,141,1",6,2765
21828 DtlTtl 162,1',168,8,
148,288,6,168,',18',286,
6,153,lB',6,282,136,16,2
46,16',7,174,248,6,168,2

'6'
21838

DtlTA 188,32,'2,228
,'6,32,238,6,18',152,6,2
4,18',288,6,168,285,1",
6,144,3,172,1",6,18',28

8'
21848

DATA 152,6,56,237,
288,6,141,281,6,136,177,
284,288,145,284,136,248,
5,284,281,6,176,242,16',
8,3458
21858 DtlTA 145,284,'6,32
,238,6,18',152,6,56,237,
288,6,168,176,2,168,8,18
',152,6,24,18',288,6,275

,

21868 DATtl 141,281,6,288
,177,284,136,145,284,288
,284,1",6,248,7,284,281
,6,144,23',248,237,16',9
,145,3855
21878 DtlTtl 284,'6,138,72
,162,4,32,238,6,184,179,
18',168,6,56,237,289,6,1
6B,176,2,168,8,18',169,2
25

'35
21989 DATA 6,24,19',299,
6,141,291,6,136,177,294,
61,292,6,145,294,299,299
,18',292,6,73,255,4',294
,3296
219'9 DATA 136,136,17,29
4,145,294,299,299,294,1'
',6,176,7,294,291,6,144,
221,249,21',18',292,6,4'
,294,371'
21199 DATA 145,294,136,1
8',292,6,4',294,145,294,
'6,138,72,162,4,32,238,6
,194,179,18',169,6,24,19
',2"4
21119 DATA 299,6,168,295
,1",6,144,3,172,1",6,1
8',169,6,56,237,299,6,14
1,291,6,299,177,294,61,3
152
21129 DATA 292,6,145,294
,136,136,18',292,6,73,25
5,4',294,299,299,17,294,
145,294,136,136,249,5,29
4,291,36"
21139 DATA 6,176,224,18'
,292,6,4',294,145,294,29
9,18',292,6,4',294,145,2
94,'6,18',18',6,133,294,
24,3445
21149 DATA 216,173,188,6
,125,1'4,6,133,295,16',9
,133,77,'6,162,9,188,128
,6,48,196,185,129,2,41,2
797
21159 DATA 8,298,23,18',
148,6,221,136,6,249,43,1
6',9,133,77,254,148,6,18
',148,6,157,9,298,298,2'
31

21169 DATA 28,185,129,2,
41,4,298,21,16',9,133,77
,18',148,6,221,132,6,249
,',222,148,6,18',148,265

2

21179 DATA 6,157,9,298,1
88,128,6,185,129,2,41,2,
298,17,18',152,6,221,144
,6,249,39,254,152,6,2668
~1189 DATA 32,22',6,138,
16,21,185,129,2,41,1,298
,14,18',152,6,221,149,6,
249,6,222,152,6,32,2385
211'9 DATA 226,6,232,224
,4,298,149,162,9,18',164
,6,249,83,18',168,6,249,
59,16,23,222,156,6,222,3
182
21299 DATA 156,6,18',156
,6,157,4,298,291,47,176,
32,16',9,157,164,6,249,5
3,254,156,6,254,156,6,2'

5'
21219

DATA 18',156,6,157
,4,298,291,298,144,',16'
,9,157,164,6,249,196,298
,1'6,18',172,6,248,57,16
,3298
21229 DATA 23,222,169,6,
222,169,6,32,232,6,18',1
69,6,291,16,176,3',16',9
,157,164,6,249,74,254,2'
29
21239 DATA 169,6,254,169

26

,6,32,235,6,18',169,6,24
,216,195,16,295,1",6,17
6,4,41,249,298,1,16',283
9

21249 DATA 9,157,164,6,2
49,42,18',176,6,61,9,298
,249,13,16',255,157,176,
6,157,184,6,16',9,157,2'
38
21259 DATA 164,6,18',189
,6,61,8,298,249,13,16',2
55,157,189,6,157,184,6,1
6',9,157,164,6,232,224,3
141
21269 DATA 4,298,145,16,
'8,228,9,75'

This may look a little funny, so let me
explain exactly what's going on. PMOVE
is, obviously, a machine-language routine,
which means that it is made up of a whole
bunch of numbers. You can see those numbers in the above DATA statements. Unfortunately, numbers take up a lot of memory.
There's a way to store machine language
that doesn't take up nearly as much
memory, and that's to use ATASCII characters (letters, digits, graphics characters,
etc.). Unfortunately (again), it's very
difficult for you to type in such characters.
What we've done, therefore, is to present
a combination of the two. When you run
the above program, it will read all the
DATA statements, checking to make sure
you typed in the numbers correctly, and
then it will change the numbers to graphics characters, right before your very eyes!
Once it's done, you should LIST the new
lines to disk with the following command.
LIST"D: PMOVE",30000,30570
Still with me? Now type in the following, NEW, RETURN, then:
18 FOR BYTE=l TO 48
28 READ DAT
39 POKE 1731+BYTE,DAT
49 MEMT BYTE
59 DATA 252,243,297,63,9
,128,9,128,128,2,2,3,3,1
,8,9,9,9,9,4,5,6,7,3,76,
128,64,76,89,64,76,177,6
4,76,5,65,76
69 DATA 88,65,9
189 DIM MEMClR$(36):MEMC
lR$="hh:nh:tlh:Jl..xJ~

!l1llU~il

119
129
139
149

hD

PB=PEEK(749)-8
POKE 196,PB-4
GRAPHICS 8
PMBASE=PB*256
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159 K=U5RCADRCMEMCLR$),P
MBA5E,294B)
151 DIM MLANG$(99),MOUME
M$CU)
152 G05UB 19999:MOUMEM$=
MLANG$ .
153 MEM=PMBA5E
154 FOR 5EC=9 TO 7
155 G05UB 19599+19*5EC
156 K=U5RCADRCMOUMEM$),A
DRCMLANG$),MEM,LENCMLANG
$)-1)

157 MEM=MEM+LENCMLANG$)
15B NEKT 5EC
299 POKE 54279,PB:POKE 5
59,62:POKE 53277,1
295 K=U5RCPMBA5E,PB,PB)
999 END

MOVMEM$ work. The MOVMEM format
is: X=USR(ADR(MOVMEM$), FROM,
m, LENGfH -1) where FROM is the beginning of the memory segment to be moved,
m is the beginning of the memory area to
move to, LENGTH is the length of the segment to be moved.
157: Now we update MEM to point to the end
of the segment we just moved.

Remember that Line 100 was created 158: That's the end of our loop.
previously. And ENTER PMOVE back
into the computer with the following:
200: You've seen this before, but note that
it must come before the following statement
ENTER: "D:MOVE"
(205).
Well, so much for the hard part. What 205: This is the statement that gets PMOVE
you now have in your computer is a pro- going. Its format is: X=USR(STARf,PB,ST)
gram that will set up the computer for where START is the starting address of the
PMG and also get PMOVE ready to go as PMOVE routine, PB is the high byte of the
well. Here's a breakdown of exactly what P/M address, ST is the high byte of START.
Note that PMOVE must being on a page
it does:
boundary (START must be an even multiple
10-60: These lines set up some data for of 256).
PMOVE in page 6. This is actually the
equivalent of initializing some variables.
By the way, after you run any program with
PMOVE in it, you must press System Reset
100-150: We've seen these lines already before running it again.
Now (finally) we're ready to actually do
in our previous programs.
something with PMOVE. But first (is there
151: MLANG$ is used for temporary no end?), we have to tell PMOVE what we
storage as you'll soon see. MOVMEM$ expect it to do. We do this by POKEing variwill hold a routine to move memory.
ous values into memory. Let's look at these
locations and values:
152: The GOSUB 30000 puts the movememory routine into MLANG$ where we
1664-1667: PMOVE lets you decide
transfer it into MOVMEM$.
which players to control with which
153: We initialize MEM to point to joysticks. You can control one player with
PMBASE. This is where we will put one joystick, four players with four
PMOVE. If you're using double-line reso- joysticks, four players with one joystick,
lution, then you'll have to change this line and so forth. If you want to attach player
n (n is 0, 1, 2 or 3) to joystick x (x is 0,
to MEM=PMBASE-512.
1, 2 or 3), then:
154: PMOVE is in a total of eight
POKE 1664+n,x
segments.

JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

155: We GOSUB to transfer each segment
into MLANG$.

So if we wanted joystick 0 to control
players 1 and 2, we would:

156: This is the USR instruction that makes

POKE 1665,0:POKE 1666,0
27

If you don't want player )1 to be attached
to any joystick:

POKE 1664+n,255
Finally, there is also a way to make a
player move without having it connected to
a joystick. I suggest, however, that you skip
over this until you understand everything
else. What you do:
POKE 1664+n where n is a joystick
number between 43 and 46. Then:

I

POKE 675 + [the joystick value] with the
direction you want the player to move. Possible directions are illustrated below:
14

1684-1687: These locations specify the
horizontal position of each player. Unlike
the previous locations, however, PMOVE
will update these locations as things move
around on the screen. You must set the initial positions. So, if you were starting player 1 at horizontal position 128, you would
POKE 1684+1,128. Then, after you had
gotten going, PEEKing location 1685
would tell you the current position of
player 1.
1688-1687: These locations specify the current vertical position of each player. They
work in the same way as locations
1684-1687 above.
1692-1695: Now we move on to the missiles. These are the locations for the current horizontal position of each missile.
1696-1699: These locations specify the current vertical positions of each missile.
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1700-1703: These locations allow you to
start and stop each missile. POKE
1700+n,1 will start missile n moving.
POKE 1700+n,0 will stop it.

Joystick values

As you may have noticed, these are the

same as the joystick directions. All you are
doing with all of this is tricking PMOVE
into looking at a joystick that doesn't exist. As we said before, however, for the
benefit of those of you who read this despite
previous warnings, don't worry too much
about it until you've played around with
PMOVE a bit.

1668-1671: These locations let you specify
a left-hand limit for each player. For example, if you don't want player 3 to be able
to go left of horizontal position 48 (the lefthand edge of the screen), you would:

1704-1707: These locations allow you to
specify the horizontal direction for each
missile: 128 = left, 1 = right, 0 = no
horizontal movement. I'll explain this a little more with the next set of locations.
1708-1711: These locations allow you to
specify the vertical direction for each missile: 128 = up, 1 = down, 0 = no vertical
movement.
Let's take a look at how locations
1704-1711 work. Suppose you wanted missile 0 to move diagonally up and to the
right:
POKE 1704,1 = the horizontal direction
(right)

POKE 1668+3,48
1672-1675: These locations let you specify
a right-hand lirnjt for each player, and work
in the same way as 1668-1671 above.

28

POKE 1708,128 = the vertical direction
(up)

1676-1679: These locations let you specify
a top limit for each player.

You would also have to POKE 1700,1
when you were ready to start the missile
moving. If you wanted to move missile 3
straight up, it would be:

1680-1683: These locations let you specify a bottom limit for each player.

POKE 1707,0 and POKE 1711,128.
continued on page 50
JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

continu.ed /Tom page 13
UG 18 RE" ~ BV FR~NK "~RTONE 1/87
IK 28 RE" COPVRIGHT 1'88 BV ~N~LOG CO"PUT
ING
GZ 38 GR~PHICS 17:POSITION 1,18:? U6;"SVS
TE" INITI~LIZING ":POKE 788,U:POKE 71
2,135
RC .8 GOSUB 1658
TO 58 SCR=PEEK[881+256*PEEK[8'1 :GOTO 2828
VK 68 GR~PHICS 17:POKE 756,CH/256:SETCOLO
R 8,8,18:POKE 77,8
CO 78 SC=8:PN=5:S0UND 8,8,8,8:WP=388:F~N

PK
LU
OW
IF
NW
DI
JZ
V"
KB

8:PU=188:GOTO 1138
KY 88 POKE 55',8:Pl=INT[RND(81*1.1+.:P2=I
NT(RND(81*171+3:P3=INT(RND(81*1.1+.:P.
=INT(RND(81*171+3:P5=INT(RND(8,*1.,+.
ML '8 P6=INT(RND(81*171+3:P7=INT(RND(81*1
.,+.:PB=INT(RND(8,*17,+3:P'=INT(RND(8,
*Ul+.
IL 188 P18=INT[RND(81*171+3:POSITION 8,1:
? U6;"1II1ImIImIl
~l
TE 118 POSITION 8,22:? U6;"U!!""!!!!!!""""1!!
1IiImIImIl":POSITION RND(81*16U,RND(81*17
+3
IK 128 POSITION Pl,P2:GOSUB 788:POSITION
P3,P.:GOSUB 718:POSITION P5,P6:GOSUB 7
28:POSITION P7,P8:GOSUB 738
fL 138 POSITION P',P18:GOSUB 7.8
KB 1.8 K=':V=18:SETCOLOR 8,8,18:Ll=1:L2=1
:L3=1:L.=1:L5=1:POSITION K,V:? U6;" "
CO 158 POKE SCR+K+28*Y~18:S0UND 8,8,8,8:P
OSITION 16,8:? U6;'w'
GI 168 POKE 55',3.:POSITION RND(81*15+2,R
ND(81*17+3:? U6:"J":POKE 718,117
UI 178 RE" l:t;)I:;Ui]~
ZK 188 5CR=PEEK(881+256*PEEK(8',
DJ 1'8 TP=5CR+K+28*V:50UND l,8,8,8:POKE 7
7,8
OR 288 5T=STICK(81 :TR=STRIG(81:POKE 78',5
6:5ETCOLOR 8 S,18:POKE 711 t l.
OW 218 IF LF=5 t HEN POKE 718 z12
RW 228 P05ITION 1,8:? U6;5C:~05ITION 17,8
:? U6;F~N:PD5ITION 18,8:? U6;WP;" ";
IN 238 IF ll=l THEN lOC~TE Pl,P2,W1:IF Wl
()5' THEN GOSUB 758
U5 2.8 IF L2=1 THEN LOC~TE P3,P.,W2:IF W2
(}58 THEN GOSUB 788
EF 258 IF l3=1 THEN lOC~TE P5,P6,W1:IF W1
(}63 THEN GOSUB 818
50 268 IF l.=l THEN lOC~TE P7,P8,W1:IF W1
(}.7 THEN GOSUB 8.8
EO 278 IF L5=1 THEN lOC~TE P',P18,W1:IF W
1().3 THEN GOSU8 878
KY 288 SOUND l,8,8,8:IF TR=8 THEN GOSU8 2

HE
GU
GC

=5:DL=28:~P=21:FN=1:BU=1:S~=8:LF=8:SP=

738

GT

KF
KD
GF
5E
NK
RO
K"
AV
OU
UI
OU
TH
ON
OC
FT
ZP
OH
08
OK
NA
5U
LH
KO
ML
ZP

2'8 IF ST=l. THEN POKE TP,8:Y=V-l
388 IF 5T=13 THEN POKE TP,8:Y=Y+l
318 IF 5T=7 THEN POKE TP,8:K=K+l
329 IF 5T=11 THEN POKE TP,8:K=K-l
339 IF TR=9 THEN G05UB 2738
3.9 lOC~TE K,Y,BC:G05UB 589
359 IF 8C=259 THEN GOTO '28
368 IF BC=l THEN GO TO '28
378 IF BC=7. THEN FOR W=55 TO .8 5TEP
-3:S0UND 8,W*8 18,8:NEKT W:WP=WP+188
389 TP=SCR+K+2B*Y:POKE 712,8:POKE TP,l
8+128
3'9 IF K)17 THEN POKE TP t 8:K=K-l
U8 IF K(2 THEN POKE TP,II:K=K+1
.18 IF Y(. ~ND K}6 AND K(l. ~ND IF=5 T
HEN GOTO 12U
.28 IF Y(. THEN POKE TP,8:Y=Y+l
.38 IF Y}l' THEN POKE TP,8:Y=V-l
•• 8 POKE 5CR+RND(91*388+188,58+1'2:S0U
ND 8,F,8,3:F=F+l:POKE 711,F:IF F=88 TH
EN F=75
.58 IF PEEK(537781(Dl THEN G05US 5.8
.68 IF FN)2 THEN DL=.8
.78 IF FN). THEN DL=88
.89 IF FN}5 THEN DL=1'8
.'8 IF FN}6 ~ND BU=3 THEN Dl=255
598 GOTO 189
518 RE" F4:I,.,Ja:m:;lllIIa
528 RE"
538 RE" "'I~'"':I"'~I""'IJ;"';J"'(I"'J:I
5.8 El=RND(81*15:E2=RNO(91*15+3
558 P05ITION El,E2:? U6;"[j":P05ITION E
1+l,E2+1:? U6;"(":P05ITION El+2,E2+2:?
U6;"(J":FOR D=l TO 5:NEKT D
568 POKE 712,l.:COLOR l:PLOT El,E2:DR~
NTO El+2,E2+2:50UNO 8,189,8,18:POKE 71
2,8
578 RETURN
588 IF SC=5' THEN FOR N=15 TO 8 5TEP 11:FOR U=28 TO 33:S0UND 8,U,ll1,W:NEKl
U:NEKT W:5~=S~+1:Ll=8:LF=LF+l
5'9 IF BC=5' THEN 5P=SP+l:RETURN
698 IF 8C=58 THEN FOR N=15 TO 8 5TEP 11:FOR U=28 TO 33:50UNO 8,U,18,W:NEKT
U:NEKT W:S~=S~+1:L2=8:LF=LF+l
618 IF BC=58 THEN SP=SP+l:RETURN
628 IF BC=63 THEN FOR N=15 TO 8 STEP 11:FOR U=28 TO 33:S0UND 8,U,18,W:NEKT
U:NEKT W:5~=S~+1:L3=8:LF=LF+l
638 IF BC=63 THEN SP=SP+l:RETURN
6.8 IF BC=.7 THEN FOR N=15 TO 8 STEP 11:FOR U=28 TO 33:50UND 8,U,18,W:NEKT
U:NEKT W:5~=5~+1:L.=8:lF=LF+l
658 IF BC=.7 THEN 5P=5P+l:RETURN
668 IF BC=.3 THEN FOR N=15 TO 8 5TEP 29

KT
Z5
DK
BZ
SO
DU
KD
UN
FO
HP
C5

11:FOA U=28 TO 33:50UND 8,U,18,W:NEKT
U:NEKT W:5A=5A+l:L5=I:LF=LF+l
678 IF BC=43 THEN 5P=5P+l:AETUAN
6B8 AETUAN
6'8 P051TION 13,6:? U6;'1r':G05UB 13B8
788 ? U6;";":AETUAN
718 ? U6;":":AETUAN
728 ? U6;"?":AETUAN
738 ? U6;"I":AETUAN
748 ? U6;"+":AETUAN
758 POKE 712,56:FOA A=l TO 28:50UND I,
A*5,6,18:NEKT A:50UND 1,1~8,I:Ll=1
768 P051TION Pl P2:? U6;"n":G05UB '88:
P051TION Pl,P2:? U6;'1t':G05UB '88:P051
TION Pl, P2:? U6 .,;]": G05UB n8
778 POKE 712,8:Pl=8:P2=8:LF=LF+l:AETUA
N

1M 788 POKE 712,56:FOA A=l TO 28:50UND 8,
A*5,6 18:NEKT A:50UND 8,8~8,8:L2=8
FD H8 P65ITION P3,P4:? U6;"n":G05UB n8:
P051TION P3,P4:? U6;"B":G05UB '88:P051
TION P3 P4:? U6 •''tJ'': G05UB '88
FF 888 POKE 712,8:P3=8:P4=8:LF=LF+l:AETUA
N

KR 818 POKE 712,56:FOA A=l TO 28:50UND 8,
A*5,6,18:NEKT A:50UND 8,1~I,8:L3=8
SV 821 P05ITION P5 P6:? U6;"n":G05UB '88:
P051TION P5,P6:? U6;"B":G05UB '88:P051
TION P5,P6:? U6;"~":G05UB '88
IL 838 POKE 712,8:P5=8:P6=8:LF=LF+l:AETUA
N

LH 848 POKE 712,52:FOA A=l TO 28:50UND 8,
A*5,6,18:NEKT A:50UND 1,1~8,I:L4=8
ZM B58 P05ITION P7 P8:? U6;"n":G05UB n8:
P05ITION P7,P8:? U6;"B":G05UB n8:P051
TION P7 P8:? U6"'t]":G05UB n8
LR 868 POKE 712,I:P7=8:P8=8:LF=LF+l:RETUA
N

OF 871 POKE 712 52:FOA A=l TO 28:50UND I,
A*5,6 18:NEK t A:50UND 8t 8,8,8:L5=8
JT 888 P651TION P',P18:? Ub;'1t':G05UB
'II
:P05ITION P' P18:? U6;'~':G05UB '88:PO
5ITION P' Pl':? U6; ''t]'': C05UB nl
PZ 8'8 POKE 712,8:P'=8:Pll=I:LF=LF+l:AETU
AN
~ '88 FOA D=l TO 78:NEKT D:AETUAN
OK '18 AEM IUwrjl:I:lllli",
5T '28 POKE 5CA+K+28*V 18
ZJ '38 FOA A=15 TO I 5tEP -l:FOA 5=1 TO 4
:50UND 8,5,8,R:POKE 712,A:NEKT 5:NEMT
A

AB '48 5ETCOLOA 8,12,14:50UND 8,8,I,8:50U
ND 1,8,8,8
IN '58 FMEN=FMEN-l
5L '68 P051TION 1,8:? U6;5C:P05ITION 17,8
:? U6;FMEN:P05ITION 18,8:? U6;WP;" ";
HT '78 POKE 5CA+M+28*V 5
FH '88 FOA L=8 TO '5 5tEP 5.':50UND 8,L,8
,11:50UND l,L,18,5:50UND 2,L,8,3:POKE
712,255:POKE 712,8:NEKT L:POKE 712,1
EM "I POKE 5CA+K+28*V t l:M=11:V=18:FOA 5=
I TO 2:50UND 5,I,I,a:NEKT 5
RU 1118 IF FMEN=I THEN GOTO 2331
10 1111 FOA D=l TO 15:50UND I,D*4,8,2:NEK
T D
III 1121 P051TION K,V:? U6;" "

OT 1838 GOTO 188
KO 1848 P~5ITION l,I:? U6;'~';FN:P05
ITION 18,8:? U6;"building "'BU
NE 1858 FOA F=l TO 3: P05ITION tAP:? U6;"
.":FOA R=l TO 38:NEMT R:50UND 1,51,18,
18:P05ITION 2,AP:? U6;" "
HK 1868 FOR R=l TO 31:NEKT R
ST 1878 POKE 78',221
DE 1881 50UNO 8,188,18,18:NEKT F:50UNO 8,
8,l t l
OJ Ina P051TION 2, AP:? U6;".": FOR 0=1 TO
358:NEKT 0
AA 1181 AP=AP-3:FN=FN+l
8L 1118 GRAPHIC5 17:POKE 756,CH/256:GOTO
88
PJ 1128 GOTO 1851
00 1131 GR~PHIC5 17:POKE 756,CH/256:J=2:1
F FN=8 THEN GOTO 1488
FH 1148 POKE 55',8:POKE 712,'7:POKE 711,3
4:LF=I:POKE 788,14
PU 1158 IF BU=2 THEN POKE 718,135:POKE 78
8,U
DO 1168 IF 8U=3 THEN POKE 718,I:POKE 788,
255
IK 1178 IF BU)3 THEN GO TO 2518
00 1188 P05ITION 8, J:? U6;"
lII"iIIi"'lIlllilli"IIl"'iIIi"IIl"'11II11'
1iIIiIIIl": J=J+l
BN 11'8 P05ITION 8,J:? U6;"
lIIe\llll": J=J+l
FI 1288 P05ITION 8,J:? U6;"

1IIz\llll": J=J+1
IS 1218 IF J)21 THEN

P~KE

55',34:GOTO 184

8

RK 1228 GOTO 1181
CU 1238 REM ~
15 1248 GRAPHIC5 18:POKE 756,CH/256:IF 5P
=8 THEN FN=FN+l:GOTO 1138
5' 1258 G=4:POKE 718,135:POKE 78',44:POKE
718,14:POKE 788,87:50UNO l,8,8,8:50UN
UI

~2~886~p~EK(568)+256*PEEKC561)+4:POKE

0+4,6:POKE 712,3
CL 1278 P05ITION 4,2:? ,\6jji,'tl0or secured"
:P05ITION 8,3:? U6;' .,
'
LU 1288 P051TION 8,8:? U6~"~~
__
_ _ ":PO~ITION 8,18:. U6;"
_

VE 12'8 FOR T=l TO 5P:P05ITION ',6:? U6;"
~':G=G+l:FOR 1=15 TO 8 5TEP -1:50UNO I
,18,18, I: NEKT I
JM 1388 NEKT T
IE 1318 P05ITION , 6:? U6 .,'[t': G05UB 13BI
RI 1321 P051TION 1',6:? U6;PU:G05UB 1381
III lUI P05ITION 13,6:? U6i.''U'':G05U8 1388
lC 1341 FOR H=l TO 4:P051TI0N 15,6:? U6;P
U*5P:G05UB Inl
TIf 1351 P05ITION 14,6:? U6;"
":FOR
E=l TO 58:NEKT E:NEKT H
Ul 1361 5C=5C+PU*5P:5P=1
KK 1378 5P=8:GR~PHIC5 17:POKE 756,CH/256:
GOTO 1138
IIU 1388 FOR 1=15 TO 8 5TEP -1:50UNO 8,58,
18 t l:FOR 0=1 TO 2:IIEKT O:NEKT I:RETURN
:wETURN
DZ 13'8 FOR 1=15 TO 8 5TEP -1:50UNO 8,28,
18 t l:FOR 0=1 TO 2:NEKT O:NEKT I:RETURN
VA 14B8
GRAPHIC5 18:POKE 756,CH/256
KT 1418 G=1:K=6:POKE 711,l15:POKE 78',44:
Ul

~~~~ ~~~E~~~~g~~+~~~*~~EK(561)+4:POKE

0+5,6
II( 1438 P05ITION 1,2:? U6;"building ";BU;
" secured"
Nf 1448 5C=5C+5A*1888:FMEN=FMEN+l:FOR R=l
TO 3
VU 1451 FOR T=-25 TO 25 5TEP 1:50UNO I AB
5CJ)+35,18,18:POKE 7n,AB5CT) :NEKT t:N
5C

~~~8R~~~U~~1It~'~'::NEKT

4:? U6;"

8

~

D:P05ITION 8 t
1 FREE MAN *":G05UB In

RZ 1478 FOR T=l TO 5~: P05ITION G1 K:? U6;"
~':G=G+l:FOR 1=15 TO 8 5TEP -s:50UND I
18 18 I:NEKT I
VW 148' IF G=18 THEN G=l:K=K+l
KP 1.,8 NEKT T
"" 1588 P05ITION 11,8:? U6;'~ 1888": G05UB
1388
TO 1518 FOR E=l TO 5:P05ITION 8,11:? U6;1
888*5A:G05UB 13'8
PG 1528 P05ITION 81 11:? U6;"
":
FOR D=l TO 58:NtKT D:NEKT E
RG 1538 IF 5A=35 THEN G05UB 2658
WP 1548 P051TION 8,11:? U6;188e*5A
EP 1558 IF 5~=35 THEN P051TION 8,11:? U6;
1888*5A+58888
HC 1568 FOR 0=15 TO 8 5TEP -1:50UNO 1,255
,18,D:50UNO l,254,18,D:FOR E=l TO 28:N
EKT E:NEKT D
ZU 1578 FOR D=255 TO 248 5TEP -l:POKE 788
,D:POKE 78',D:POKE 718,D:POKE 711,D:PO
KE 712 D: NEKT D
ZP 1588 5A=8:8U=8U+l:FN=1:PU=PU+188:AP=21
: GOTO 1138
OU 15'8 GOTO 1518
NC 1688 RE5TORE 1648
WA 1618 RE~D A,8:50UND 8,~,18,18:50UNO 1,
8t 18,18:FOR D=l TO 28:NEKT D
55 Ib28 IF A=l THEN RETURN
00 1638 GOTO 1618
IIA 1648 DATA 68,144,182,68,1,243,72,182,1
,81,1'3,8 '1 217 1 1
GU 1658 REM Ih~I'bdj~:r;l:rillU(:101
TT 1668 CH=CPEEK(186)-8)*256:FOR 1=8 TO 7
:POKE CH+I,8:NEKT I
CC 1678 FOR 1=8 TO 512:POKE CH+I,PEEKC573
u+n :NEKT I
PF 1688 RE5TORE 1758
UB 16'8 RE~O ~:IF A(8 THEN RETURN
VU 1781 POKE 788 A
UD 1718 FOR J=8 to 7:READ B:POKE CH+~8+J
,8:NEKT J
MJ 1728 POKE 711,A+58
U5 1738 GOTO 16'8
AK 1748 REM !~:rJ:rjll1l~:"t:m
GP 1758 D~TA 18,24,36,68,25,62,88,28,54
..JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

NI
UE
TG
ICZ
JZ
fG
...

1768
1778
1788
In8
1888
1818
1828

DATll
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

1,16,157,7.,68,126,57,88,132
1.,8,.,6,255,6,.,8,8
.,8,8,·t8,16 t 8,6.,8

5,l,66,B,3.,6,6· t 28,128
6,8,8,.,88,8,28,6,8
58,8,8,2.,28,5.,38,188,56
2,215,215,8,215,8,215,215,21

5

VE 1838 DATA 55,56,56,1 •• ,12.,58,56,.8,18
8

AU 18.8 DATA .2,12.,25.,186,186,178,178,1
'8,lU

VB 1858 DATA 27,56,56,1•• ,12.,58,56,.8,18
8

HA 1868 DATA
110 1878 DATA
JD 1888 DATA
8',255
BU 18'8 DATll
JoE H88 DATA
OL H18 DATA
UP H28 DATA
8

UO 1'38 DATA 31,56,56,1•• ,12.,58,56,.8,18
8

NR 1'.8 DATA 15,56,56,1•• ,12.,58,56,.8,18
8

XA 1'58 DATA 26,56,56,1•• ,12.,58,56,.8,18
AC
ZA
LT
LV
Ef
BU
IN
UU
ICO
XV
LP

8

1'61 DATA 7 I 8 126 I 1,126 8,1
1'78 DATA 28 t 8 t 66 t 36,2.,2.,i6,66,1
1'88 DATA 8,6,l,8B,56,2.,.,6.,1
1"8 DATA ',255,171,255,171,255,171,25
5,255
2888 DATA -1
2818 REM ' .....
2828 GRAPHICS 17:POKE 718,8:POICE 756,C
H/256:POKE 788,1.5
2838 DL=PEEKC568l+256*PEEICC561l+.:POICE
DL+7 t 7:fOR 1=1 TO 6:1 U6:NEXT I:POKE
DL+8,s:POKE
DL+12,3
28U 1 U6;"
1IiInm"
2858 1 U6;"
BV fRANIC KARTO
NE"
2B68 POSITION 8,5:1 U6;",
___

:z:m

"
ON 2878 POSITION
8,': 1 U6; ",
___
_______":POKE 711 8'
M5 2888 POKE 78B,172:fOR D=15 TO 8 STEP 8,2:S0UND 8,255,18,D:50UND 1,25.,lB,D:
fOR E=l TO 2:NEXT E:POKE 5327.,D+3B
LE 28'8 NEXT D:POSITION 11,12:1 U6;"VOU A
RE THE fIREMAN"
DC 2188 POSITION 3,17:1 U6;"* ":fOR D=l T
o 231: NEXT D
Tf 2118 P05ITION .,12: 1 U6;"VOU 1Il5T SAUE
THE TRAPPED PEOPLE"
UK 2128 P05ITION 12,16: 1 U6 "'f2 fl fl': POSIT
ION 13 17:1 U6;"W W":POS i TloN I3,18:1
U6;''f) ~ fl':fOR 1C=1 TO 7
OT 2131 POSITION' 17:1 U6;",":fOR E=l TO
.8:NEXT E:POSIhoN ',17:1 U6;" ":fOR
E=l TO .8:NEXT E:NEXT IC
OZ 21U P05ITION 2L 12:1 U6;"BEfORE THEV A
RE kILLED IN THt INfERNO":fOR D=l TO 1
88:NEXT D:Pl=13:P2=17
AC 2158 POSITION Pl P2:1 U6;" ":GOSUB '88
:POSITION Pl,P2:? U6;"=":G6SUB '88:POS
ITION Pl P2:1 U6''')'':GOSUB '88
GX 2168 Pl=Pl+2:If Pl=17 THEN GOTO 2188
OW 2178 GOTO 2158
PRES5
0& 2188 POSITION 8 12:1 U6I"
":K=3:V=
fIRE TO USE EXT i NGUI5HEN
17:fOR D=1 TO 1.8:NEXT D
DP 2H8 P05ITION X V-l:1 U6;"0":POSITION
X-l,V:1 U6;"0":POSITION X+l,V:1 U6;"0"
:POSITION X,V+l:1 U6;"0"
NE 2288 fOR E=l TO 1.8
UN 2218 NEXT E:P05ITION X V-l:1 U6;" ":PO
SITION X-1. V: 1 U6:" ": POSITION X+l, V: 1
U6;" ":POSITION X,V+l:1 U6;" "
OL 222B fOR E=l TO 2B8:NEXT E
HP 223B POSITION B,12:1 U6;"TO REfILL EXT
INGUISHER PICK UP CANISTER
":fOR D=
1 TO 188:NEKT D
IN 22U POSITION 5,17:1 U6;"J":fOR D=l TO
2B8:NEXT D
GK 2258 POSITION 12,16: 1 U6;"
": POSIT
ION 13,17:1 U6;"
":POSITION 13,18:1
U6;1I

..

UU 2268 POSITION 18,16: 1 U6; "l ) ) ": POSI
TION 18,17:1 U6;"l ) l
":POSITION 1
1,18: 1 U6; II) l)
"
... 227B POSITION 8,12: 1 U6;"
COKPL
ETE All 3 BUIlDING5
":fOR D=l TO
.5B:NEKT D
JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

TS 2288 POSITION 8,12:1 U6;"
PRESS 5TART
":fOR D
=1 TO 28:NEKT D
BH 22'8 If PEEKC5327"=6 THEN GOTO 2.'8
5C 2388 If STRIGC8l=8 THEN GOTO 2.'8
DV 2318 POSITION 8,12:1 U6;"
":fOR D=
1 TO 28:NEKT D
SIC 2328 GOTO 2288
XIC 2338 fOR R=15 TO I STEP -l:fOR 5=1 TO
.:SOUND 8,S,18,R:POKE 712,R:NEKT S:NEK
T R

Nf 2U8 fOR 1=5 TO 15:POSITION 8,1:1 U6;"
":NEKT I
BD 2358 D=PEEK(568)+256*PEEKC561)+.:POKE
D+8,7
AO 236B POSITION 8,5:1 U6:1 U6:1 U6;"
W:t:a'l'l:Jj ":fOR 1=255 TO 8 STEP -l:P
OKE 5327.,I:SOUND B,I,.,lB
DJ 2378 SOUND l,I,8,6:NEKT I:POKE 712,8:P
OKE 7B8,255:POKE 711,8'
lID 2388 J=8
UB 23'8 50UND B,8,8,8:50UND 1,8,8,8
CR 2.88 fOR D=l TO 158:NEKT D:O=B
UB 2U8 1 U6:1 U6'" i;lUtVim.,IMUV'
DN 2.28 fOR D=l T6 25:NEKT D:POKE 712,8:P
OKE 711,RNDC8l*5+68:0=0+1:If 0=2. THEN
GOTO U68
AT 2.38 If PEEKC5327')=6 THEN GOTO 2.'8
50 2•• 8 If 5TRIG(8)=8 THEN GOTO 2.'8
OT 2.58 GO TO 2.28
AU 2.68 fOR T=22 TO 8 5TEP -1:P05ITION 8,
T: 1 U6; "w"!!""""""""!!"""""""'.': fOR D=l
TO .:NEXT D:NEXT T
5V 2.78 fOR T=22 TO 8 5TEP -1:P05ITION 8,
T: 1 U6'"
" : fOR D=l
TO .:NEKT D:NEKT T
PG 2.88 GO TO 2828
RZ 2.'8 GRAPHIC5 18:50UND 8,228,18,18:50U
ND 1,238 18,18
fU 2588 pOSiTION 5,5:1 U6;'uUViOJr':fO
R R=l TO 215:POKE 5327.,R:NEKT R:SOUND
l,8,8,8:GOTO 78
NH 2518 GRAPHICS 17:POKE 756,CH/256:POKE
712,l15:POKE 55',8
ZN 2528 POKE 788,6:POKE 718,8
WG 2538 fOR 1=15 TO IB
EIC 25U P05ITION 5,1:1 U6;"ll ) ))) ))))
)l ))":NEKT I
W5 2558 POSITION 8,'U:1 U6;"l )))"
UE 2568 fOR 1=1' TO 21
RZ 2578 POSITION 5,1:1 U6;"iJ] Il iJlIl iJ]iJ]
IJ) 1Jl":NEKT I
CD 2588 POSITION 8,22:1 U6;"
__

"
au 25'8 D=PEEKC56B)+256*PEEKC561l
:POKE D+

6,7:POSITION 3,1:1 U6;"ti!1JjJi,imunIHt'i

liE

"26B8

? U6:? U6j" you halle sailed the
city":POKE 55' U:GOSUB 1388
HA 2618 ? U6:? U6 j 'lI.l:ti~'i'i1II:u "; 5C: P05IT
ION 18,U:? U6j"Iol":G SUB 13'8
DN 2628 fOR D=l TO 228:POKE 5327.,PEEKC53
77Bl:SOUND 8t RNDC8l*18+288 t 8,':POSITIO
N RNDC8l*H,NNDCBl*H8:1 Ub;"!"
NR 2638 POSITION RNDC8l*1',RND(8)*.+8:? U
6;" ":POKE 711,PEEK(53778):NEKT D:SOUN
D 8,8,B,8
VV 26.8 fOR D=255 TO 2.8 STEP -l:POKE 788
,D:POKE 78',D:POKE 718,D:POKE 711,D:PO
KE 712,D:NEXT D:GOTO 58
ICI 2658 GRAPHICS 18:POKE 756,CH/256:POKE
711 115:5C=SC+58888
GA 2668 POKE 788,l.:fOR f=l TO 5:POSITION
.,1:? U6j"PERfECT SCORE":GOSUB 1388
Zl 2678 P05ITION .t1:? U6;',iIJUtlWU,liI1'
:GOSUB 13'8:NEK f
'N 2688 SOUND 8~8:POSITION 2,.:'1 U6;"
EKTRA 80NUS ~'
5J 26'J1I 'OSU8 1688:POSITION 7,6:? U6:"HUR
RAV"
XR 2788 POSITION 18,7:? U6; ''''': POSITION 5
, ,: 1 U6 j" l:i:i:l:i:i=l;i:i:"
KN 2718 fOR D=l TO 275:NEKT D:RETURN
LH 2728 REM ii.:I.:t:Ill:tllll"1a~:1
EG 2738 If WP(=8 THEN SOUND B,255,lB,lB:R
HURN
DK 27U POSITION K,V-l:? U6;"0":POSITION
X-l,V:? U6;"0":POSITION X+1,V:? U6;"0"
:POSITION K,V+l:? U6j"0"
NR 2758 POSITION K,V-l:? U6;" ":POSITION
K-l,V:? U6;" ":POSITION K+l,V:? U6j" "
:POSITION K,V+l:? U6;" "
UO 2768 WP=WP-5:50UND 8,3,8,18:S0UND 1,7,
8,18:RETUAN
~
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by Arthur Leyenberger

Technology is
constantly improving.
Now an ST costs less
money than the early
8-bits and has 20
times the features.
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Welcome. Once again we find ourselves
together for a look at what's happening in and
around the world of Atari computers. Before
I get down to the details, I want to share a
few thoughts about technology with you. This
is an especially good time to do it since a new
decade is just around the corner.
Way back in the mid-1970s, I bought a calculator. Not just any old calculator, but a
marvelous new computing device called the
Hewlett-Packard HP-65. What made it so exciting was that it was the first "programmable pocket" calculator ever made.
The machine had 100 steps of program
memory and was programmed by "recording" the keystrokes pressed from the keyboard. It was fairly straightforward to do. You
simply put the calculator in "write" mode
and pressed the keystrokes as you would if
you were solving the problem directly with
the calculator functions. You could program
a request for input from the keyboard which
would cause the machine to pause when the
program was run. Then you would enter a
number and resume the program, causing it
to include that number in the calculations.
The HP-65 was powerful. It had conditional testing which meant that you could compare two numbers against each other and have
the program branch depending on whether

they were equal or unequal. It also had a flag
that could be set and tested for additional program branching. Since the HP-65 was a
scientific calculator, it had a slew of built-in
math, trig and other scientific functions.
Once a program was written, you could
save it on a small strip of magnetic tape. This
was useful since once you turned off the
machine, the memory contents were lost. To
re-enter the program, the magnetic card was
inserted back into the miniature card reader
inside the machine. All of the program steps
were displayed as "keycodes" or row/column
locations of the specific key on the keyboard.
The HP-65 was not really a consumer
product, at least not for the average consumer. It cost $800 (in 1975) which was expensive. But for me it was worth it. I learned
the fundamentals of programming on that
gadget and have been thankful ever since. At
the time, my family and friends thought I was
a fool to spend that kind of money for something like that, but I can't imagine what my
future would have been like without it.
You see, once I learned to program that calculator, I started to learn to program in BASIC using a computer time-sharing service that
was used by the company I worked for. I became very proficient at programming in BASIC and some of the proprietary languages
JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

The new ROMs from
Atari make GEM
slightly faster by
fixing some longstanding bugs and
providing a different
file-selector box.

used by the time-sharing company. Eventually I took a job with the outfit which lasted
for almost four years. That led to another job
and where I am today.
Recently, I bought another HP calculator.
Oh, there were a few other calculators in between, but the new machine is at least ten
times more powerful than the HP-65. It costs
$100 which is almost Xo the price. If you
figure inflation over eight years into the
difference, you might have a price difference
of 50 times.
My point? Technology is constantly improving. Those of us who bought an Atari
800 in the early 1980s were amazed with 48K
of memory and the things the computer could
do. Now, an ST costs less money than the early 8-bit Atari computers and has 20 times the
features and performance. Technology is relative. It must boggle the mind of my parents
who grew up with horses, no mass communications, unsanitary conditions (by today's
standards), etc., to live in the world of today.
The consumer electronics of the 1980s
were a tidal wave of technology. The new entertainment, educational and commercial
products have already had profound impact
on our lifestyles. The industry does over $30
billion worth of business annually and we are
part of it. Ten or 15 years ago the notion of
a "computer store" was completely foreign
to most people, even those who should have
known. Now, it seems there is a computer
store on every block. Unfortunately, not
many of them sell Atari computers.
What does all of this have to do with Atari
computer users? Everything! Atari is in the
business of selling electronics products.
Whether it is video games or computers, if
there is money to be made, Jack Trarniel and
company will be in that business. This is perfectly reasonable. We've seen Atari continually introduce new and more powerful
computers over the last several years, and
there is no reason why it won't continue.

The good news
Unfortunately, we have not seen Atari do
a good job of marketing the ST computers,
i.e., by keeping dealers happy with a good
supply of products in the u.s. and by communicating with the dealers and the users.
But the good news is Atari seems to be changing. At the least, Atari is finally beginning
to recognize some of these problems and take
JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

steps to rectify them.
Here are some of the things Atari is doing
right. They have cut off mail-order dealers,
who have provided little or no support and
often undercut the retailers who do provide
service for what they sell. There has been a
lot of controversy about this, but the user will
benefit in the long run by having more retail
dealers willing to sell Atari products and
therefore better support and good prices
driven by competition.
Atari has set up a dealer council made up
of several large dealers around the country.
Their mission is to meet on a regular basis
and discuss the retail business problems with
Atari top brass. Atari has also started publishing a dealer newsletter to foster better
communications. In fact, this dealer newsletter will also be sent to the SYSOPS of
CompuServe, GEnie and DELPHI in order
to improve communications on these information services. Atari has made an effort to
be more visible on these services so that individual users can ask questions and get
direct replies.
Atari now has a policy of not preannouncing new products. One of the biggest
complaints in the past was that Atari would
announce a bunch of new products that would
take forever to become available, if at all.
With the lack of information or misinformation, rumors are created which causes further problems.
By the time you read this, Atari will have
introduced the new ROMs for the ST. These
new ROMs make GEM slightly faster by fixing some long-standing bugs, and providing
a different file-selector box. Also, the Blitter chip is fmally making it into production.
Advertising has been one of the missing
links in the last couple of years. I understand
Atari's point of view: It couldn't advertise in
the U.S. because it didn't have machines to
sell. If they did advertise, they would have
unhappy consumers who couldn't get
products at their local retailer. This is apparently about to change. Atari has opened a new
plant or two in the Far East and also is about
to open a new plant in Texas. With increased
production Atari should be able to supply the
new demand.
Lastly, Atari has big plans for the recently
acquired Federated Electronics stores. One
of Atari's major goals for these stores is for
them to have an exceLlent service facility. As
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most of us know, there are very few places
one can go to get an Atari computer fixed.
The goal is to start with service on a district
basis, covering up to eight stores. The service centers would pick up and deliver
machines to Federated Stores within its district for quicker repair turnaround.
In addition, Atari wants these stores to be
full-service centers that will carry the entire
Atari computer line as well as other products.
Further, these stores would become a base
for an outside sales force dedicated to large
customers and commercial applications. Of
course, some of the other improvements mentioned above such as advertising and negating the Atari "game image" have to happen
too in order for the outside sales force to have
someone to sell to.

More Federated stuff

Mavis Beacon
Teaches Typing is a
program that uses
artificial-intelligence
techniques.

The Atari-owned Federated Electronics
stores have been losing money in the last couple of quarters of 1988. Atari itself has said
that it will take another quarter or two before the stores become profitable, but they can
see the light at the end of the tunnel. Now
it seems that part of the problem with the
stores may have been out of Atari's control
from the start.
Atari recently sued the former owners of
The Federated Group (and their fmancial advisors) for inflating the value of the company's assets and thereby increasing the price
of the deal. Atari purchased 67 stores in August 1987 for about $67 million. At the time,
some analysts criticized the deal and suggested the price was too high, but Jack Tramiel
stood behind his decision to purchase the
stores. Now, Atari is claiming that they paid
$43 million more for the stores than they
should have.
Other companies have tried operating their
own stores to gain a greater market share.
However, such companies as IBM, Xerox and
Digital Equipment have not been unsuccessful with this technique and have, in some
cases, sold their storefronts. On the other
hand, Tandy has used this method successfully to get products on shelves.

Learning can be fun
One of the neat things about writing this
column every month is that I get to pick out
my own subheadings. Maybe not a major
perk but still exciting. The above subhead
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may sound goofy but it is true. I won't bore
you with the details of experimental studies,
but it has been proven that learning takes
place more rapidly and with better retention
if the process is fun. Plus, if something is
fun, you are more apt to do it.
This is true with one category of software
that has been around since the early days of
home computers: typing tutors. Ever since
my first Atari 800, I have seen and used typing programs that have been said to increase
your typing speed while using the power of
the computer to aid the process. This has
generally been true. Interestingly, as computers have become more powerful, so have
the typing tl.1torial programs.
A new program in this class has just been
released for the ST. It is called (gulp) Mavis
Beacon Teaches Typing (distributed by Electron,ic Arts for Software Toolworks, One
Toolworks Plaza, 13557 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-907-6789).
I'll call it Mavis for short hereafter. Mavis
is a highly advanced program that claims to
use artificial-intelligence (I hate that phrase)
techniques to customize individualized lessons. I don't know if it does or not but this
is a super program, the best typing tutor I've
seen on any computer.
There are a number of things that make this
an excellent program. One is that mindless
letter combinations and word repetitions are
not used for the typing drill. Instead,
meaningful sentences taken from Guinness
Book of World Records, famous quotations,
jokes, great writings, riddles and other
sources are used for the training. This makes
for interesting lessons that hold your attention while you practice your typing.
Mavis consists of five screen displays, the
ftrst of which is the chalkboard. Here the new
or returning student is greeted, areas requiring more work are noted and exercises are
recommended. Next stop is the classroom
where you actually practice your typing. The
screen consists of a miniature monitor on the
top and a ST keyboard on the bottom. A pair
of ghostly transparent hands are properly
positioned on the keyboard at all times for
guidance.
As you type each letter the hands show the
correct finger placement, but if you find them
distracting, they can be turned off. When the
hands are turned off, the keys on the keyboard
light up when they are touched. The moni..JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.13. Computing

tor shows both the lesson text as well as your
typing, and the whole process is intuitive.
The workshop screen is used to practice
particular skills. It is here where you display
what you learned from the classroom. This
screen includes a clock, metronome and accuracy gauge. The metronome is used to keep
a steady beat while typing. Apparently
studies have shown that some people when
learning to type hesitate slightly before trying a difficult finger position. This slows
down the typing rate, and the metronome can
help overcome the problem.
Most typing programs come with a game,
and Mavis is no different. But the road-race
game is better than shooting down aliens and
probably more effective since large amounts
of text must be entered. The screen shows the
dashboard of the car you are in and another
car on the right. The faster you type the faster
your car goes, pulling ahead from the other
one. The speedometer shows words-perminute typed, and another meter shows accuracy.

Throughout the program, many graphs are
used to show your typing speed in a variety
of ways. These bar graphs show raw speed
with or without error penalties (one keystroke
is subtracted for each mistake), progress by
letter, percent error by key, etc. In addition,
your progress can be displayed either cumulatively or by lesson.
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing uses the
ST's capabilities quite well. The graphics are
superb, sound is used effectively and mouse
control is good. There are also plenty of help
screens available. Further, clear objectives are
always given before every lesson.
About the artificial-intelligence deal, the
program does use these types of techniques
to tailor the lessons to the user's progress and
problems. Software Toolworks is the company that did Chessmaster 2000, and I have no
doubt that the Mavis program is equally as
sophisticated. Mavis is the program you
should get to learn or to improve your touchtyping skills. Best of all, Ms. Beacon won't
rap your knuckles when you make a mistake. ~
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HACK PACK

PARROT II

~An All New Parrot sound digitizer for your Alan. Parrot II is a

Special OFFER

The Alpha Systems HACK PACK conlains all our
finest prodUCts far making Back-Up copies,
Analyzing, Understanding and PratecNng your
Alari programs. It comes campiele wittl Alari
Pralectian Techniques (Book and Disk I). Advanced Prolection Techniques (Book and Disk II), The
Chipmunk. The Scanalyzer. The Impersonalor and Disk Pock 1OOp. Wa~h over S150 Gel them all
for lhe special price of Just $99.95

saphislicated new hardware device that piugs into your joyslick
po~. Parrot II has two inputs. One far a microphone and one for a
powered source such as a tape player. radio or Camoact Oisk.
The Pawertul Parrot II sof1Ware lets you record sounds into your com pUler and play them bock on any
Alart. Parrot II turns your com pulers keyboard into a musical IOslrurnenl wllh nine different sounds
covering Ihree octaves each. The sounds can be anythIOg. a dogs bark, 0 piano. a complete drum
sel, a symphony ar your awn vOice.
Atarl Software Protection Techniques Vol I II
Parrot II leIs you modify the sounds on a graphic display 10 create brand new sounds and special
These Book and Disk packages detail the masl advanced copy praleclian mettlods in use loday. They
effects. Besl of all. the sounds and voices can be pul IOta your own programs thai can be used on
guide you through the methads used 10 creole Ihe protection as weil as the copying lechniques to get
any slandard Alart. Exptare Ihe world of digllai sound and music. ONLY $59.95
around Ihem. They include infarmaNan on Phr~aking' Hacking' On-line securily' Block boxes. sellPre·Recorded Sound Disk More pre-recorded sounds for Parrot $4.95
destructing programs. Pirale bulletin boord syslems • Logic bombs, New piracy lows' Hardware
PARROT II Demo Disk (Does not require Parrot 10 run)
$5.00
data keys' weak seclallng (Phantom. Fuzzy. and unstoble sectars) • Overfilledlracks • CRC errars' ~
a lasl oaced, mUlli-player trivia game thaI mixes queshans
Bank selecl cartlldges ond MUCH, MUCH MORE The disks IOclude autamallc program praleclars,
POP·N·ROCKER
with real songs (digitized
Pralect,an Scanners, directory hiding and mare.
with Parrol). Be Ihe firsl to Idenlily the songs and answer Ihe music trivia questions. Pop-N-Rocker
SK I
95
5
I 00K 111t=need
tecllo I nd DISK II !224 •9
comes wilh three data disks and lets you odd new queslians so it will never get old. You can use a
800K Offer.
pro
n a
4.
Parrot Sound digilizerta .add new songs too! Use any kind of music from Rock to Classical 10
Special
er. O~r both .... lor Only
39.95
Nursery Rhymes A ew canc!!p' in enlertainment and a pertecl add-on for Parrot.
$24.95

8r

CHIPMUNK
Aulamatic Disk Back-Up Syslem. Make perteclly running unpratecled back-Up copies of hundreds of
!he mast popolar Alan programs. Chipmunk's sophisticated programming Aulomatlcolly tinds and
REMOVES copy protection Irom most Alari programs. Bock-Up even heavily protecled programs wilh
ease Finally. a bock-Up syslem that needs no special hardware or skills.
(II you need a full list of whal Chipmunk copies, call or write for our free calalog) $34.95
Scanolyzer Automatically scan & analyze commercial programs Unlock programming secreiSOrid
learn from the masters $29.95
Impersonator Co~ridge 10 Disk back up syslem. Create running bock-Up copies of any co~ridge
I--=~"
(up, 10 16K) $29.95

CHEAT

Get more from your games with CHEAT. Tired at spending days Irying to beat a game? Tired 01 geGing
stuck just when you need another liIe? Cheat is on innovative new producl thaI gives you the chance
you need 10 beat your favorite games. Cheat works with hundreds of Alarl games to give you
unlimited lives or power. End the frustration and get hours more enjoyment from your games. (Call 01
write Alpha Syslems lor OUi Iree catolog with a lull list 01 the programs Ihol wolk with Cheal) ONlY $24.95

BASIC TURBOCHARGER
NOW lor the lirsl time a BASIC programmer can get the power, flexibility and incredible speed 01
machine language. BASIC TURBOCHARGER is a book and disk package that contains over 150
ready to use machine language routines. Complete instructions show how to odd them to your own
BASIC programs to gel these fealures and more: -'Smooth Scrolling - Player/Missile control' Lood &
Sove Picture liles • Sorting and searching' Special Elfects Graphics· Incredible Speed - Much, Much
More' Ove< 150 programs. You've heard of Ihe pawer of Assembler. now harness il tor your own
needs. $24.95
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COMPUTEREYES 8r MAGNIPRINT II +

.:;...:;'

Turn your computer inlo a digital porIrail sludio. This complete package lets
you capture, save I< print digital Images Irom your Video Camero, VCR
or TV. COMPUTEREYES hardware plugs direclly inlo your joystick po~s tar
easy use. Print your picture on a 6 foot poster $119.95
ComputerEyes camera system
Comes complete wilh everything above, plus a black and white video
camera and connecting cable. $329.95
Graphics 9 Soltware - Add a new dimension to your COMPUTEREYES
GIANT WALL SIZED POSTERS.
pictures - captures images in 16 shades of grey. $12.00
Magniprlnt II +
Easily Ihe most powertul print program available loday. Print grophics from almosl any formal in
hundreds of shapes, sizes, and shades Supports color printing and lets you create gianl poslers.
Mogniprint II + lets you slrelch and squeeze, invert, odd text, adjust shading and much more.
Works with EPSON, NEC, Citoh, Panosanic, Gemini. Slar, XMM80 1. and compatible printers. (850
intertace or equivalent required).
$24.95
Graphics Transformer
Now you can combine the most powe~ullealures of all your graphics programs. Create print shop
icons lrom a Koala pad picture, from a photo digilized wilh ComputerEyes, or any plclure file.
GraphiCS Transformer leIs you Shrink, Enlarge and Merge pictures lor unequaled lIexibilily. $22.95

YOUR ATARI COMES ALIVE
SAVE MONEY Finally an ollernative to buying expensive computer add-ons. Your Atarl Comes Alive
shaws you how to built them yourselt. Tills 'How-To' book and disk package gives you complete
slep by step instruclions and programs needed 10 built and control these exciling devices and MORE:
• Light Pen - Light & Motor Controllers -Alarm Systems - \\:lice Recognition· Environmental sensars
-Data Decoders-Morethan 150 pages. 'll:>urAlori Comes Alive
$24.95

AlPHA SYSTEMS '012 SI<YlAND DRIVE MACEDONIA, OH 44056 fREE eON us: OELUXE SPACE GAMES (3 Domes
on a disk) Free wlln any order or 3 or mOle ilems. Include $3.00 Shp & Mig (US Canoda) Ohio ros. Odd 5 112% soles lox.
FOIolgn orders Odd $8.00 shp & hldg. Call or write for free calalog. Customer Service line (216) 467-5665 M-F 9-3.
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continued /Tom page 11
1000

D~T~ 255,255,32,65,27,66,O,~,31,7
,44,7,16~,60,141,2,8825

1919

D~T~ 211,24,~6,16~,17~,133,19,16~
,79,133,11,~6,9,9,9,17~,1445
1929 D~T~ 189,165,172,172,161,178,9,9,

161,178,165,174,161,9,9,9,3832
1930 D~T~ 9,9,9,35,47,48,57,59,41,3~,4

O,52,O,20~,217,216,3~52
D~T~ 211,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,106,111,
104,110,O,lll,l14,~6~~
1050 D~T~ 116,105,122,0,0,0,9,0,0,104,

1040

105,103,104,0,0,115,8365
1060 D~T~ ~~,lll,114,101,~O,16,16,16,l

6,16,16,0,0,240,236,225,38~3
D~T~ 24~,22~,242,0,17,9,0,240,236
,225,24~,22~,242,O,18,0,7785
1080 D~T~ 9,115,~0,16,16,16,16,16,16,O
,0,115,~O,16,16,16,5474
10~0 D~T~ 16,16,16,0,0,23~,218,16,0,23
6,33,0,244,218,25,25,3~78
1100 D~T~ 0,240,18,0,236,218,16,0,112,
112,112,112,112,112,71,54,38~1
1119 D~T~ 65,112,112,112,112,70,74,65,
112,112,79,~4,65,65,1~4,65,3~32
1120 D~T~ 112,112,112,70,200,57,6,70,2
00,58,134,70,0,57,6,6,~6~4
1139 D~T~ 6,6,6,6,6,6,6,70,0,58,6,6,6,

1070

"
Z

l-

en

..J

6,6,6,B24
1140 D~T~ 6,6,6,65,218,65,0,0,0,0,0,0,
O,O,O,O,2H6
1150 D~T~ 0,0,0,0,0,0,255,255,255,255,
255,255,255,255,240,240,19
1169 D~T~ 240,249,28,66,23,67,249,249,
249,249,15,15,15,15,15,15,2129
1179 D~T~ 15,15,3,7,14,28,56,112,224,1

1469 D~T~ 1,249,215,174,11,6,173,7,6,2
4,125,216,66,24,125,216,5426
1479 D~T~ 66,141,7,6,141,5,208,232,173
,~,6,24,125,216,66,24,3~34
D~T~ 125,216,29,68,15,6~,66,141,~
,6,179,18~,9,5~,~,4,~752
14~9 D~T~ 157,9,5~,165,176,291,7,176,3
,76,154,68,16~,9,133,291,6732
1599 D~T~ 174,16,6,173,12,6,24,125,216
,66,141,12,6,141,2,298,338~
1519 D~T~ 232,173,14,6,24,125,216,66,1
41,14,6,168,162,8,18~,1~1,6664
1529 D~T~ 66,153,9,62,136,292,298,246,

1489

239,291,165,176,291,19,144,69,1336
1539 D~T~ 165,291,291,1,249,292,165,17
6,291,13,144,48,174,17,6,173,7136
1549 D~T~ 13,6,24,125,216,66,141,13,6,
141,3,298,232,173,15,6,4456
1559 D~T~ 24,125,216,66,141,15,6,168,1
62,8,18~,1~1,66,153,9,63,4834

1569 D~T~ 136,292,298,246,239,291,165,
291,291,3,249,298,165,212,291,17,4292
1579 D~T~ 298,26,16~,9,133,212,169,8,1
62,8,165,178,291,2,249,2,7229
1589 D~T~ 162,16,18~,15~,66,153,7,66,2
92,136,298,246,16~,9,133,295,6~2
15~9 D~T~ 162,2,18~,1,6,14~,202,292,29

8,248,165,178,291,2,249,47,1577
1699 D~T~ 16~,~9,141,18,298,141,1~2,2,

1189

16~,134,141,1~,298,141,1~3,2,7~35
D~T~ 162,8,18~,175,66,164,293,153
,9,69,1~8,293,164,294,153,9,~511
1629 D~T~ 61,1~8,294,292,239,295,165,2
95,291,~,144,239,76,~5,228,16~,3357
1639 D~T~ 134,141,18,298,141,1~2,2,16~
,~9,141,1~,298,141,1~3,2,16~,834~
1649 D~T~ 9,133,16,6~,11,79,178,162,16

28,128,124,124,69,28,2742
1290 D~T~ 12,3,128,64,9,9,9,9,9,0,9,9,

1669

~2,1~2,224,112,56,28,14,43~8
D~T~ 7,3,3,12,28,69,124,124,128,1
28,1~2,48,56,69,62,62,2220
11~9 D~T~ 1,1,1,1,62,62,69,56,48,1~2,1

32,16,9,9,24~8
D~T~ 9,9,9,9,9,9,8,4,9,9,0,0,9,9,
9,0,12~8
1229 D~T~ 2,1,1,2,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,4,8,

1219

9,9,13H
1239 D~T~ 9,9,9,9,9,9,16,32,9,9,9,9,9,

9,9,9,15~8
D~T~ 64,128,9,85,179,9,85,179,9,9
,66,165,~O,60,60,~9,1761
1259 D~T~ 165,66,0,0,24,69,60,24,0,9,0

1249

,0,34,29,9,29,3681
1269 D~T~ 34,0,0,0,8,8,62,8,8,0,0,16,3
6,26,88,36,4872
1270 D~T~ 8,9,249,~6,126,249,240,126,~
6,249,15,6,126,15,15,126,4739
1280 D~T~ 6,15,0,9,9,255,1,255,1,9,1,1
,9,1,255,1,8789
12~9 D~T~ 255,9,255,255,9,235,236,237,

1,21,29,1~,255,129,72,138,7238
1399 D~T~ 72,16~,66,162,9,6~,7~,37,78,
141,19,212,141,~,212,142,5~~6
1310 D~T~ 26,208,194,179,194,88,64,239
,178,230,22~,239,296,239,297,239,7~44
1329 D~T~ 212,239,24,67,1~,68,21~,230,
224,162,7,18~,1~3,2,157,1~,7385
1339 D~T~ 208,202,208,247,173,244,2,14
1,~,212,16~,1~2,141,14,212,16~,1302
1349 D~T~ 9,162,4,213,214,240,2,214,21
4,292,298,247,138,172,2,6,2~9
1359 D~T~ 136,153,9,69,172,3,6,136,153
,9,61,174,8,6,18~,9,11~~
1369 DAT~ 5~,.1,252,157,9,5~,17.,~,6,1
8~,9,5~,41,2.3,157,9,3.71
1379 D~T~ 5~,16~,9,133,295,174,4,6,173

,9,6,24,125,216,66,141,4259
1389 D~T~ 9,6,141,9,298,232,173,2,6,24
,125,216,66,141,2,6,26~3
13~9 D~T~

165,176,291,19,144,8,230,205
,165,205,291,1,249,215,174,19,1226
1409 D~T~ 6,173,6,6,24,125,216,66,24,1
25,216,66,141,6,6,141,3691
1419 D~T~ 4,298,232,173,8,6,24,125,216
,66,24,125,216,66,141,8,4805
1429 D~T~ 6,179,18~,9,5~,~,1,157,0,5~,
165,295,291,1,249,19,51~7

1439 D~T~ 165,177,291,1,249,8~,16~,9,1
33,295,174,5,6,173,1,6,3395
1449 D~T~ 24,125,216,66,141,1,6,141,1,
298,232,173,3,6,24,125,3797
1459 D~T~ 216,66,141,3,6,165,176,291,1
9,144,8,239,295,165,295,291,1737

1619

,76,224,68,138,72,166,239,8493
1659 D~T~ 224,3,249,31,166,227,224,9,2

49,16,202,202,292,134,227,142,362~
D~T~ 2,219,16~,172,141,3,219,76,8
7,6~,239,239,16~,252,133,227,41~3
1679 D~T~ 76,87,6~,166,18~,224,299,176
,15,232,232,134,18~,142,2,219,2338
1689 D~T~ 16~,166,141,3,219,76,87,6~,1
6~,9,141,3,219,173,239,58,7~21
16~9 D~T~ 291,16,298,69,162,51,134,1~1
,166,225,224,1,249,25,166,228,21~7
1799 D~T~ 224,79,176,1~,232,232,134,22
8,142,6,219,16~,164,141,7,219,122~
1719 D~T~ 16~,9,133,225,76,15~,6~,16~,

1,133,225,166,228,224,19,144,797
1729 D~T~ 221,292,292,134,228,142,6,21
9,16~,164,141,7,219,76,15~,6~,~289

1739 D~T~ 16~,9,141,7,219,166,1~9,224,
252,176,23,224,251,249,14,232,5932
1749 D~T~ 134,1~9,142,4,219,16~,168,14

1,5,219,76,188,6~,16~,9,141,7829
D~T~ 5,210,166,1~1,224,51,249,21,
176,14,232,134,1~1,142,6,219,516
1769 D~T~ 16~,138,141,7,219,76,215,6~,
16~,9,141,7,219,194,179,194,7775
1779 D~T~ 64,162,9,169,~,217,133,79,24
9,5,232,232,136,298,246,~6,3988
1789 D~T~ 173,19,219,41,6,291,9,298,2,
~,2,~6,166,176,292,18~,7625
17~9 D~T~ 51,79,141,1~8,2,18~,66,79,13
3,183,18~,82,79,133,182,18~,~~78
1899 D~T~ ~8,79,12,79,7,71,133,189,18~

1759

,114,79,133,181,138,24,195,6718
1819 D~T~ 33,141,226,58,32,11,81,~6,22
4,2,249,6,162,2,56,233,6946
1829 DAT~ 299,~6,162,9,2.,195,299,~6,1
49,~2,136,14,48,136,138,149,62~8

1839 D~T~ 216,218,229,194,196,198,248,
259,252,72,74,76,4,4,4,5,3434
1849 D~T~ 5,5,6,6,6,7,7,7,8,8,8,9,19,1
2,14,16,3978
1859 D~T~ 18,29,22,24,26,28,38,32,34,3
6,38,9,38,36,34,32,5~38

1869 D~T~ 39,28,26,24,22,29,18,16,14,1
2,19,9,42,49,38,36,5212
1879 D~T~ 34,32,39,28,26,24,22,29,18,1
6,14,0,42,57,157,142,~295
D~T~ 19,11,~,13,5,7,6,14,15,1~,23
7,21,235,71,72,73,16~3
18~9 D~T~ 74,133,134,133,134,21,1~,235
,237,293,297,296,219,297,211,207,6~~9
1~99 D~T~ 211,283,297,293,297,296,219,

1889

293,297;69,291,252,51,16~,1~4,141,5298
1~19 D~T~ 48,2,16~,65,141,4~,2,16~,9,1

79,157,9,6,292,298,259,8547

.JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

1~29 DATA 133,29,133,1~,16~,1,133,176,
133,177,133,226,16~,17,141,111,~226
1~39 DATA 2,16~,56,141,7,212,16~,3,141
,2~,298,16~,62,141,47,2,4~98
1~49 DATA 16~,243,141,9,2,16~,66,141,1
,2t16~,1~2t141,14,212,16~.7737

1~~9 DATA b,162,67,169,13,32,~2,228,32
,191,228,16~,38,133,189,16~,~449
1~69 DATA 9,141,8,71,3,72,8,219,141,1,
219,16~,299,141,9,219,8284
1~79 DATA 16~,22,141,16,2,16~,6~,141,1
7,2,165,16,~,1,133,16,~867
1~89 DATA 141,14,219,16~,2,133,229,162
,4,18~,174,79,14~,187,292,298,26~2
1~~9 DATA 248,165,1~,291,1,144,259,16~
,218,141,48,2,16~,65,141,4~,7339
2999 DATA 2,16~,9,179,157,9,6,157,9,5~

2389 DATA 74,74,176,65,173,121,2,32,21
~,6~,224,9,249,52,173,133,8~47
23~9 DATA 2,291,1,249,45,16~,9,141,11,
6,141,5,6,172,~,6,611
2499 DATA 185,9,5~,41,243,153,9,5~,173

,1,6,195,3,141,7,6,638
2419 DATA 173,3,6,233,3,141,~,6,142,11

,6,169,3,133,18~,76,3~96
223,73,142,5,6,165,297,1~7,1
89,176,3,76,87,74,16~,9,6397

2429 DATQ

2439 DATA 133,297,169,4,185,17,6,291,9
,298,6,136,298,246,76,87,8698
2449 DATA 74,162,252,73,247,74,2,1~2,3
,176,2,162,9,14~,1~7,185,886~
159,79,12~,1~7,134,1~5,173,1
9,219,41,1,1~2,3,249,7,1~2,8237

2459 DATA

2469 DATA 1,249,3,24,195,2,24,195,1,13
3,1~4,179,185,17,6,24,3221
125,142,79,166,1~5,14~,1~7,1
61,1~7,217,159,79,249,1~,166,1~4,3792
2489 DATA 224,1,249,~,224,3,249,5,292,

,157,9,69,157,9,61,1374
2919 DATA 157,9,62,157,9,63,292,298,23

2479 DATA

2929 DATA 157,9,57,157,9,58,292,298,24

138,76,31,74,232,76,61,7952
24~9 DATA 74,181,1~7,153,17,6,185,146,

5,172,11,212,1~2,112,144,24~,3145

7,16~,9,141,5,219,133,186,~~83
133,187,16~,3,133,185,162,49
,18~,113,65,157,1~~,57,18~,153,383
2949 DATA 65,157,1~~,58,292,298,241,16
~,16,141,223,58,141,238,58,165,1~23

2939 DATA

2959 DATA 177,24,195,16,141,234,58,162
,19,16~,139,157,4,57,157,184,7798
58,292,298,247,162,11~,169,5
,16~,132,157,9,57,157,156,57,7577
2979 DATA 138,56,233,1~,179,16~,131,15

2969 DATA

7,9,57,157,156,57,138,24,195,6914
2989 DATA 3~,179,136,298,227,169,5,162

79,12~,1~7,76,245,73,76,231,755

2599 DATA 74,165,214,291,1,176,247,165

,176,291,4,144,241,165,296,1~7,5511
189,144,235,16~,9,133,296,16
5,213,291,9,249,2,1~8,21J,172,3471
2529 DATA 22,6,174,24,6,148,1~7,16~,13
1,12~,1~7,152,291,189,298,13,1742
2539 DATA 16~,236,141,22,6,162,2,142,2

2519 DATA

4,6,76,156,74,291,89,298,7122
2549 DATA 5,162,9,142,24,6,173,22,6,24
,195,29,141,22,6,14~,1284

,4,16~,133,157,9,57,157,115,71~1
29~9 DATA 58,16~,64,232,157,115,58,292

2559 DATA 1~7,16~,8~,12~,1~7,165,176,2
91,7,144,163,172,23,6,174,25,7436
2569 DATA 6,148,1~7,16~,132,12~,1~7,15

,15,16~,134,157,9,57,157,85,6826

2579 DATA

,292,157,9,57,232,138,24,195,8163
2199 DATA 1~,179,136,298,228,169,5,162
2119 DATA 58,16~,64,232,157,9,57,292,2
92,157,85,58,232,138,24,195,8433
2129 DATA 21,179,4,72,255,72,136,298,2
28,162,131,142,199,57,232,142,1771
2139 DATA ~~,58,16~,9,162,16,157,255,6
5,292,298,259,162,5,18~,45,521
79,157,1~5,2,292,298,247,16~
,39,141,1~4,2,141,1~5,2,165,~527
2159 DATA 226,133,176,32,246,6~,162,57
,134,1~8,232,134,299,165,17~,291,468~

2149 DATA

2169 DATA 1,249,191,173,31,298,141,2,2
98,141,3,298,291,6,249,77,~382

2179 DATA 291,3,249,28,291,5,249,3,76,
65,72,166,176,232,224,19,~122

2189 DATA 144,2,162,1,134,176,134,226,

134,77,32,246,6~,76,135,72,7798
21~9 DATA 166,177,134,77,224,1,249,13,
292,134,177,138,24,195,16,141,736~
2299 DATA 234,58,76,135,72,232,76,11~,
72,165,29,24,195,~,162,9,3281
2219 DATA 142,2,298,142,3,298,1~7,29,2
49,16~,76,142,72,165,226,133,1594
2229 DATA 176,16~,1,133,17~,76,67,71,1
6~,9,133,17~,133,184,16~,1~,7~33

2239 DATA 141,223,58,166,177,224,1,249
,3,141,238,58,16~,199,141,9,8274
2249 DATA 6,16~,139,141,2,6,224,1,249,
6,141,3,6,16~,156,141,6997
2259 DATA 1,6,162,19,16~,9,14~,211,292
,298,24~,173,19,219,41,15,~993

2269 DATA 24,195,3,133,213,165,176,291
,7,144,29,162,1,134,186,169,8836
2279 DATA 19,141,16,6,291,19,144,7,134
,187,169,12,141,17,6,164,4528
2289 DATA 183,32,9,73,251,73,~1,76,136
,298,259,169,6,16~,16,153,8863
22~9 DATA 292,58,153,212,58,153,156,65

,153,166,65,136,298,241,165,176,3488
2399 DATA 133,226,173,31,298,291,6,298
,3,76,155,72,291,7,176,3,6235
2319 DATA 76,67,71,16~,9,133,77,16~,13
9,141,186,58,165,224,291,45,436
2329 DATA 144,3,32,4~,89,32,212,89,173
,252,2,291,255,249,3,76,~~25

2339 DATA 124,81,165,185,74,176,65,173
,129,2,32,21~,6~,224,9,249,~96~

2349 DATA 52,173,132,2,291,1,249,45,16
~,9,141,19,6,141,4,6,15~3
2359 DATA 172,8,6,185,9,5~,41,252,153,
9,5~,173,9,6,195,3,1762

2369 DATA 141,6,6,173,2,6,233,3,141,8,
6,142,19,6,16~,9,7~2

133,18~,76,146,73,142,4,6,16
5,177,291,2,298,71,165,185,~69~

2379 DATA
.JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

2,291,1~,298,13,162,9,142,25,7237
6,16~,21~,141,23,6,76,216,74
,291,11~,298,5,162,2,142,7662

2589 DATA 25,6,173,23,6,56,233,29,141,
23,6,14~,1~7,16~,~9,12~,797~
25~9 DATA 1~7,165,176,291,4,176,3,76,1

25,75,165,213,291,9,249,3,8661
2699 DATA 76,125,248,74,243,75,75,165,
214,291,1,249,27,291,2,249,1338
2619 DATA ~~,239,214,16~,59,133,215,16
~,299,141,5,219,16~,163,141,4,835
219,16~,252,133,1~9,76,125,7
5,165,215,291,9,249,3,76,125,~485
2639 DATA 75,16~,39,133,215,239,214,16
~,211,133,1~6,174,24,6,172,22,~771
2649 DATA 6,299,148,1~7,152,169,18,165
,1~6,12~,1~7,246,1~7,136,298,24~,7186
2659 DATA 16~,9,133,1~9,165,176,291,7,

2629 DATA

176,3,76,125,75,174,25,6,5154
2669 DATA 172,23,6,136,148,1~7,169,18,
165,1~6,12~,1~7,214,1~7,136,298,4762
24~,76,125,75,165,215,291,9,
298,17,133,1~6,133,214,173,19,695

2679 DATA

2689 DATA 219,41,15,24,195,3,133,213,7
6,45,75,165,176,291,7,176,8253
26~9 DATA 3,76,218,75,169,9,185,12,6,2
91,51,144,31,291,1~6,176,~316

2799 DATA 36,185,14,6,291,217,176,7,29

1,7~,144,34,76,297,75,32,6881
234,6~,291,6,298,39,24,195,1
9,76,1~8,75,32,234,6~,24,4~76
2729 DATA 195,2,76,1~8,75,32,234,6~,24
,195,19,76,1~8,75,32,234,6742
2739 DATA 6~,24,195,6,182,186,224,9,24
9,3,153,16,6,165,176,291,~98~
2749 DATA 13,144,5,299,1~2,1,249,174,1
65,21~,1~7,181,176,3,76,183,2396
2759 DATA 76,16~,9,133,21~,164,183,185
,25,6,291,9,249,21,1~9,43,7~84
2769 DATA 6,14~,244,75,23~,76,1~7,161,
1~7,291,1,249,16,16~,9,153,119
2779 DATA 25,6,153,43,6,1~8,184,136,29
8,225,76,183,76,1~9,6~,6,8~65
2789 DATA 185,25,6,24,125,234,66,1~9,4

2719 DATA

3,6,291,299,144,3,32,39,5972
27~9 DATA 79,14~,1~7,161,1~7,291,9,249
,14,173,19,219,41,7,24,195,5661
2899 DATA 1,153,6~,6,76,5,76,181,1~7,1
33,1~5,134,1~4,185,25,6,8167
1~9,43,6,14~,1~7,16~,9,12~,1
~7,165,1~5,166,1~4,14~,1~7,153,4392
2829 DATA 25,6,138,153,43,6,16~,1,12~,
1~7,76,5,76,165,184,1~7,8562
2839 DATA 183,144,1,~6,16~,5,133,1~5,1
85,25,6,291,9,249,1,~6,6358

2819 DATA

continued on 'ba{[e 52
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Edit Magic, because
it copies the OS from
ROM to RAM and
replaces part of the
code, will only work
on XL and XE Atari
systems.

Of all the differences between assembly
language and higher-level languages, the one
that has given me the biggest headaches is
the considerable amount of instructions in an
average MAC/65 program listing:' Even a
simple assembly-language program can often
exceed several hundred lines in length. And
when editing, it can be a tedious activity to
LIST through this code over and over again
correcting mistakes.
So to make editing chores somewhat easier, I decided to improve the screen-editor routines in the operating system, interfacing the
code with many additional features. The
result, Edit Magic, should hopefully prove to
be a boon to a]J BASIC and MAC/65
programmers.

Getting started
I'm afraid Edit Magic, because it copies the
operating system (OS) from ROM to RAM
and replaces part of the code, will only work
on XL and XE Atari systems. (If you have
a 400/800 or 1200 model, now's a good time
to purchase a newer Atari computer!) But if
you have an XL/XE, type in the data statements from Listing 1 using MIL Editor. Refer
to the instructions to MIL Editor, and create
a binary file called EDTMAGIC.OBJ. Rename as AUIDRUN.SYS if you'd like the
program loaded automatica]Jy at power-up.
Also, take a look at Listing 2, the MAC/65
source code. If you have the assembler, you
may want to type in Listing 2 instead. I tried
to make the program fairly modifiable so that
you can later mold the utilities to fit your
programming needs.

Edit Magic information line
Okay, you've loaded Edit Magic into
38

memory (refer to your DOS manual for instructions on loading a binary file). Go immediately to BASIC (or to MAC/65-the
instructions to follow are appropriate for the
assembler as well). Notice the 25th line added to the top of your screen. This line is
divided, from left to right, into four parts:
the List Box, Message Box, File Box and
Save Counter. You should also see a "V"
prompt in the List Box, informing you that
Edit Magic is now examining your keyboard
input.

Loading and saving
Let's begin by loading a BASIC program
from disk. Whenever Edit Magic sees you've
entered a LOAD command, it will search the
syntax for the filename and place it in the File
Box. Now you won't forget the name of the
resident BASIC (or MAC/65) program.
Try saving your program. Edit Magic,
upon discovering an inputted SAVE, increments the Save Counter and puts that number (0-9) in inverse. After saving, try
changing any line in your program. The number in the Save Counter box becomes noninverse again whenever a line is modified.
So before you ever NEW memory or abort
to DOS, check the Save Counter to make sure
your program has been recently saved to disk
or cassette.

Listing features
With your BASIC program in memory,
type LIST and hit Return. I added my Fast
Print routine (see Issue 61) to speed up screen
output and to add a screen pause feature: Every 21 lines of output the speaker clicks, a
"press a key" message is put in the Message
Box, and Edit Magic waits for a keypress or
Break. To prevent a pause, press C for conJANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

keypress value of 255. Character strings must
end with a zero value (not printed). Feel free
to create your own macros using your friendly
POKE statement and binary, saving your
results (see your DOS manual again for help).
Assembly-language programmers will find it
much easier to make additions directly to the
MAC/65 source code.

Turning off Edit Magic
Option or Shift-Control-Escape (aU three
keys pressed simultaneously) will toggle aU
the Edit Magic features on and off. Since Edit
Magic is buried in the operating system, not
only does it not take up any of your usable
RAM, but it also shouldn't interfere with any
program if kept off. If you do have problems,
you can always re-enable the OS ROM by
simply pressing Reset. And if you'd like to
enable Edit Magic again, from BASIC just
POKE 54017,252. It's that easy.

Notes and stuff

tinuous output anytime after typing LIST. Or
a POKE 847,0 will remove it for good (for
good until a value of one or greater is stored
in this location to re-enable the automatic
pause).
Faster listings are nice, but must we still
type LIST (plus a line number range) every
time? Not with Edit Magic! Press either Start
or, if you prefer, Shift-Escape (press Escape
while holding down the Shift key). You
should find the cursor now located in the List
Box next to the "V" prompt. This is where
you enter a range of line numbers, using the
standard LIST syntax: an optional first line,
comma, then last line. Except, if you do not
specify a last line and end with a comma,
your program will list up to Line 32767. So
to list from Line 100 to the end of your program, just enter "100," and then hit Return.
If you make a mistake, press the Back Space
key to erase a character, or hit Escape or
Break to exit the box. No other keys are allowed while editing the List Box.
For now, just press Return from the List
Box to list all lines. The screen will clear and
display the lines. When the screen pauses, hit
Break and move the cursor up to any line and
.JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

change it. Now press Select or ControlEscape, and the same set of lines defined in
the List Box is printed. But also notice the
line you changed is marked with an inverse
right arrow on the left margin. This is to remind you which lines have been edited since
last listing from the List Box. Up to 24 line
numbers will be remembered for marking.

Macros
There are currently four macros defined
within Edit Magic (though with just a little
work, you can add your own):
HeLp: Shows you all keys Edit Magic uses.
Shift-ControL-R: Recalls last line you've
entered.
Shift-ControL-Backspace: Deletes 40 characters on the same logical line after the
cursor.
Shift-ControL-Insert: Opens space on the
screen by inserting ten blank lines.
A table of macro entries begins at location
$C600 (50688 decimal). Each entry consists
of three bytes: the internal keypress value and
the two-byte address of the string to be printed whenever this key is pressed while Edit
Magic is active. The last entry must have a

Yes, there's still more features to note!
Pressing Control-l does nothing while
you're entering a line of text. (Why would you
want to pause during screen input?)
Pressing Shift-V (the clear key), except
when the cursor is at the beginning of a line,
does nothing. This is to prevent your screen
from clearing accidentally when you meant
to type ")" or "Y." (It happens to me a lot!)
Faster key response, brighter characters
and a lighter border color are a few minor
changes-you've probably noticed them by
now.
I've only mentioned the MAC/65 Assembler in this article because that's the one I use
and prefer (l have the disk version, incidently). Will Edit Magic work with other Atari
assemblers? Probably. In fact, Edit Magic
should have compatibility-though possibly
limited-with any language or program that
accepts a LIST, LOAD and SAVE
command- and does not ever use the added
RAM from $COOO to $FFFF. Because of the
latter restriction, BASIC XE and XL versions
of Sparta DOS will not run properly with Edit
Magic loaded.
That's all the stuff you need to worry about.
Take plenty of time getting used to Edit Magic. I'm sure you'll soon agree with me that
it makes editing a program an almost bearable task!
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1999 D~T~ 255,255,9,5,167,5,173,247,25
5,291,2,249,3,76,141,5,6342
1919 D~T~ 173,1,211,179,41,254,295,1,2
11,249,242,133,212,16',9,133,1477
1929 D~T~ 214,16',1'2,133,215,173,47,2
,72,16',9,141,14,212,141,47,5185
1939 D~T~ 2,141,9,212,129,169,9,142,1,
211,177,214,296,1,211,145,'66'
1949 D~T~ 214,299,298,243,239,215,249,
13,165,215,291,298,298,233,16',216,777
3

CJ

z
~
en
...J

1959 D~T~ 133,215,76,4',5,88,16',64,14
1,14,212,194,141,47,2,165,4435
1969 D~T~ 212,141,1,211,162,9,16',142,
157,68,3,16',5,157,6',3,3939
1979 D~T~ 157,73,3,16',',157,66,3,32,8
6,228,173,4,228,141,147,6'74
1989 D~T~ 1'4,173,5,228,141,148,1'4,17
3,6,228,141,14',1'4,173,7,228,1252
19'9 D~T~ 141,159,1'4,'6,73,119,115,11
6,'7,198,198,195,119,193,32,1'7,6169
1199 D~T~ 228,233,244,169,295,225,231,
233,227,32,46,46,46,155,226,2,8633
1119 D~T~ 227,2,9,5,224,2,225,2,9,5,9,
5,37,5,173,68,8428
1129 D~T~ 2,298,1,'6,162,255,154,16',1
,133,',32,57,231,16',9,5927
1139 D~T~ 141,68,2,165,6,249,19,173,25
3,1'1,41,4,249,3,198,259,8465
1149 D~T~ 1'1,198,19,9,144,1'4,144,1'4
,1,151,1'4,183,1'4,19,9,9,4532
1159 D~T~ 9,9,9,9,9,9,9,76,7',65,68,32
,83,65,86,6',8634
1169 D~T~ 32,76,73,83,84,32,51,59,55,5
4,55,253,242,9,175,1'5,6831
1179 D~T~ 114,1'7,6,115,294,5,259,294,
3,'3,295,7,'2,115,294,156,8246
1189 D~T~ 259,294,229,'3,295,118,132,2
95,255,125,32,32,32,32,32,32,3394
11'9 D~T~ 32,32,1'7,228,233,244,169,29
5,225,231,233,227,169,169,293,1'7,8317
1299 D~T~ 217,211,186,155,32,32,32,32,
32,32,32,49,115,61,115,194,1927
1219 D~T~ 195,192,116,44,",61,",111,
119,116,114,111,198,41,155,155,6994
1229 D~T~ '1,83,84,65,82,84,'3,32,32,1
11,114,32,115,45,6',83,1334
1239 D~T~ 67,32,32,32,61,32,6',199,195
,116,32,76,73,83,84,32,617
1249 D~TA 66,7',88,155,'1,83,6',76,6',
67,84,'3,32,111,114,32,1'15
1259 D~TA ",45,6',83,67,32,32,32,61,3
2,76,195,115,116,32,35,19'
1269 D~TA 3',115,32,195,119,32,66,7',8
8,155,'1,7',89,84,73,7',2747
1279 D~TA 78,'3,32,111,114,32,115,45,'
',45,6',83,67,32,61,32,'843
1289 D~TA 84,111,193,193,198,191,32,6'
,77,32,111,119,47,111,192,192,3119
12'9 DATA 155,115,45,",45,82,32,32,61
,32,82,191,",'7,198,198,237'
1399 DATA 115,32,198,'7,115,116,32,198
,195,119,191,32,191,119,116,191,42"
1319 DATA 114,191,199,155,115,45,",45
,66,83,32,61,32,68,191,198,1563
1329 DATA 191,116,191,115,32,115,117,'
',",191,191,199,195,119,193,32,4951
1339 D~T~ 189,176,32,",194,'7,114,115
,155,115,45,",45,73,78,83,3597
1349 DATA 6',82,84,32,61,32,73,119,115
,191,114,116,115,32,177,176,5'46
1359 D~TA 32,198,195,119,191,115,155,1
15,45,67,76,6',65,82,32,61,1741
1369 D~TA 32,67,117,114,115,111,114,32
,19',117,115,116,32,'8,191,32,3251
1379 DATA 111,119,32,198,192,116,32,19
','7,114,193,195,119,155,67,32,4954
1389 DATA 61,32,67,111,119,116,195,119
,117,111,117,115,32,111,117,116,5422
13'9 DATA 112,117,116,32,49,11',194,19
1,119,32,198,195,115,116,195,119,4874
1499 DATA 193,41,155,155,32,32,32,32,3
2,32,'1,72,6',76,89,'3,624
1419 DATA 32,61,32,32,89,114,195,119,1
16,115,32,116,194,195,115,155,5452
1429 DATA 155,9,254,254,254,254,254,25
4,254,254,254,254,254,254,254,254,5357
1439 D~T~ 254,254,254,254,254,254,254,
254,254,254,254,254,254,254,254,254,5'
74
1449 DATA 254,254,254,254,254,254,254,
254,254,254,9,157,157,157,157,1&7,6499
1459 D~TA 157,157,157,157,157,9,144,1'
7,159,1'7,112,89,66,17',1'7,16,8476

1469 DATA 66,153,1'7,249,1'7,2,2,2,2,2
,2,2,2,2,2,2,4619
1479 DATA 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2',2,6.5,1
44,1'7,9,7442
1489 DATA 9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,252,
165,228,233,4214
14'9 DATA 244,128,128,173,225,231,233,
227,252,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,12'2
1599 DATA 9,9,9,9,9,252,16,165,228,233
,244,128,128,173,225,231,4293
1519 DATA 233,227,249,242,22',243,243,
128,225,128,235,22',24',9,1'8,',4292
1529 DATA 1'8,244,63,1'7,247,194,1'7,2
32,183,1'4,255,'6,292,1'9,297,16',6'16
1539 D~TA 39,141,17',1'7,162,9,32,167,
297,173,152,1'4,24,195,16,44,5856
1549 DATA 153,1'4,249,2,',128,141,218,
1'7,173,144,1'4,249,47,16',9,81
1559 DATA 141,154,1'4,16',32,141,217,2
,16',4,141,218,2,173,138,1'4,'148
1569 DATA 291,76,249,25,16',9,141,14,2
12,16',76,141,138,1'4,16',213,1256
1579 DATA 141,13',1'4,16',296,141,149,
1'4,16',64,141,14,212,166,46,32,7817
1589 DATA 44,297,132,35,1'2,128,176,4,
291,155,249,1,'6,162,9,12',7157
15'9 DATA 36,173,144,1'4,249,121,173,1
28,5,291,155,249,114,162,255,232,5268
1699 DATA 48,19',18',128,5,157,183,1'4
,291,155,298,243,16',9,157,183,2788
1619 DATA 1'4,162,255,232,48,8',18',12
8,5,291,155,249,82,291,32,249,1782
1629 DATA 242,281,48,249,238,134,242,1
8',128,5,291,4',144,68,291,58,'336
1639 D~TA 176,64,16',8,141,153,1'4,173
,155,1'4,133,224,291,24,176,47,633
1649 D~TA 16',55,162,1'5,1'8,224,48,13
,32,53,297,48,34,24,195,5,2963
1659 DATA 144,242,232,298,23',133,212,
134,213,166,242,169,255,299,1'2,5,558'
1669 DATA 249,19,18',128,5,145,212,232
,291,32,298,241,238,155,1'4,76,3'33
1679 DATA 165,293,16',161,162,1'4,32,5
3,287,1'2,4,144,56,232,18',128,428
1689 D~TA 5,48,81,291,58,298,246,16',9
,141,152,1'4,141,153,1'4,141,1"1
16'9 DATA 155,1'4,169,8,153,295,1'7,29
9,1'2,12,298,248,169,9,232,18',3383
1799 DATA 128,5,48,48,291,34,249,44,32
,'7,297,153,295,1'7,299,1'2,2281
1719 DATA 12,298,235,248,31,16',166,16
2,1'4,32,53,287,1'2,4,144,29,75'5
1729 DATA 16',255,141,153,1'4,238,152,
1'4,173,152,1'4,291,19,144,5,16',"6
1739 DATA 9,141,152,1'4,16',9,141,17',
1'7,162,8,134,242,16',155,164,1'79
1749 DATA 35,'6,16',9,141,156,1'4,141,
229,2,16',9,141,255,2,173,8661
1759 D~TA 252,2,291,255,298,'6,166,17,
249,24,173,229,2,291,17,249,421
1769 D~TA 79,173,31,298,41,7,291,7,298
,23,16',9,141,169,1'4,76,6'71
1779 DATA 187,293,198,181,1'4,194,194,
16',155,32,156,297,169,128,132,17,'124
1789 DATA '6,169,253,299,299,299,1'9,1
75,1'5,224,7,249,18',217,175,1'5,6877
17'9 D~TA 298,241,173,169,1'4,298,17',
238,169,1'4,185,176,1'5,133,212,185,79
78
1899 DATA 177,1'5,133,213,198,212,9,17
3,144,1'4,249,159,16',1'8,162,1'5,599'
1819 D~TA 32,125,297,76,239,293,172,14
4,1'4,249,36,169,253,299,299,289,64'2
1829 DATA 48,2',1'9,9,1'8,224,255,249,
22,217,9,1'8,298,23',162,255,583'
1839 DATA 142,252,2,185,1,1'8,1'9,2,1'
8,32,125,297,76,187,293,169,'33
1849 DATA 253,299,299,299,1'9,185,1'5,
224,255,249,135,217,185,1'5,298,241,5
1859 DATA 162,255,142,252,2,185,186,1'
5,133,212,185,187,1'5,133,213,198,4854
1869 D~TA 212,9,173,144,1'4,298,3,76,1
87,293,162,11,16',9,157,189,'973
1879 DAT~ 1'7,292,16,259,162,9,165,'3,
12','4,16',128,141,189,1'7,16',1736
1889 D~TA 9,141,15',1'4,32,182,297,1'2
,9,48,83,141,157,1'4,291,44,'213
18'9 D~TA 249,8,291,48,144,25,291,58,1
76,21,174,15',1'4,224,11,144,'425
1'99 DATA 3,76,14',294,32,'7,297,157,1
89,1'7,238,15',1'4,298,17,291,3786
1'19 D~TA 126,298,13,174,15',1'4,249,8
,16',9,157,189,1'7,296,15',1'4,3232
1'29 DATA 174,15',1'4,16',128,157,189,

1'7,173,157,1'4,291,155,2~8,8,16,,3512
D~TA 8,157,189,1'7,76,259,294,291

1'39
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,27,249,3,76,14',294,174,15',2923
1'49 DATA 1'4,16',9,157,189,1'7,76,239
,293,173,144,1'4,298,3,76,187,1'91
1'59 DATA 293,162,5,18',179,1'4,157,12
7,5,292,298,247,236,15',1'4,249,6738
1'69 DATA 12,18',189,1'7,24,195,32,157
,133,5,232,298,23',291,44,298,2112
1'79 DATA 14,169,9,185,176,1'4,157,133
,5,232,299,1'2,5,298,244,138,2'65
1'89 DATA 24,195,133,133,36,16',5,133,
37,16',9,141,162,2,141,255,7482
1"9 DATA 2,16',125,32,156,297,173,155
,1'4,141,154,1'4,16',9,141,155,1276
2999 DATA 1'4,194,194,194,194,169,1,13
2,35,76,165,293,16',1,77,144,666'
2919 DATA 1'4,141,144,1'4,249,3,76,187
,293,173,145,1'4,141,48,2,173,'723
2929 DATA 146,1'4,141,4',2,173,151,1'4
,141,1'7,2,16',9,141,299,2,7125
2939 DATA 76,187,293,173,144,1'4,249,6
,165,",1'7,82,298,8,16',118,258
2949 DATA 141,252,2,76,227,293,76,187,
293,141,157,1'4,172,144,1'4,249,5679
2959 DATA 4,164,87,249,3,76,156,297,16
4,17,298,3,76,142,296,172,'619
2969 DATA 255,2,298,244,166,82,249,113
,228,",144,19',174,154,1'4,249,4'27
2979 DATA 194,291,48,144,199,291,58,17
6,'6,169,255,299,177,243,291,48,3'71
2989 DATA 249,24',16',55,133,224,16',1
'5,133,225,152,24,191,243,133 L 226,4939
29'9 DATA 165,244,195,9,133,2z7,173,15
4,1'4,133,228,169,9,1'8,228,48,1"2
2199 DATA 56,177,226,179,41,127,29',22
4,298,31,291,32,249,14,298,1'2,2255
2119 DATA 5,249,',138,16,235,177,224,2
91,32,298,13,1'8,'5,169,255,2652
2129 DATA 16',223,145,'4,239,'5,76,42,
296,24,16',5,191,224,133,224,175
2139 DATA 165,225,195,9,133,225,76,236
,295,173,157,1'4,172,7',3,249,2352
2149 DATA 111,172,',219,1'2,18,298,39,
169,255,149,252,2,76,161,296,1581
2159 DATA 291,125,298,18,169,9,294,254
,2,298,11,294,162,2,298,6,7574
2169 DATA 149,156,t'4,76,166,295,291,1
55,249,6,166,85,2l3,83,144,64,581
2179 DATA 238,156,1'4,32,156,297,174,1
56,1'4,224,21,144,59,169,9,149,8"3
2189 DATA 156,1'4,149,31,298,162,11,32
,167,297,16',255,141,252,2,295,2776
21'9 DATA 252,2,298,14,166,17,298,247,
162,9,32,167,297,169,128,132,267
2299 DATA 17,'6,141,252,2,169,9,149,25
5,2,162,9,32,167,297,'6,7422
2219 DATA 166,85,228,83,176,16,179,41,
127,291,125,176,8,291,32,176,8'19
2229 DATA 8,291,27,144,4,138,76,156,29
7,138,32,'7,297,169,9,145,7'25
2239 DATA '4,239,85,239,",239,'4,298,
2,239,'5,177,'4,133,'3,73,'2'9
2249 DATA 128,145,'4,'6,173,144,1'4,24
9,76,173,4',2,291,1'7,249,44,'83
2259 DATA 141,146,1'4,173,48,2,141,145
,1'4,165,88,141,151,1'7,165,8',1932
2269 DATA 141,152,1'7,16',144,141,48,2
,16',1'7,141,4',2,16',1,141,6183
2279 DATA 7',3,173,1'7,2,291,12,249,3,
141,151,1'4,16',12,141,1'7,"49
2289 DATA 2,141,23,298,16',2,141,298,2
,173,6,228,141,79,3,173,7985
22'9 DATA 7,228,141,71,3,184,168,194,1
79,194,64,173,148,1'4,72,173,"45
2399 DATA 147,1'4,72,'6,133,212,134,21
3,166,242,169,255,299,1'2,5,249,5'51
2319 DATA 21,18',128,5,41,127,291,'6,1
44,3,56,233,32,29',212,298,843
2329 DATA 8,232,291,32,298,239,169,128
,'6,165,212,166,213,1'2,8,'6,1'18
2339 DATA 142,158,1'4,72,41,127,179,19
4,224,'6,176,12,224,32,176,5,7783
2349 DATA 24,195,64,144,3,56,233,32,17
4,158,1'4,'6,133,212,134,213,2127
2359 DATA 169,9,149,158,1'4,177,212,24
9,17,32,156,297,1'2,9,48,19,7947
2369 DATA 172,158,1'4,299,298,236,239,
213,298,232,'6,168,173,159,1'4,72,5675
2379 DATA 173,14',1'4,72,152,'6,169,9,
18',21',1'7,153,1'3,1'7,232,299,6998
2389 DATA 1'2,11,298,244,'6,173,37,228
,72,173,36,228,72,'6,4,228,'2'3
23'9 DATA 7,228,'5,292,153,29~,'3,242,
'4,242,17',293,9,9,9,9,61"
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9199
9119
9129
9139
8149
9159
9169
9179
9189
91'9
9299
9219
:~~:

9249
9259
9269
9279
9289
92'9
9399
9319
9329
9339
9349
9359
9369
9379
9389
93'9
9499
8419
9429
9439
9449
9459
9469
9479
9489
94'9
9599
9519
9529
9539
9549
9559
9569
9579
9589
95'9
9699
9619
9629
9639
9649
9659
9669
9679
9689
96'9
9799
9719
9729
9739
9749
9759
9769
9779
9789
97'9
9899
9819
9829
9839
9849
9859
9869
9879
9889
98'9
9'99
9'19
9'29
9'39

.OPT NO LIST
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
Ed i t
Mag i c
Uersion 2.9
**
By Bill Bodenstein
For KL/KE systeMs only
*
*MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
1/23/87
*

**
*
*

*

j

jThis prograM will provide
jMany siMple utilities to
jMake editing BASIC and MAC/65
jlistings easier and faster.
,

***
j

EQUATES

***

INITCODE = S9599
MAINCODE = SCA69
DISPLIST = SC5'9
MACLIST = SC699
MISC = SC2'9
KITU8CODE = SC28A
j

INITADR = S92E2
RUNADR = S92E9
j

LMARGIN = S52
RMARGIN = S53
COLCRS = S55
LOGCOL = S63
OLDADR = S5E
OLDCHR = S5D
SAUMSC = S58
DINDEK = S57
BRKKEV
CH =
KBCODE
HELPFG
KRPDEL
KEVREP
CONSOL
ESCFLG
DSPFLG
SSFLAG

= Sll

S92FC

= SD29'
= S92DC
= S92D'
= S92DA
= SD91F
= S92A2
= S92FE
= S92FF

j

CIK = SF2
INBUFF = SF3
TEKTBUFF = S9589
ICSTAZ = S23
ICBALZ = S24
ICIDNO = S2E
ICPTL = S9346
ICCOM = S9342
ICBAL = S9344
ICBLL = S934B
PAUSEFLG = S934F
CIO = SE456
;
SDMCTL = S922F
DMACTL = SD499
SDLSTL = S9239
NMIEN = SD49E
PORTB = SD391
COLORl = S92C5
COLOR4 = S92C8
COLPFl = SD917
;
TRAMSZ = S96
DOSUEC = S9A
COLDST = S9244
;
EHANDTAB = SE499
KHANDTA8 = SE429
;
PUTREC = ,
SPACE = 32
ESC = 27
CLEAR = 125
DELETE = 126
RETURN = 155
BREAK = 128
NOKEV = 255

9H9 ;

9'59 j
9'69
9'79 ;
9'89

*=

9"9'

--------------

***

INITCODE

INITIALIZATION

***

1999; copy 0.5. froM ROM to RAM and
1919 ;disable ROM to allow rest of
1929 ;Edit Magic code to load there.
1939
41

1949 INIT
1959
LDA $FFF7
;Is o,s. frOM
1969
1979
CMP U2
iKL/KE Machine?
1989
BEQ DISABLED? iBr if ~ep
ln9 GOEKIT
1199
JMP EKIT
iElse do nothing
1119 i
1129 DISABLED?
1139
LDA PORTB
iIS os ROM/RAM?
1149
TAK
iSave ROM status
AND U255-1 iMake disabled
1159
1169
CMP PORTB
;Is it alread~?
BEQ GOEKIT iBr if ~up
1179
1189
SU $D4
;save new status
lH9
LDA U ($C999 ;Start cop~ing
1299
STA $D6
;o.s. frOM
1219
LDA U )$C999 ;$c999 to $ffff
1229
STA $D7
1239
1249
1259
LDA SDMCTL ;Save DMA status
1269
PHA
iDisable NMI
1279
LDA U9
1289
STA NMIEN
ISO no UBI while
SU SDMCTL iMoving o.s,
1299
1399
STA DMACTL ;Turn screen off
;No IRQ
1319
SEI
1329
1339
LDY U9
1349 COPYO.S.
1359
STK PORTB
;Enable ROM
1369
LDA C$D6),Y iGet a·b~te
1379
DEC PORTB
;Enable RAM
1389
STA C$D6),Y ;Put o.s. there
lH9
INY
1499
BNE COPYO.S. ;And Move More
1419
INC
$D7
;Next page
1429
1439
BEQ NMION
iDone if $9999
1449
LDA $D7
iSkip over
1459
CMP U$D9
ihardware chips
1469
BNE COPYO.S.
LDA U$DB
;Set next page
1479
1489
STA $D7
ito $D899
JMP COPYO,S, land loop back
lU9
1599 ;
1519 NMION
iRe-enable IRQ
1529
CLI
1539
LDA U64
i and non-Mskab le
1549
STA NMIEN
iinterrupts
1559
PLA
;And turn scr
1569
STA SDMCTL ;back on
1579
1589
LDA $D4
;Make ROM
15'9
STA PORTB
;disabled
1699 ;
1619 ;Let user know what's going on
1629 ;with a short Message.
1639
1649
LDK U$99
;use scr editor
1659
LDA U (INITM5G
1669
STA ICBAL,K ;Point to our
1679
LDA U )INITMSG ;Message
1689
STA IC8AL+1,K
STA IC8LL+l,K ;Whatever len
16'9
1799
LDA UPUTREC ;print record
STA ICCOM,K
1719
JSR CIO
;CIO prints it
1729
1739
1749 ;save editor handler's vectors
1759 ifor GET and PUT operations so
1769 ;Edit MagiC can call theM later.
1779
1789
LDA EGET
iGet vector
17'9
STA SAUEGETU
1899
LDA EGET+l
STA SAUEGETU+1
1819
1829
; Put vector
LDA EPUT
STA SAUEPUTU
1839
1849
LDA EPUT+1
STA SAUEPUTU+l
1859
1869 ;
1879 EKIT RTS
;Let DOS load
1889 ;
18'9 INITM5G . BYTE "Installing l!IID
an ... ",155
H99
H19
*=. WORDINITADR
INIT
H29
H39
H49
H59
*= MAINCOOE
H69 ;
MAIN CODE
1'79
1'89;
---------

.

***

***

Edit Magic will be stored
lover unused o.s. code.
; Clntrn'l charset,warMstart,
i and self-test screen data.)
iThere are four entr~ pOints:
ill FrOM GET operations
i21 Prior to ever~ ke~press
i31 FrOM PUT operations
2979 i4) At the end of ever~ UBI
2989 •
2999 ;GET editor entr~:
2199 ,----------------2119; Handle features before and
2129 iafter getting a line of text
2139 ;froM the screen editor.
2149 ,
2159 GET ENTRY
2169
LDA U' )-32 i "),, in listbox
2179
2189
STA LIST80K isa~s active
2H9
2299
LOK U ([MSG1-MSGS]
2219
JSR PUTMSG ;Oispla~ title
2229
LDA SAUECNT ;Get U tiMes
2239
2249
CLC
;file SAUEd
2259
AOC U16
iconv to intrnal
2269
8IT SAUEOFLG ilf recentl~
2279
8EQ PUTCNT i saved,
2289
ORA U128
i inverse U
22'9 PUTCNT
2399
STA BAKUPCNT iPut U on scr
2319
2329
LOA EMFLG
; Is Edit Magic
BEQ GOGEl
2339
iOn?
2349
2359
2369
LOA U9
iClear lnno cntr
STA STCKCNT ;for later use
2379
2389
2H9
LOA U32
iShorter ke~
2499
STA KRPOEL ;repeat dela~
LOA U4
2419
land dela~
2429
STA KEY REP ;between repeats
2439
LOA KITUBCOOE ;Has our jMP
2449
2459
CHP U76
;been set ~et?
2469
BEQ GOGET
;Br if ~es
2479
LOA U9
;prevent UBI
2489
STA NMIEN
LOA U76
;JMP op-code
24'9
2599
STA KITUBCOOE ;Put jMp to
2519
LOA U (KITUBI ; our vbi exit
2529
STA KITUBCOOE+l ;routine
2539
LOA U )KITUBI ; in place of
2549
STA KITUBCOOE+2 ;s~steM's
2559
LOA U64
iAIIOW UBI again
STA NMIEN
2569
2579
2589 ,
25'9 GOGEl
2699
LOK ICIONO iGet iocb index
2619
JSR EGETCHAR iLet os do work
2629
STY ICSTAZ ;Save status
2639
CPY U8REAK iEXit if (brk)
2649
BCS GOCIO
;pressed
2659
CMP URETURN ior not (ret)
2669
BEQ PUTEOL
2679 GOCIO RTS
; Let CIO finish
2689 ;
26'9 PUTEOL
2799
LOK U9
iPut EOL at
2719
STA CICBALZ,K) iend of line
2729
2739
LDA EHFLG
;S~ip features
BEQ RETCI02 ;if E.M. off
2749
2759 ,,
2769
2779 ;A line of text is in the text
2789 ibuffer, Save line and see if
2799 iit has a LOAO or SAUE COMMand,
2899 !or a ~ine nUMber,
2819 ,
2829
LOA TEKT8UFF ilf blank line
2839
CHP URETURN
2849
BEQ RETCI02 i do nothing
2859
2869
LOK U255
;save inputted
2879
2889 SAUCHR ;
line of 1;ext
INK
28'9
2999
BMI RETCI02 ;EMergenc~ exit
2919
LOA TEKT8UFF,K iMove line
STA SAUTBUFF,K ito storage
2'29
CHP URETURN i
until eol
2'39
BNE SAUCHR
2H9
1'99 i

2999
2919
2929
2939
2949
2959
2969

.
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2~59
2~69
2~79
2~89

LDA U9
;For Macro: a
STA SAUTBUFF,K ;zero ends

LDK U255
2"9
3999 SKIPLEADING
3919
INK
3929
BHI RETCI02
3939
LDA TEKTBUFF,K ;Skip over
3U9
CHP URETURN ;until eol
3959
BED RETCI02
3969
CMP USPACE ;leading blanks
3979
BED SKIPLEADING
3989
CHP U'8
land leading 8 ' 5
39~9
BED SKIP LEADING
3199
;Save index
STK CIK
3119
3129 ,
3139 LNNO?
3149
LDA TEKTBUFF,K
3159
CHP U'l
;15 line begun
BCC LOAD?
; by linenuM?
3169
3179
CHP U'Hl
3189
BCS LOAD?
3U9
3299
LDA U8
;ReMind user
STA SAUEDfLG ;prograM has
3219
3229
been Mod i fi ed
3239
LDA LNNOCNT ;Save linenuM in
STA $E9
3249
;stack if rOOM
3259
CHP U24
;Only sav 24 U's
3269
BCS RETCI02
3279
LDA U (LNNOSTACK ;15 nUM in
3289
LDK U )LNNOSTACK ;stack?
32~9
3399 LOOKSTACK
3319
DEC SE9
;Look thru stack
3329
BHI PUTINSTACK ;Br when done
JSR CHPTEKT ;CoMpare nUMS
3339
BHI RETCI02 ;EXit if U there
3349
3359
3369
CLC
;Each Inno in
ADC U5
;stack is 5 chrs
3379
BCC LOOKSTACK ;LOOp back
3389
INK
3n9
BNE LOOKSTACK
3499
3419 ;
3429 PUTINSTACK
3438
STA $D4
;save addr of
3449
STK $D5
;open spot
;Index 1st char
3459
LDK CIK
3469
LDY U255
3478 HOUCHRl
3488
INY
34~8
CPY U5
;LiMit of 5 chrs
3599
BED INCSTCK ;Br when done
3519
LDA TEKT8UFF,K
3529
STA C$D41,Y
3539
INK
3549
CHP USPACE ;Hove 'til blank
3558
BNE HOUCHRl
3569 INCSTCK
3579
INC LNNOCNT ;Inc stack size
3589 ;
35~9 RETCI02
3699
JMP RETCIO ;Exit to CIO
3619 ;
3629 ;
3639 LOAD?
3649
LDA U (LOAD ;coMpare first 5
3659
LDK U )LOAD ;chrs to "LOAD"
3669
JSR CHPTEKT
3679
CPY U4
;Hatch if "LOAD"
3689
BCC SAUE?
;Br if not Match
36~9 •
3799 FrNDCOLON
3718
INK
;Find filenaMe
3728
LDA TEKTBUFF,K
3739
BMI RETCIO ;Exit if (ret)
3748
CMP U':
;Colon precedes
3759
BNE FINDCOLON
3769
;Reset save cntr
3779
LDA U9
STA SAUECNT
3789
STA SAUEDFLG ;File not saved
3n9
STA LNNOCNT land stack cntr
3898
LDY U9
3819
3829 CLRFIRST
STA FILEBOK,Y ;Clear filebox
3839
3849
INY
CPY U12
;12 chars in box
3859
BNE CLRFIRST
3868
3879 ;
I
3889 HOUFN
;Transfer fnaMe
LDY U9
38~9
to fi lebox
3~99 HOUCHR2

.
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3U9

INK
LDA
BMI
CHP
BED
JSR
STA
INY
CPY
BNE
BED

3~29
3~39
3~49
3~59
3~69
3~79
3~88

TEKTBUFF,K
RETCIO ;Exit if (ret)
U"'
; or quotes
RETCIO
CONUCHAR ;Hake internal
FILEBOK,Y ;And poke it

U12
; Hax 12 chars
3"9
4999
HOUCHR2
4919
RETCIO
4929 ,
4939 ,
4948 SAUE?
4958
LDA U (SAUE ;see if "SAUE"
4969
LDK U )SAUE ; in text line
4979
JSR CHPTEKT
4988
CPY U4
;Blnk not needed
49~9
BCC RETCIO ;Br if nope
4199
LDA U255
;prograM saved
4119
4128
STA SAUEDFLG
4139
4149
INC SAUECNT ;Inc U of saves
4158
LDA SAUECNT ;Hake sureO
4169
CMP U19
4179
BCC RETCIO
4189
LDA U9
;Else reset to 8
4U9
STA SAUECNT
,
4299
4219 ,
4229 RETCIO
4239
LDA USPACE-32 ;ReMove 11)11
4248
STA LISTBOK
proMPt
4259
LDK U9
4269
STK CIK
;Reset char indx
4279
LDA URETURN ;Last char=(ret)
4288
LDY ICSTAZ ;Set status
RTS
4H9
;Return to CIO
4398 ;
4318 ;
4329 •
4339 ;Get key froM editor:
4349 .-------------------4359 j Before editor handles
4369 ;keypress or (break), check for
4379 ;Edit Hagic keys, Macro keys and
4389 ;console buttons.

·

··

4n9 ;

4499 EGETKEY
4418
LDA U9
;Clear pauser
4429
STA ROWCNTR ;for scr output
;&
(help) press
4438
STA HELPFG
4448 ;
4458 WAITFORKEY
4469
LDA U9
;50 ctrl-l does
4479
STA SSFLAG ;nothing
4489
;Key pressed?
44~9
LDA CH
4599
CMP UNOKEY
BNE CHPKEYl ;Br if yep
4518
4529
LDK BRKKEY ;(BRK) presSed?
4539
BED RETE GET ;Exit if yep
4549
4559
LDA HELPFG ;[HELPl pressed?
4569
4579
CHP U17
BED HELPUSER ;Br if yep
4589
45'9
LDA CONSOL ;Button pressed?
4699
4619
AND U7
4629
CHP U7
BNE CHPBUTTN ;Br if yep
4639
4649
LDA U9
;Need to know if
4659
STA CONSOLREL ;console has
been released
4669
JHP WAITFORKEY ;Loop if nope
4679
4689 ,
46~9

··

,

4799 RETEGET
JHP CEGETKUl ;Return to 0.5.
4719
4729 ,
4739 EKITEGET
PLA
;Abort editor
4749
PLA
;routine in 0.5.
4759
LDA
URETURN
;Print
<ret) to
4768
4779
JSR EPUTCHAR ;Move cursor
LDY UBREAK ;And tell CIO
4788
STY BRKKEY ;(brk) pressed
4n9
RTS
.
4899
4819 ,
4829 ,
4838 CHPBUTTN
LDY U9-3
;LOOk thru E.H.
4849
consol buttons
4858 CHPCONSOL
;3-byte entries
4869
INY
43

4879
4889

INY
INY
LDK
CPK
BEQ
CHP
BNE

48~9
4~99
4~19
4~29

4H9
4H9
4~59
4~69
4~79
4~89

4H9
5999
5919
5929
5939
5949
5959
5969
5979
5989

59~9

5199
5119
5129
5139
5149
5159
5169
5179
5189
51~9

5299
5219
5229
5239
5249
5259
5269
5279
5289

52~9

5399
5319
5329

LDA CONSOLREL ;Console been
BNE WAITFORKEY ;released?
INC CONSOLREL ;Set flag

;
GOCONSOL
LDA EHCONSOL+l,Y
STA $D4
;If found,
LDA EHCONSOL+2,Y
STA $D5
;jUMP to addr
JHP ($D4)
;
;
HELPUSER
LDA EHFLG
;Ignore (help)
BEQ EGETKEY ;if E.H. off
LDA U (HELPHSG ;Print help
LDK U )HELPHSG ;info
JSR PRINTHSG
JHP EKITEGET ;Abort input
;
;
CHPKEYl
LDY EHFLG
;If E.H. off
BEQ CHPKEY2 ;br over Macros
LDY U9-3
;LOOk for Match
in Macro ke~s
CHPHAC ;
;3-b~te entries
INY
INY
INY
BHI CHPKEY2 ;EMergenc~ exit
LDK HACKEYS,Y
CPK U255
; End af ke~s?
BEQ CHPKEY2 ;Br if ~up
CHP HACKEYS,Y ;Hatch?
BNE CHPHAC ;Loop if nope
LDK
STK
LDA
LDK
JSR
JHP

5339

5349
5359
5369
5379 ,
5389 CHPKEY2
53~9
LDY
5499 CHPEH ;
5419
INY
INY
5429
5439
INY
LDK
5449
CPK
5459
5469
BEg
5479
CHP
5489
BNE
54~9

5599
5519
5529
5539
5549
5559
5569
5579
5589
55~9
5699
5619
5629
5639
5649
5659
5669
5679
5689
56H
5799
5719
5729
5739
5749
5759
5]69
5779
5789
5799
5899
5819
5829

EHCONSOL,Y ;EXit if end
U7
;
of entries
WAITFORKEY
EHCONSOL,Y ;Hatch?
CHPCONSOL ;LOOp if nope

LDK
STK
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
JHP

UNOKEY ;Clear ke~press
CH
HACKEYS+l,Y ;Get addr of
HACKEYS+2,Y ;Macro MSg
PRINTHSG ;Print it
WAITFORKEY ;And go back
U9-3

;Look thru E.H.
special ke~s
;3-b~te entries

EHKEYS,Y ;Last entr~?
U255
RETEGET ;EXit if ~ep
EHKEYS,Y ;Hatch?
CHPEH
;Loop if nope
UNOKEY ;Clear ke~press
CH
EHKEYS+l,Y ;JUMp to addr
$D4
;
in entr~
EHKEYS+2,Y
$D5
($D4)

,
•
;If [START] or SHIFT-ESC
;pressed, enter LIST BOK.
;
ENTER LIST BOK
ENTERLBOK
LDA EHFLG
;EXit if Edit
BNE CLRLBOK ;Hagic off
JBACK JHP WAITFORKEY ;Loop back
;
CLRLBOK
LDK Ul1
;Blank out box
LDA U9
lie. clr scr MeM
CLRBYTE
STA LISTBOK+l,K
DEK
;Box = 12 chars
BPL CLRBYTE ;pIUS 11)11 proMpt

***

***

HAKECURSOR
LDK U9
;Turn curs off
LDA OLDCHR ;b~ restoring
STA (OLDADR,K) ;non-inv char
LDA U128
;And put in box
STA LISTBOK+l ;pseudo-cursor

5838 STARTINPUT
5B48
LDA U9
)Initialize
5858
5TA CHARINDK ;index of char
5868
5879 ;Receive input frOM ke~board
5888 land displa~ in LIST BOK.
58~8
5~98

.

,

GETINPUT
5H8
J5R KGETCHAR ;Get a ke~press
5~28
CPY U9
;Check for error
5H8
BHI EKITLBOK ;Exit if (brk)
5~48
5TA 5AUCHAR )5aVe ke~press
5~58
5~68

5H9

5~88

5H9
6998
6919

6928
6939
6948
6959
6969
6979
6988

69~8

6199
6118
6129
6139
6148
6159
6169
6179
6188

.

,

NUHBER?
CHP U',
;AIIOW COMMa
BEQ CHCKINDK
CHP U'9
land 8-~ onl~
BCC DELETE?
CHP U'~+l
lin listbox
BC5 DELETE?
;
CHCKINDK
LDK CHARINDK ;Ignore ke~ if
CPK Ull
; box is full
BCC PUTINBOK ;Br if not full
JHP GETINPUT )Loop if it is
;
PUTINBOK
JSR CONUCHAR ;Put nUM/coMMa
STA LISTBOK+l,K lin box
INC CHARINDK ;Point nxt char
BNE PUTCURSOR land branch
;
DELETE?
CHP UDELETE ;AIIOW (delete)
BNE PUTCURSOR ;Br if it isnt

6U9 ;

6298 CLRCURSOR
6219
LDK CHARINDK ;Backspace if
6229
BEQ PUTCURSOR ;chars in box
6239
LDA U9
;Erase last char
6249
STA LISTBOK+l,K
6259
DEC CHARINDK lOne less char
6269 ;
6279 PUTCURSOR
6289
LDK CHARINDK ;Put curs block
62~9
LDA U128
lin listbox
6399
STA LISTBOK+l,K
6319 ;
6329 RETURN?
6339
LDA SAUCHAR )DOne if (ret)
6349
CHP URETURN
6358
BNE E5C?
;Br if not
6369
LDA U9
;Clr p-cursor
6379
5TA LI5TBOK+l,K
6389
JHP LISTLINE5 )List contents
6n9

,

6479

,

6499 ESC?
6419
CHP UESC
;Abort if (esc)
6429
BEQ EKITLBOK ;Br if ~ep
6439
JHP GETINPUT )EIse loop back
6449
6459 ;Leave input frOM LIST BOK and
6469 ;Move back to norMal screen.

6489 EKITLBOK
64'9
LDK CHARINDK ;ReMove
6599
LDA U9
)pseUdo-cursor
6519
STA LI5TBOK+1,K
JHP EKITEGET ;Abort input
6529
65I9 ,

6549
6559
6569
6579
6589
65'9
6699

•
;If [5ELECT] or CTRL-E5C
;pressed, list contents of LI5T
;BOK b~ returning LI5T+lnnos
)to CIO as inputted line.
;
LI5T LINES

***

6629
6639
6649
6659
6669
6679
6689
66'9
6799
6719
6729
6739
6749
6759
6769
6779
6789

LISTLINES
LDA EHFLG
;Exit if EH off
BNE HOULIST
JHP WAITFORKEY ;Loop back
)
HOULIST
LDK U5
;Hove "LIST II
HOUCHR3 )
into text buffer
LDA LIST-l,K
STA TEKTBUFF-l,K
DEK
BNE HOUCHR3
;
HOUCHR4
CPK CHARINDK ;Put chars in
BEQ HOUHILNNO? ) listbox
LDA LISTBOK+l,K Jafter

6619 ;

***
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6no

6800
6818
6820
6830
6840
6850
6860
6870
6880
68')0
6')00
6')10
6')20
6')30
6')40
6')50
6')60
6')70
6')80
6')')0
7000
7010
7020
7030
7040
7050
7060
7070
7080
70')0
7100
7110
7120
7130
7UO
7150
716B
7170
7180
7HO
7200
7218
7220
7230
72U
7250
7268
7270
7280
72')0
7300
7310
7328
7330
7HO
7350
7360
7370
7380

;

CLC
"LIST "
ADC U32
;Conu to ascii
STA TEKTBUFF+5,K
INK
BNE HOUCHR4

HOUHILNNO?
CHP U',
;If last chr=","
BNE SETICB ; put "32767"
(sorry HAC/65 usersl
LDY UO
HOU32767
LDA HILNNO,Y ;"32767" in
STA TEKTBUFF+5,K ;ascii code
INK
INY
CPY U5
BNE HOU32767
;
SETICB
TKA
;Tell editor
;where input is
CLC
ADC U128+5
STA ICBALZ ;Zero-page IOCB
LDA U )TEKTBUFF
STA ICBALZ+l
;
SETUPSCR
LDA UO
;Clear esc flag
STA ESCFLG lin case pressed
STA SSFLAG land ctrl-l fIg
LDA UCLEAR ;50 screen will
JSR EPUTCHAR ;clear and list
LDA LNNOCNT ;Saue size of
STA STCKCNT ;stack and
LDA
STA
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA
LDY
STY
JHP

;Reset stack of
UO
LNNOCNT ;lnnos edited
;Throw out
;return addrs
Ul
ICSTAZ
RETCIO

;set status to
;no error
;Go right to CIO

;
•
lIf [OPTION] Dr SHIFT-CTRL-ESC
;pressed, toggle Edit Hagic
Jon/off. When turned on, UBI
;routine will re-display top
;status line.
;
*** TOGGLE EDIT HAGIC ***
TOGEDTHAG
;Toggle Edit
LDA Ul
;Hagic flag
EOR EHFLG
Jon/off
STA EHFLG
;Br if now off
BED EHOFF

73')8 ;

HOO
7410
H20
H30
7UO
H50
H68
H70
H80
H')O
7500
7518
7520
7530
7540
7550
7560
7570
7580
75')0
7600
7610
7628
7630
7640
7650
7660
7670
7680
76')0
7700
7710
7720
7730
7748

EHON

JHP
;
EHOFF
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA

WAITFORKEY ;Get s'More
SAUSDLSTL ;Restore old
SDLSTL ; display list
SAUSDLSTL+1
SDLSTL+1
SAUCOLRl ;Restore char
COLORl ;brightness
UO
land black
COLOR4 {border color

JHP WAITFORKEY ;Go back
;
•
lIf (CLEAR) key [SHIFT-(l
;pressed and cursor not on left
;Margin, ignore it.
;
*** HANDLE SHIFT-CLEAR ***
SHIFTCLR
LDA EHFLG
;EXit if EH off
BED CLRIT
LDA LOGCOL ;Start of
CHP LHARGIN ;logical line?
BNE IGNOREIT ;Br if nope
CLRIT
LDA U54+64 ;Replace
;keypress
STA CH
JHP RETEGET land exit
IGNOREIT
JHP WAITFORKEY ;Ignore (clr)
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7750
7760
7770
7780
77')0
7800
7810
7820
7830
7B40
7850
7B60
7870
7880
78')0

··

,
,

lPut character to editor:

;------------------------

; Use faster print routine to
;speed up screen output. Also
;allow pause, and check for
;line nUMber preceding text.
;If lnno in staCk, Mark it.

,

PUT ENTRY
STA SAUCHAR ;Saue char

nOB

7')10
7')20
7')30

LDY EHFLG
BED GO.OS

;EXit if Edit
;Hagic off

LDY DINDEK
BED BREAK?

;If not txt Mode

n40 GO.OS

nso

JHP EPUTCHAR ;let 0.5. print

n')o

;Abort if (brk)
8NE CTRll?
JHP ABORTOUTPUT

n60 ,
n70 BREAK?
LDY BRKKEY
n80

8000
8010
8020
B030
8040
8050
8060
8070
8080
80')0
8100

,·

CTRll?
LDY SSFLAG
BNE BREAK?

·

;Loop if CTRL-l
;pressed

i lf start of text line, check
;for linenuMber. If line has one
land Matches one in stack, Mark
; the line.

LDK LHARGIN ;RoOM to Mark?
8110
BED PAUSE ON? ;Br if nope
8120
CPK LOGCOL ;Start of line?
8HO
BCC PAUSEON? ;Br if nope
8UO
8150
LDK STCKCNT ;Haue any lnnos
8160
BED PAUSE ON? ;been edited?
8HO
8180
CHP U'O
;15 char part
8HO
BCC PAUSEON? ;Of a lnno?
8200
CHP U'')+l
8210
BCS PAUSEON? ;Br if nope
8220
8230
;Skip over
8240
LDY U255
leading zeroes
8250 !;KIPO ;
INY
8260
LDA [INBUFFl,Y ;points to U
8270
CHP U'O
;zero char?
8280
82')0
BED SKIPO
;Loop if yup
8300
LDA U (LNNOSTACK ;We'll look
8UO
STA $E8
;
thru stack
8320
LDA U )LNNOSTACK lt~ see if
8330
STA $El
;
saMe lnno
8HO
has been edited
8350
;Indxes
1st char
TYA
8360
CLC
8370
8380
ADC INBUFF
STA $E2
jPoint to lnno
83')0
8UO
LDA INBUFF+1
ADC UO
8UO
STA $E3
8420
8430
LDA STCKCNT ;Saue counter
8UO
STA $E4
8450
8460 ,
8HO LOOKLNNO
LDY UO
8480
84')0
DEC $E4
;Done when all
BMI PAUSEON? ;lnnos checked
8500
8510 LOOKCHR
LDA [$E2l,Y jChar frOM line
8520
TAK
;Saue it
8530
AND U127
;In case inuerse
8540
CHP [$EOl,Y ;Char in stack
8550
BNE NEKTLNNO
8560
CHP USPACE ;Done if blank
8570
BED HATCHLNNO
8580
85')0
INY
;Next char
CPY U5
;Hax 5 chars
8600
BED HATCHLNNO ;AssuMe Match
8610
TKA
;Last U char?
8620
BPL LOOKCHR ;LOOp if not yet
8630
8640
LDA ($EOl,Y :15 next char
8650
CHP USPACE :a blank?
8660
BNE NEKTLNNO ;Br if no
8670
8680
Hatch found!
86')0 ~ATCHLNNO ;
DEC OLDADR+l ;Hark line by
8700

·
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8719
8729
8739
8H9
8759
8769
8779
8789
8H9
8899
8819
8829
8839
88U
8859
8869
8879
8889
88~9
8~99
8~19
8~29

lDY
lDA
STA
INC
JHP

;
NEKTlNNO
ClC
lDA U5
;look at next
ADC $E9
;lnno in stack
STA $E9
lDA $E1
ADC U9
STA $El
JHP lOOKlNNO
;
;
PAU5EON?
lDA SAUCHAR
lDY PAUSEFlG
BED FASTPRNT
lDY
CPY
BNE
lDY
STY
JHP

8339
8~49
8~59
8~69

8H9

8~89
8~~9
~999
~919
~929
~939
~9U
~959
~969
~979
~989
~9~9

H99
H19

~129
~139
~149
~159
~169
~179

H89
~1~9

~299
~219

~229
~239
~249

~259
~269

n79

~289
~2~9
~399
~319
~329

U255
;putting arrow
U'D+64 ;left of cursor
COlDADR),Y
OlDADRH
PAUSE ON?

KBCODE ;If last key='C'
U18
COUNTlN
UNOKEY ;clear keypress
CH
FASTPRNT ;Don't pause

,,
CLEAR?
CHP UClEAR ; If (c lr) char
BNE COUNTlN ;reset row cntr
;only if screen
lDY U9
CPY DSPFlG ;will clear
BNE COUNTlN ;Br if not
CPY ESCFlG
BNE COUNTlN ;Br if not again
STY ROWCNTR ;Clear U lines
land print (clr)
JHP GO.OS
;
COUNTlN
CHP URETURN ;Keep count of
BED INClN
;lines printed
lDK COlCRS
CPK RHARGIN
BCC FASTPRNT
INClN INC ROWCNTR
•
;EVery 22nd line printed, pause
;output and wait for keypress,
;
PAUSESCR?
JSR EPUTCHAR ;Print char
lDK ROWCNTR ;TiMe to pause?
CPK U21
BCC lEAUE
;Br if no
,

lDY U9
;Reset U rows
STY ROWCNTR ;printed
STY CONSOl ;CliCk speaker

PUTPROHPT
lDK U ([HSG2-HSGSl
3339
JSR PUTH5G ;Put "press key"
3349
3359
MSg on top line
~369
lDA UNOKEY ;Clear keypress
~379
STA CH
~389 WAITFORKEY2
~3~9
CHP CH
;Wait for user
~499
BNE CONTOUTPUT ito hit a key
~419
lDK BRKKEY;
or (brk)
~429
BNE WAITFORKEY2
~439

~449
~459

lDK U ([HSGI-HSGSl
JSR PUTHSG ;Clr proMpt

,.69 ;
~479 ABORTOUTPUT
~489
lDY UBREAK ;(BREAK) pressed
~4~9
STY BRKKEY
~599
RTS
~519 ;
~529 CONTOUTPUT
~539
STA CH
;Clear keypress
~549
lDY U9
;Clear ctrl-l
~559
STY SSFlAG ;pause
~569 ClRPROHPT
~579
lDK U ([HSGI-HSGSl
~589
JSR PUTHSG ;Restore title
~5~9 ,
~699 lEAUE RTS
;GO back to CIO
~619
~629
~639
~6U
~659
~669

;put character directly in
iscreen MeMory unless scrolling
ior control character.

,.
FASTPRNT

lDK
CPK
BCS
TAK
AND
CHP
BCS
CHP
BCS
CHP
BCC

~679
~689
~6~9

H99
H19

~729

H39

~749

H59
H69
H79

~788
~H9
~899
~819
~B29
~838
~849
~859
~869
~879

i

COlCRS iWill it scroll?
RHARGIN
PRINTCHR iBr if Maybe
iSave char
U127
U12S
;Is char a
PRINTIT inon-control
;char?
U32
PUTIT
U27
PUTIT

PRINTIT
;Regain char
TKA
PRINTCHR
JHP EPUTCHAR ;let o.s, print
i

PUTIT
TKA
iRegain char
JSR CONUCHAR ;Hake internal
lDY U9
iPut char in
~889
STA COlDADR),Y ;curs pos in
~8~9
screen MeM
H99 MOUCURS
~~19
INC COlCRS ;Hove cursor
~~29
INC lOGCOl iPointers to
~~39
INC OlDADR inext coluMn
~~49
BNE PUTCURS
~~59
INC OlDADR+l
H69 i
H79 PUTCURS
~~89
lDA COlDADR),Y ;Save char
~~~9
STA OlDCHR ;under curs and
919999
EOR U128
;inverse it
919919
STA COlDADR),Y
919929 ;
919939 EKITPUTCHR RTS ;Return to CIO
819949 ;
919959 i
919969
919979 ;Handle UBI:
919989 .----------9199~9 ;Before exiting vert. blank
919199 iint, Make sure Edit Hagic's
919119 ;settings are still intact.
919129 •
919139 imUBI
919149
lDA EHFlG
:Edit Hagic on?
919159
BED EKITUBI iBr if nope
919169
919179
lDA SDlSTl+l ;If not uSing
CHP U )DlIST Jour disp list,
919189
919H9
BED SETCOlR
919299
STA SAUSDlSTl+l isave addr
lDA SDlSTl;
of theirs
919219
STA SAUSDlSTl
919229
919239
lDA SAUHSC ilet dl know
9192U
STA SCRHEH ;where scr is
919259
lDA SAUHSCH
STA SCRHEHH
919269
lDA U (DlIST land use ours
919279
STA SDlSTl
9192B9
lDA U )DlIST
919H9
STA SDlSTlH
919399
919319
lDA Ul
;Reset pause for
919329
919339
STA PAU5EFlG ilisting
919349
919359
lDA COlORl ilf new char
CHP U12
ibrightness
919369
919379
BED SETCOlR
919389
STA SAUCOlRl isave it
919H9 i
919499 SETCOlR
919419
lDA U12
iBrighten chars
919429
STA COlORl
919439
STA COlPFl
919449
lDA U2
i Lighten border
919459
STA COlOR4
919469
919479
lDA EPUT
;Hake sure our
919489
STA ICPTl
;put char vect
8194~9
lDA EPUT+l lis used
919599
STA ICPTl+l
919519 •
919529 EKITUBI
Restore regs
919539
PlA
i [Tracy DuHont
919549
TAY
isaid she'd pay
919559
PlA
iMe a dollar if
919569
TAK
iI put her naMe
ihere,)
919579
PlA
919589
RTI
ileave vbi
9195~9

919699
919619 ,
919629

***

SUBROUTINES

***
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818638
818648
818658
818668
818678
818688

,,,
;JUMP to o.s. GET frOM editor

,

EGETCHAR
LOA SAUEGETV+l
8186~8
PHA
818788
LOA SAUEGETV
818718
PHA
818n8
RTS
818738
818H8
818758 ;coMPare start of entered text
818768 ;With up to 5 characters.
818778 ,
818788 CHPTEKT
;Passed addr of
STA $04
818H8
; text to COMpare
STK $05
819888
;Indx of 1st chr
LOK CIK
819818
819828
LOV U255
819838 CHPCHR
INV
;Check up to 5
819848
CPV US
;characters
8lB858
BEQ HATCH
;Br if done
818868
LOA TEKTBUFF,K ;Char frOM In
818878
ANO U127
;In case inverse
818888
CHP U~6
;Lowercase?
8188~8
BCC
SAHECHR?
;Br if no
8lB~98
SEC
;Hake uppercase
8lBH8
SBC U32
818~28
818H8 SAHECHR?
CHP ($04',V ;Char frOM E.H.
818~48
BNE NoHATCH
818~58
INK
818~68
CHP USPACE ;Blank ends
818H8
BNE CHPCHR
818~88

.

818~~8

,

811888 HATCH
;Set N-flg
LOV U128
811818
811828
RTS
,
811838
811848 NoHATCH
;Restore arg adr
LOA $04
811859
LOK $05
811868
; Clear N-flg
CPV U8
811878
81lB88
RTS
8118~8 ;
811188 •
811118 ;convert char frOM ASCII to
811128 ;internal (screen'.
811138 ;
811148 CoNUCHAR
811158
STK SAUREG isave xreg
; Acc=asc i i char
811168
PHA
;Hake non-inv
811178
ANO U127
;save in xreg
811188
TAK
;Restore char
811H8
PLA
;Lowercase?
811288
CPK U~6
811218
BCS NoTRNS ;Br if ~ep
;Graphics
char?
811228
CPK U32
;Br if nope
811238
BCS TRNS2
811248 TRNSI
;Conv grphic chr
811258
CLC
811268
AOC U64
811278
BCC NoTRNS
811288 TRNS2
;Conv uppercs
8112~8
SEC
811388
SBC U32
911318 NoTRNS
811328
LOK SAUREG ;Restore xreg
RTS
811B8
811348 ;
811358 •
811368 ;print a Message.
811378 ;Passed: Acc&xreg contain addr
811388 ;Of Message. Print char b~
8113~8 ;char until zero value found.
811488 ;
811418 PRINTHSG
;Save 10 addr
811429
STA $04
;Save hi addr
811438
STK $05
811448
LOV U8
811458 PRINTCHAR
811468
STV SAUREG ;Save index
811479
LOA ($04',V ;Get MSg char
811488
BEQ EKITPRNT ;Exit if 8
8114~8
JSR EPUTCHAR
811588
CPV U8
;(brk) pressed?
811518
BHI EKITPRNT ;Exit if (brk)
811528
LOV SAUREG ;Restore index
811538
INV
811548
BNE PRINTCHAR ;Loop back
811558
INC $05
811569
BNE PRINTCHAR
811579 ,
811589 EKITPRNT

.
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8115~8

811688
811618
811628
811638
811648
811658
811668
811678
811688
8116~9

911789
911718
911729
911738
911748
911758
911768
811778
811788
811H9
811889
911818
911828
811838
911B48
811858
811868
811878
911888

9118~8

91H88
811H8
811'28
91H38
911~49

RTS
Print a single character.
PUTCHAR
TAV
;Acc=char
LOA SAUEPUTU+l ;push vector
PHA
, t o stack
LOA SAUEPUTU
PHA
;Restore char
TVA
;JUMp to o.s.
RTS

;
•
;put a Message in HSG CoK in
;Edit Hagic screen line.
;
PUTHSG
LOV U8
PUTBVTE
LOA HSGS,K ;Kreg indxs MSg
STA HSGBoK,V
INK
INV
; HsgboX=l1 chars
CPV Ull
BNE PUTBVTE
RTS
;
,
;Get a ke~press.
,
KGETCHAR
LOA KHANOTAB+5 ;JUMp to o,s.
PHA
LOA KHANOTAB+4
PHA
RTS

81H59
81H68
81U78
91U89
.IF *>SCFFF
811"9
.ERRoR "EDIT HAGIC CoOE TOO
812888
LARGE!"
.ENOIF
9128lB
912929 ;
912838 ;
812948
SCREEN OATA
812859
*= OISPLIST
912969
812978 ;
812888 OLIST
.BVTE $78,$58,66
8128'8
.WoRD EHLII!E
912189
.BVTE $19,66
912119
912129 SCRHEH *= *+2
.BVTE 2,2,2,2,2,2,2
912138
.BVTE 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2
912148
.BVTE 2,2,2,2,2,65
812158
•WORD OLIST
812168
912178 ;
812189 EHLINE
812U8 LISTBoK .SBVTE "
II"
812288 HSGBoK . SBVTE "PttlM:hlifiil"
912218 FILEBoK .SBVTE "
II"
812228 BAKUPCNT .SBVTE "9"
912239 ;
912249 ;
912259 HSGS
912269 HSGI ,SBVTE "~,,
912279 HSG2 ,SBVTE "~,,
912288
9122'8 ,
HACRoS
912399
912319
*= HACLIST
912328
812338 ;
912349 ;Table for Macro ke~s.
812358 ;Entries consist of 3 b~tes:
912368 ;lst is internal value of
912379 ;ke~press, 2nd & 3rd are
812388 ;address of text to print.
9123'9 ;Text is printed until zero
912489 ;found.
812419 ;
812428 HACKEVS
912438
.BVTE 52+64+12B ;s-c-BS
812448
. WoRO SHFTCTRLOEL
812458
. BVTE 55+64+128 ;s-c-INSERT
912468
,WORD SHFTCTRLINS
8124 78
. BVTE 48+64+128 ;s-c-R
812488
. WORD SAUTBUFF
8124~8
. BVTE 255
812588
912519 ,
HISC STORAGE
812529
812539 ;

***

***

***

***

***

***
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9125.8
912559
812568
812578
812588
8125~9

812688
912619
812628
812638
8126.8
812658
812669
812678
812688
8126~8

912798
812718
812728
812738
8127U
812758
812768
812778
812788
8127~8

812888
812819
812829
812838
8128.8
812B58
812868
812878
812888
9128'9
812~88

812918

912~28
812~38
812~.8
812~58
812~68
812~78

*=

MISC

;
EMFLG .BYTE 1
SAUSDLSTL *= *+2
SAUEGETU *= *+2
SAUEPUTU *= *+2
SAUCOLRl .BYTE 18
SAUECNT .BYTE 8
SAUEDFLG .BYTE 8
STCKCNT .BVTE 8
LNNOCNT .BYTE 8
ROWCNTR .BYTE 8
SAUCHAR .BYTE 8
SAUREG .BYTE 8
CHARINDK .BYTE 8
CONSOLREL .BYTE 8
;
LOAD .BYTE "LOAD"
SAUE .BYTE "SAUE "
LIST .BYTE "LIST"
HILNNO .BYTE "32767"
;
EGETKU .WORD SF2FD
;
SAUTBUFF .BYTE 8
*= *+127
;
LNNOSTACK
*= *+[2.*5]
;
;
;Tabl@ for function k@~s.
;EMCONSOL/EMKEYS has 3-b~t@
;@ntri@s: consol@ buttontk@~
;plus address to JUMP to if
; pr@ss@d.
•
EHCONSOL
.BYTE 6
;
[start]
.WORD ENTERLBOK
. BVTE 5
;
[s@l@ct]
.WORD LISTLINES
. BYTE 3
;
[option]
.WORD TOGEDTHllG
.BYTE 7

812'88
812"8
813888 ,
813918 EHICEYS
813828
.BVTE 2B+6.

shift-ESC

.WORD
.BYTE
.WORD
.BYTE
.WORD
.BYTE
.WORD
.BYTE

913939
813U9
813958
813969
913979
913889
9138~9

ENTERLBOK
ctrl-ESC
28+128 ;
LISTLINES
28+6.+128 ;s-c-ESC
TOGEDTMAG
Shift-(
5U6. ;
SHIFTCLR
255

813199
913119 ;
813129 ;
913139 HELPMSG
913U8
. BYTE "II
lm",155
[S=Shift,c=cont
913159
•BYTE "
ron" ,155,155
913169
.8YTE" [STARTl or s-ESC
=
Edit LIST 80K",155
913179
. BYTE "[SELECTl or c-ESC
=
List U's in BOK",155
813188
.8YTE "[OPTION]-or s-c-ESC =
Toggl@ EM ontoff",155
8131'9
. BVTE "s-c-R = R@calls last
lin@ @nt@r@d",155
813289
.BYTE "s-c-BS = D@l@t@s succ@
@ding OD chars",155
913219
.BYTE "s-c-INSERT = Ins@rts []
Wlin@s",155
913228
.BYTE "s-CLEAR = Cursor Must
b@ on 1ft Margin",155
813239
.BYTE "C = Continuous output
[when listing]" ,155,155
813H8
.BYTE"
[HELP] = Prints
this",155,155
813258
. BYTE 9
813268 ;
813279 ;
913288 SHFTCTRLDEL .BVTE "D[l(((((((((1
t[([([([([([((([([(([([([(W",8
8132~9 ;
813388 SHFTCTRLINS . BYTE "IOO'OUl",

9

813318 ;
813328 ;
813338
.IF *>DISPLIST
813H8
. ERROR "MISC. STORAGE AREA
TOO LARGE!"
913358
.ENDIF
813369
913379 *= SF25D

No FI"ills Software
000 E. 23rd

st.

Keorney, Ne. 68847

(300)234-6250 M-SA T Ham-7pm(5pm Sat)

THE CONVERTER(tm)Oblt
Convel"t from Prlntshop(tm) or HI Tech Expression
programs to Newsroom(tm) or HI-Tech format
(Awardware, Prlntpower or Sesame St. Print Kltl. A Iso
make your own HI-Tech graphics or cllpart with the
graphics editor Included.
$19.95 + $2 shipping.

CONVERTER COMPANION Obit
In the works (expected February 1909). More
conversions. From drawing pgms (Koala flies)
to Newsroom & HI·Tech. From Newsroom &
HI-tech to PS. Expected price $19.95 -! $2 ship.
READY NOWI--PS Railroad Icons, $14.95, ADULT PS
Icons disk (50 Icons) $9.95, PS Fonts" Borders 6 or 7
$14.95 each(-7 ready late December). More.... Send
SA SE for full catalog of more than 45 PS disks (45
cents postage full catalog,) PAYMENT: MO, CHECK,
VISA/MC(add 4"). Add $1.50 1st PS graphics disk
shipping, 50 each added disk <US-Foreign shipping add
$1 to US rates for CA NA DA, $3 other countries.
We also have other PS dlsk.s of ours and other
programs. If you haven't asked for our catalog,
check. It out now.

91H~9

913599
913519
913529
913539
9135.9
913559
913569
913579
913589

9135~9

913699
913619
913629
913639
9136.9
913659
913669
913679
913689
9136~9

913799
913719
913729
913739
9137.9
913759
913769
913779
913789
9137~9

913899
913819
913829
913839
913U9
913859
913869
913879

.WORD EGETKEY
*=

EHANDTAB
;
EOPEN *= *+2
ECLOSE *= *+2
EGET .WORD GETENTRY-l
EPUT .WORD PUTENTRY-l
EST AT *= *+2
ESPEC *= *+2
EINIT *= *+3
;
•
lTh@ cod@ has now been stored
lin 0.5. RAM. If loaded as an
;AUTORUN.SYS fil@,control will
;@v@ntuall~ revert back to the
;coldstart routin@--which has
;b@@n overwritten! So, ch@ck
;for this situation, and do
;coldstart work 50 w@ needn't
;r@turn there.
*= INITCODE ;H@r@ again
;
RUN
LOA COLDST ;Pow@rup?
8NE FINISH.COLD ;Br if y@s
;R@turn to DDS
RTS
;
FINISH. COLD
;R@s@t stack
LDK U255
;point@r
TKS
;Succ@ssful
LOA Ul
;disk boot
STA S9~
JSR SE73~
;So no reboot
LOA U9
STA COLDST
LOA TRAMSZ ;Lft cart?
8EQ GO.DOS ;Br if no
;Go to cart?
LOA S8FFD
AND US9.
BEQ GO.DOS ;Br if no
JMP [SBFFA] ;JUMp to cart
GO.DOS
JMP [DOSUEC] ;JUMp to DOS
*= RUNADR
. WORD RUN

"Outside" Sf & Sblt suft w ar-e
We carry hundreds of titles at 30-40" off list.
Sblt
Brl~ae 5.0--517.99 Slrlp Poker-517.99 Neworoom-$29.99
Video Tille Shop-$19.99 Video T. Shop Graphlco dlok 2-514.99
Sortbyle Lollo-$H.99 GauDlIel Deeper DUDaeooo-515.$9
Trallblazer-517,99 Celeb Cookbook-520.99 Gauollel-520.99
Blazina Paddleo-$20.99 Allernale Reallly Ihe Dungeon-525.75
Tomahawk--$19.99 221 Baker Slreel--517.99 Spitfire 40-520.99
Rainy Day Gameo-517.99 Video Veaao-517.99 Blomark··519.99
Zorro-510.99 Mlcroprlnllnlerface-523.97 AUlodue.-$30.99
PLUS morel Aloo. huodredo of uOed 8blt pamo. Call.

PS Utility DISK #1 Obit
Makes multlslzed labels using Prlntshop Icons, makes
coupons, and bookmarkers. Prints Icon catalogs, font
catalogs and border catalogs. Undelete, delete"
renames Icons. Transfer utility allows easy moving of
Icons. Includes labels for label maker. $24.95 .$2 ship.

913389
9UB9
913.99
9UH9
913.29
913.39
913•• 9
913.59
913.69
913.79
913.89

Sf title.
Pinball Wlzard--520.99 221 Baker SI--$25.75 OIDS-UI.99
DEGAS ELITE-539.99 Mark WllIlamo ·C·--5119.99 SUNDOG-5H.99
Huol for RED Oclober-UI.9S IB 40 Irack IBM drlve-5199.9S
Bubble Ghool--521.95 Label Maoler Ellte-$28.99
CRAZY Cara or Offsbore Warrlor--S24.95 each
SUNCOM Mouoe Padlareyl--55.99 DYNACADDIISDI- h09
Wor~ Perfecl--5189.95 IDlernaUooal Soccer-$25.95
PrlmeTlme-$24.9S TIM EWORKS DeoUop Publlohloa-$79.95
Timework. DTP Symbols & 5108&08-$24.85, Deal8D .tleaa-$t4.95
Dr. T'" Copylolll meal-$S9.95
Copylolll-$H9.95
MI~1 Recor~loa Slu~lo VI.I--537.$5 ICEYSllw/aulo Compl-5n.95
J(eyboartl Controlled Sequencer Level flU mCIJ)- $224.95

Plus many more ST tltlea
We alao have many or our own PM leaD disks aod DOW some or our PS
Font/Border tlJaka convertetl tor Prlaim.ster, send SASE tor
cat8108(45 cents tull catel0.).

SHIPPING for • outside' oortware; A~d 52 for flrolUUe, add $1 each
a4.e4 title up to 8. More than 6 call. Hardware and accc350rlea we

charae actual UPS cbar.es. call tor estimate or add 5" aod difference
will be retuodetl. We have black and colore~ ribbons ror
Prowrller/Nec,(53.75 blk, 55 colorl, Paouoolc 1080,90-92 (black $4.n,
color 55.991. Slar NX-IOlblack $4.95 color $5.991. Ep.oo FX/MX/RX
70/80 black 53.99
ForeJlJft sblpplD. use cretllt card or write/cali tor details.

We are looking for Obit & ST programmers ror
our projects or yours. cali/write. We pay highest
royalties.
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LOFI

FOR OUR DISK
SUBSCRIBERS

Loan Financing
Calculations for:

The following programs from this
issue are on disk:

• Home buying
• Real estate
• Any major purchase
Easy Menu Operation.
Clear, complete manual.

THE A.N.A. L.C.G . • 68 DISKETTE CONTAINS 18

MAGAZINE FILES.

THEY ARE LISTED BELOW.

SIDE 1:
FILENAHE. EXT

LANG.

LOAD

COMMENTS

NUMED
. SHe
NUHED2
. DAS
STELLAR .OBJ

BASIC
BASIC
r-iL

ED~.AGIC.

OEJ
INFERNO . BAS
COWl
. LST
COW2
. LST
COW)
• LST

!1L
BAS I C
BASIC
BASIC
BASIC

GDW4

BASIC

NUMBER EDITOR
NUMBER EDITOR, L2
STELLAR >.RENA
EDIT MAGIC
INFERNO
GAME DESIGN WRKSHP.
CANE DESIGN WRKSHP.
GAt'1E DESIGN WRKSHP.
GAME DESIGN WRKSHP.
GAME DESIGN WRKSHP.
GN-IE DESIGN WRKSHP,
GAME DESIGN WRKSHP,
GAME DESIGN WRKSHP,
MIL EDITOR
BASIC EDITOR II

cows

. LST

BASIC

GDW6
COW?

. LST
• LST

BASIC
BASIC

"ILEDITOR. BAS
EDITORII. LST

BASIC
BASIC

ENTER
LOAD
( '3)
( '3)
LOAD
ENTER
ENTER
ENTER
ENTER
ENTER
ENTER
ENTER
ENTER
LOAD
ENTER

FILENAME. EXT

LANG.

LOAD

COt-fMENTS

NUMED
.M65
STELLAR .1-165
EDTHAGIC.M65

MAC/65
MAC/65
MAC/65

LOAD
LOAD
LOAD

NUMBER EDITOR SOURCE
STELLAR ARENA SOURCE
NUMBER EDITOR SOURCE

• LST

cows

. LST

BASIC

• Atari Public Domain & Shareware
Software

Atari

• Over 250 Theme Disks! Every disk
is Guaranteed!
• Games! Graphics! Educational!
Music! Utilities! Home & Business!

48K 800/800XLI65XE/ 130XE Disk

Fast dependable world-wide service!

$19.95
(U.S. S&H $2. NM Sales Tax

Send for your FREE descriptive
Catalog.

5%)

Send Check or Money Order or
PI
P2
P)
P4
P5
P6
P7

Send SASE for free catalog.

10 Bonito PI.
Los Alamos, NM 87544

BELLCOM
P.O.Box 1043-G
Peterborough, Ontario
Canada K9J 7AS

CIRCLE #106 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

CIRCLE #107 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

MeadMicro Ware

pe

SIDE 2:

TO LOAD YOUR A.N.A.L.O.G.

80 COL. SCREEN!-NEW PRICES!

Turbobase:

DISK

1) INSERT BASIC CARTRIDGE (NOT REQUIRED FOR XL
OR XE COMPUTERS l
2) TURN ON DISK DRIVE AND MONITOR
3) INSERT DISK IN DRIVE
41 TURN ON COMPUTER (XL AND XE OWNERS DO NOT
HOLD DOWN OPTION KEY!)

WARNING: BEFORE YOU RUN A PROGRAH. READ THE
APPROPRIATE ARTICLE IN THE MAGAZINE.
NOTE: ONLY PROGRAMS WITH THE ". BAS" OR ". OBJ"
EXTENT ION MAY BE RUN FROM THE MENU.
OTHER PROGRAMS SHOULD BE LOADED AS
INSTRUCTED IN THE LOADING NOTES AND MAY
REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE AS LISTED
BELOW.
HOWEVER, YOU SHOULD NOT ASSUME
THAT EVERY FILE WITH THE PROPER FILE
EXTENSION WILL RUN FROM THE MENU. YOU
MAY HAVE TO MOVE CERTAIN PROGRAHS TO A
DIFFERENT DISK TO OBTAIN CORRECT RESULTS.

COMPARE TO IBM CLONES:
• Capability
• Capacity
• Remote Terminals
:

~h8~~I~;i?~~~~rt

~~a~~r~~~:~~~d:~;;

• Speed amon~ thousands of records
• Ease of learning (per feature)
• Number of English error messages

~~~g~~~~6bosE:~;ti~rgl~f~~~~~~:'MsDOS'.

:
:
• True Integralion
• Faster Back·up 10 inexpensive floppy
• Free Applicalion Sel·up
• Complele InvoiCe/Payments Elror Checking
520.000 Video 510ft' sale from IBM 5.\1.. Plamfreld. NJ

• Tiny Foolpnnt
EXT

• Complete Documenlation
• $20-$50 Customizalions
• One packagelall modules

• Nol Copy Protected

DESCRIPTION

TurboOasf' lakes

TurOObase takes S20000 IBM sale'Of w(llefoea store. A.J PhoeOLx. AZ
TutOObase replaces S37.000 (Ilf cond'!IOnlng apphcallon A B. Allon, NH
Unld you have TUfbQbase you dOn', have a database! Acorn Users Group

.M65
· AHA
.ASM
• ACT
• LGO
· SYN
• STB

REQUIRES
REQUIRES
REQUIRES
REQUIRES
REQUIRES
REQUIRES
REQUIRES

THE OSS MAC/65 ASSEMBLER
THE ATARI MACRO ASSEMBLER
THE ATARI ASSEMBLER/EDITOR
THE OSS ACTION! CARTRIDGE
THE ATARI LOGO CARTRIDGE
THE SYNAPSE SYN ASS~BLER
ST BASIC

LOADING NOTES
LOAD BASIC PROGRAto:I:
ENTER BAS I C PROGRAH:
LOAD MAC/65 PROGRAM:
ENTER ASM/ED PROGRAM:
LOAD LOGO PROGRAM:
LOAD SYN/AS PROGRAM:

LOAD "D:FILEN/lJolE.EXT"
ENTER "D:FILENAME.EXT"
LOAD 10: FILENAME. EXT
ENTER • 0: FI LENAME. EXT
LOAD "D:FILENAME.EXT"
LOAD "D:FILENAME.EXT"

11: SEE ACTION! t-1ANUAL.
12: SEE ATARI MACRO ASSEMBLER MANUAL.
13: MAY ALSO BE LOADED FROM DOS USING THE "L"
OPTION 02 THE 005 MENU.
'4: THIS FILE SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO ANOTHER
DISK AND RENAMED "AUTORUN.SYS".
, 5: SEE ST BASIC MANUAL.

Micromiser is looking for resellers. If you have 2 DO drives, or an MIO ,. , or hard disk, You qual,
ify lor free training, dealer prices. markeling/direct maii heip, and myriad customer references
who express exlreme salislaclion with Turbobase. Compare Ihe Turbobase "IMIO ,. configu·
ration at $830 (all hardware & software except prinler) with the IBM AT'·: Immediate RAM
access 10 6,000 invoices, or 15,000 invenlary ilems, or 50,000 G/L records. or 20.000 payroll
records, or any combination ot above! With a hard drive (add only $100) Ihe ligures go Up'
4.000 addresses too! An unbeatable selling poinl: replace any componenllar the cost of a
lypicaIIBM'·/Apple'· repair bill! The small business markel is yours! Just ask, "'s IBM'·
compatibility worth $20,000 to you?"

TURBO-BASE'·: the all I;; o;;e databaseiiiuSiness sySie~::3databases -:;.

word processor
includes liie manager/spread sheeVrelational leatures/accounting/report generalor. G/L,
PIS. AR. AP, open invoicing/statements, inventory, payrOll, maiiing, utilities, alilruly integraled
in one program/manual so simplified that we can present complete detailed instructions in
only 700 + pages of superb documentation (third re·wrile) includes separate Quick Course
and Cookbook + 8 disk sides. Runs on any 48K 8·blt Atari, only 1 drive req. Calilodayl

Turbobase 1159-TurboJr 199
For XEP-80 col. screen:
Turbobase 80 1179-Jr 80 1119
w/80 col word processor add 124

80 COL WORD PROCESSOR $49

STownersJAskaboutUltrabaseSTIB/Wmon·
itor only) all Turbobase features + much more
+ Ultimate SIMPLICITY and speed

(407) 857-6014

MICROMISER SOFTWARE, 1635·A HOLDEN AYE., ORLANDO, FL 32809
CIRCLE #108 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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continued from page 28

Collision Checking
So far we've seen all ofPMOVE's capabilities as far as moving things around is
concerned. But PMOVE also has the ability to check for specific types of collisions
between the missiles and the rest of the
screen. This means that you can have
PMOVE check for a collision between missile 1 and player 2, for example, and when
one occurs it will set a flag and stop the
missile. If missile 1 colhdes with player 3,
however, nothing will happen. The same
idea holds for missile to playfield collisions.
1712-1715: Are used to specify the missile
to playfield collisions that you w~nt
PMOVE to watch out for.
Now the question is, how? A while back,
before any of this PMOVE stuff, we talked
about the collision registers, and how four
different colhsions could be stored in one
location. Remember? If not, go back and
review for a second. Locations· 1712-1715
are set up in exactly the same manner as
the collision registers. So, for example, if
you wanted PMOVE to check for collisions
between missile 1 and playfield 2 and 3,
you would POKE 1713,6. As I said, go back
and reread the section on the collision
registers if you don't understand why.
Incidentally, when PMOVE encounters
one of the collisions you told it to look for,
it will turn off the missile and set the corresponding location here to 255 so you
know what kind of collision occurred. If
you were looking for more than one collision, you can then check the collision
register itself to find out the exact CUlprit.
1716-1719: These are the locations for missile to player collisions and act in the same
way as 1712-1715 above.

gets set to 255 as well (see locations
1712-1719 above)? Well, it just makes it a
little easier (and faster) to check for a collision, since you only have to check one
place instead of two.
Whew! Now you can see what I meant
when I said that there was a little work involved in getting PMOVE going. Don't give
up hope though, it isn't really as difficult as
it looks. To show you what I mean, let's start
by putting a player on the screen and attaching it to joystick 0:
160 FOR BYTE=126 TO 130
170 READ DAT
180 POKE PHBASE+l024+BYT
E,DAT
HO NEIIT BYTE
200 POKE 5427',PB:POKE 5
5',62:POKE 53277,3
201 POKE 1664,0:POKE 166
5,255:POKE 1666,255:POKE
1667,255
202 POKE 1668,4':POKE 16
72,200:POKE 1676,34:POKE
1680,221
203 POKE 1684,128:POKE 1
688,128
205 H=USR[PHBASE,PB,PB)
210 POKE 53248,128
220 POKE 704,72
1000 DATA'153,18',255,18
',153
These lines should be added to the combination of the previous two examples. Here's
an explanation of what these lines are doing:
160-190: Set up the player.
200: Thrn on PMG.
201: Connect player 0 to joystick 0 and turn
off the other players.
202: Set up the left, right, top and bottom
boundaries, respectively.
203: Tell PMOVE the initial horizontal and
vertical positions.
210: Position the player horizontally.

1720-1724: Finally, the last of the locations!
Actually, these four don't really do that
much. When missile n has a collision that
you told PMOVE to watch out for, location
1720+n gets set to 255 (you should set it
to something else when you first turn on
the missile). Why even bother with this
when the corresponding collision location
50

220: Color the player.
That's fairly simple, isn't it? Now let's give
the program the ability to fire a missile. We'll
complicate things a little by firing the missile in the direction the joystick is moved
when the fire button is pressed. This will
JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

slow things down a little, but it is a handy
thing to know how to do.

2i8 IF PEEK(1788)=1 OR S
TRIG(8)=1 THEN 238
235 DIR=STICK(9):IF DIR=
15 THEN 239
248 M=USRCADRCMISClR$),P
MBASE+76B,255,252):PPOS=
PEEKC16BB)
259 POKE PMBASE+768+PPOS
-l,3:POKE PMBASE+768+PPO
S,3:POKE PMBASE+76B+PPOS
+1,3 .
268 POKE 1696,PPOS:POKE
1692,PEEKC16B4)+2;POKE 5
3252, PEEK (1692)
278 POKE 1794,8
2B8 IF DIR<12 THEN POKE
1794,128
298 IF DIR<B THEN POKE 1
784,1
399 POKE 1788,9
319 IF DIR/2=INTCDIR/2)
THEN POKE 179B,12B:GOTO
339
328 IF DIR<>ll AND DIR<>
7 THEN POKE 178B,l
339 POKE 1788,1
349 GOTO 238
Add these lines to the program above. They
won't work by themselves. List the resulting
program to disk.
We need a special routine to clear a missile, since we only want to clear two bits in
each byte. Here's the program to generate
Line 105 for you to do this. Type New, then
run this, type New again, move cursor to Line
105 and press Return ENTER above saved
program.

188 GRtlPHICS 8
118 PRINT "195 DIM MISCl
R$(26):MISClR$=";CHR$C34
) ;
128 FOR lOOP=l TO 26
138 READ DtiT
148 PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$C
Dtlp;
159 NEMT lOOP
178 PRINT CHR$(34)
1888 DtiTti 194,194,i33,28
7,184,133,296,194,184,16
B,184,194,133,288,177,28
6,37,28B,145,296,136,192
,255,28B,245,96
Now here's how MISCLR$ is used:

PMBASE+384 for double-line resolution.
RES tells what kind of resolution is being
used and is equal to 255 for single-line and
127 for double. Finally, MASK is used to
specify which missile you want to clear and
has one of the following values:
MISSILE 0: 252
MISSILE 1: 243
MISSILE 2: 207
MISSILE 3: 63
As a final example, we'll create a program
that will move player 0 around automatically, without having it attached to a joystick.
Just add these lines to our spaceship program:

281 POKE. 1664,43:POKE 16
65,255:POKE 1666,255:POK
E 1667,255:POKE 675,18
221 IF PEEKC16BB)=PEEKCl
6B9) OR PEEKC16BB)=PEEKC
1676) THEN POKE 675,5+5*
CPEEK(675)=5)
238 IF PEEK(1788)=1 OR S
TRIG(9)=1 THEN 221
235 DIR=STICK(9):IF DIR=
15 THEN 221
349 GOTO 221
Once again, the explanation:
201: By POKEing 1664 with a 43, we connect player 0 to a nonexistent joystick that we
can give our own direction value to. See the
previous expianation to locations 1664-1667
for more details. We then set location 675,
our nonexistent joystick, to 10, which corresponds to left and up.
221: We now check to see if the player has
reached either its upper or lower limit and,
if it has, change its direction.
230: The only change here is the line number after the THEN statement.
235: Again, only the line number after the
THEN statement has been changed.
340: One more line-number change.

Congratulations! You now have more control over PMG than most other BASIC
programmers. Hopefully PMOVE will help
MISBASE is the address of the beginning you create the programs you've always wanted
of the missile area. It's equal to to create but haven't been able to because
~
PMBASE+768 for single-line resolution, and BASIC has been too slow for PMG.

M=USRCtlDRCMISClR$),MISBA
SE, RES, MASK)

JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing
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continued from page 37

ce

•III
II:

C

2849 D~T~ 173,19,219,41,2,179,153,43,6
,173,19,219,41,7,224,2,4793
2859 D~T~ 249,3,24,195,26,153,25,6,76,
143,76,24,195,166,153,25,4433
2869 D~T~ 6,143,137,161,137,291,9,249,
25,163,9,153,25,6,138,135,8769
2879 D~T~ 165,135,291,9,298,292,173,19
,219,41,7,24,195,1,153,63,5914
2889 D~T~ 6,36,239,184,163,1,123,137,3
6,164,183,32,31,76,136,298,359
2839 D~T~ 259,169,4,185,61,6,291,9,249
,6,136,298,246,76,259,76,1499
2399 D~T~ 185,17,6,291,9,249,243,24,12
1.154,79,162,9,132,3,144.7654
2319 D~T~ 2,162,2,143,137,161,137,291,
9,298~223,181,137,153,61,6,1135

2329 D~T~ 138,153,249,76,235,77,65,6,1
85,158,79,123,137,76,299,76,3332
2339 D~T~ 165,216,291,9,249,3,76,143,7
7,162,5,169,3,136,176,176,3551
2349 D~T~ 7,299,299,299,292,76,7,77,13
4,216,169,4,139,65,6,185,8482
2359 D~T~ 61,6,143,137,161,137,217,162
,79,144,14,163,9,153,61,6,6465
2369 D~T~ 153,65,6,136,298,239,76,143,
77,217,166,79,176;3,76,37,7432
2379 D~T~ 77,217,179,79,249,29,132,3,1
76,8,24,195,1,123,137,76,6137
2389 D~T~ 45,77,56,233,1,123,137,76,45
,77,163,9,123,137,185,61,8265
2339 D~T~ 6,24,121,154,79,139,65,6,291
,299,144,3,32,39,79,143,5715
3999 D~T~ 137,161,137,291,9,249,3,76,3
7,77,138,153,65,6,181,137,8236
3919 D~T~ 153,61,6,185,166,79,1'2,3,17
6,5,123,137,76,45,77,24,5235
3929 D~T~ 195,3,76,132,77,163,9,133,13
2,173,4,298,291,9,249,6,8657
3939 D~T~ 141,9,6,32,162,73,1~3,12,298
,291,9,249,6,141,9,6,4818
3949 D~T~ 32,162,73,173,5,298,291,9,24
9,6,141,1,6,32,233,73,6973
3959 D~T~ 173,13,298,291,9,249,6,141,1
,6,32,233,73,169,9,185,6731
3969 D~T~ 9,298,291,9,249,74,74,72,144
,18,32,76,73,163,9,123,5914
3979 D~T~ 137,162,19,134,222,32,197,89
,163,25,133,131,194,74,144,38,7539
3989 D~T~ 32,76,236,77,231,78,7',161,1
37,291,75,176,23,56,233,71,256
3939 D~T~ 179,183,151,79,72,163,9,157,
18,6,194,166,133,123,137,162,221
3199 D~T~ 59,134,222,32,197,89,163,25,
133,131,239,132,163,9,153,19,3293
3119 D~T~ 6,153,6,6,299,132,1,249,179,
169,9,185,8,298,74,72,8171
3129 D~T~ 144,28,132,1,298,24,165,185,
74,176,13,149,9,6,32,162,5139
3139 D~T~ 73,169,1,162,259,134,222,32,
197,89,163,25,133,131,194,74,3113
3149 D~T~ 72,144,27,132,9,298,23,165,1
85,74,74,176,17,149,1,6,4791
3159 D~T~ 32,233,73,162,259,134,222,32
,197,89,163,25,133,1'1,194,74,3466
3169 D~T~ 72,144,41,163,9,141,16,6,141
,12,6,141,14,6,133,186,3793
.
3179 D~T~ 153,6,6,153,19,6,162,199,134
,222,32,197,89,16',25,133,6356
3189 D~T~ 131,162,9,138,157,9,62,292,2
98,259,239,132,194,74,144,41,14'2
3139 D~T~ 163,9,141,17,6,141,13,6,141,
15,6,133,187,141,7,6,2552
3299 D~T~ 141,11,6,162,199,134,222,32,
197,89,163,25,133,131,162,9,7838
3219 D~T~ 138,157,9,63,292,298,259,239
,132,299,132,1,298,3,76,33,28
3229 D~T~ 78,165,132,291,9,249,9,141,3
9,298,165,29,291,16,176,3,7596
3239 D~T~ 76,15,7',163,9,133,29,173,23
1,58,291,16,249,6,296,231,1623 .
3249 D~TA 58,76,232,78,227,73,15,73,17
3,239,58,291,16,249,11,296,749
3259 D~T~ 239,58,163,25,141,231,58,76,
15,73,165,176,291,15,176,2,7655
3269 D~T~ 239,176,32,246,63,163,25,141
,239,58,141,231,58,173,238,58,2231
3279 D~T~ 291,16,249,3,76,35,73,173,22
3,58,291,16,298,3,76,214,3962
3289 D~T~ 81,162,2,183,5,6,291,47,144,
21,291,294,176,17,183,7,7323
3239 D~T~ 6,291,67,144,19,291,223,176,
6.292,298,231,76,28,73,163,1913
3i99 D~T~ 9,157,3,6,157,5,6,76,53,73,1
63.9.153,19.6.239,4293

33i9 D~T~ 132,185,6,6,56,233,47,162,9,
291,8,144,7,56,233,8,5541
3329 D~T~ 232,76,31,73,134,134,185,8,6
,56,233,64,162,9,291,8,6689
3339 D~T~ 144,7,56,233,8,232,76,112,73
,134,135,224,19,176,21,163,'345
3349 D~T~ 9,133,133,165,134,224,9,249,
6,24,195,29,292,298,259,166,2712
3359 D~T~ 133,143,137,36,163,2,133,133
,138,56,233,19,179,76,133,73,3166
3369 D~T~ 239,132,165,185,74,176,58,16
3,9,133,224,133,131,174,223,58,2375
3379 D~T~ 224,16,249,44,292,142,223,58
,165,185,3,1,133,185,172,2,8786
3389 D~T~ 6,162,8,163,9,153,9,69,136,2
92,298,243,141,4,6,174,3931
3339 D~T~ 223,58,224,16,249,19,163,199
,141,9,6,163,139,141,2,6,4861
3499 D~T~ 36,163,228,73,223,89,199,141
,9,6,36,239,132,165,185,74,838
3419 D~T~ 74,176,58,163,9,133,224,133,
131,174,238,58,224,16,249,44,2323
3429 D~T~ 292,142,238,58,165,185,3,2,1
33,185,172,3,6,162,8,163,7911
3439 D~T~ 9,153,9,61,136,292,298,243,1
41,5,6,174,238,58,224,16,315
3449 D~T~ 249,19,163,156,141,1,6,163,1
39,141,3,6,36,16',156,141,7831
3459 D~T~ 1,6,36,165,185,74,144,29,173
,223,58,291,17,144,13,173,8385
3469 D~T~ 132,2,291,9,298,6,165,185,41
,2,133,185,165,177,291,2,3652
3479 D~T~ 298,26,165,185,74,74,144,29,
173,238,58;291,17,144,13,173,3134
3489 D~T~ 133,2,291,9,298,6,165,185,41
,1,133,185,36,72,152,72,7681
34'9 D~T~ 291,1,249,45,169,6,132,221,1
65,176,72,185,292,58,291,25,1231
3599 D~T~ 176,36,195,1,153,292,58,132,
12,249,79,132,2,249,49,164,178
3519 D~T~ 221,292,298,231,166,222,138,
176,298,225,194,133,176,194,168,194,54
23
3529 D~T~ 36,169,16,76,116,89,163,16,1
53,292,58,132,11,249,3,136,8722
3539 D~T~ 298,291,164,221,76,121,89,16
9,9,185,223,58,291,25,249,14,248
3549 D~T~ 24,195,1,153,223,58,163,252,
133,227,163,9,133,239,76,141,2722
3559 D~T~ 89,169,15,76,183,89,165,218,
291,9,249,1,36,165,29,291,128
3569 D~T~ 4,249,224,89,21',81,3,291,8,
249,5,291,12,249,1,36,8234
3579 D~T~ 163,1,133,218,165,185,74,72,
176,3,162,1,169,9,134,222,3151
3589 D~TA 32,197,89,194,74,176,3,162,1
,169,1,134,222,32,197,89,6714
3539 D~T~ 36,162,4,183,17,6,291,9,249,
6,292,298,246,76,35,81,3327
3699 D~T~ 183,123,79,157,17,6,76,29,81
,165,176,291,4,144,82,173,8431
3619 D~T~ 22,6,291,9,298,12,173,24,6,2
91,2,249,5,163,199,141,7315
3629 D~T~ 22,6,165,176,291,7,144,57,17
3,23,6,291,9,298,19,163,7335
3639 D~T~ 33,141,23,6,163,2,141,25,6,1
62,9,183,12,6,291,9,3345
3649 D~T~ 298,29,163,72,157,14,6,163,1
28,157,12,6,163,1,143,186,7234
3659 D~T~ 141,2,298,141,3,298,232,224,
2,176,6,165,176,291,19,176,1554
3669 D~T~ 218,36,163,255,141,252,2,165
,139,72,163,251,133,139,165,176,6123
3679 D~T~ 72,163,1,133,176,16',9,174,1
9,6,172,11,6.141,19,6,2373
3689 D~T~ 141,11,6,173,31,298,291,6,29
8,7,194,133,176,194,76,155,3457
3639 D~T~ 72,291,7,176,7,194,133,176,1
94,76,67,71,173,121,2,291,8361
3799 D~T~ 15,249,3,76,133,81,173,129,2
,291,15,249,214,142,19,6,8243
3719 D~T~ 149,11,6,194,133,176,194,133
,139,76,76,73,169,9,185,293,194
3729 D~T~ 58,217,229,81,45,82,213,57,1
44,7,298,25,299,132,6,144,3436
3739 D~T~ 241,169,9,185,213,58,217,213
,57,144,41,298,25,299,132,6,668
3749 D~T~ 144,241,76,26,82,169,6,185,2
92,58,153,212,57,153,126,65,26
3759 D~T~ 136,298,244,76,231,61,169,6,
165,212,56,153,212,57,153,126,2271
~769 D~T~ 65,136,298,244,169,6,185,292
,58,153,156,65,185,212,56,153,2683
3779 D~T~ 166,65,136,298,241,76,67,71,
226,2,227,2,173,79,9,9,5866
~
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Attention
Programmers!
ANALOG Computing is interested in programs, articles, and software review submissions dealing with the Atari home computers. If you feel that you can write as well
as you can program, then submit those articles and reviews that have been floating
around in your head, awaiting publication. This is your opportunity to share your knowledge with the growing family of Atari computer owners.
All submissions for publication, both program listings and text, should be provided
in printed and magnetic form. Typed or printed copy of text is mandatory and should
be in upper and lower case with double spacing. By submitting articles to ANALOG
Computing, authors acknowledge that such materials, upon acceptance for publication, become the exclusive property of ANALOG Computing. If not accepted for publication, the articles and/or programs will remain the property of the author. If submissions
are to be returned, please supply a self-addressed, stamped envelope. All submissions
of any kind must be accompanied by the author's full address and telephone number.

Send your programs and articles to:
ANALOG Computing
P.O. Box 1413-M.O.
Manchester, CT 06040-1413

continued from page 16
used for this purpose (see locations 832 to
959), along with two separate cursors.
You should look at SWPFLG (123) for additional information about locations 656 to
667.
TXTROW
656
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0291,0292

The column that the text-window cursor
is currently in. There are 40 columns in
the text window, so TXTCOL can range
from 0 to 39. "Ah, ah," you say. That
means location 658 never gets used (since
it's only needed when the column number
is greater than 255). This is true under
normal circumstances, but if you change
the text window to be something other than
GRAPHICS 0, you may need it.
TINDEX
659

0294,0295

The address of the upper left-hand corner of the text-window screen memory. See
SAVMSC (88,89) for the address of regular screen memory.

0290

The row that the text-window cursor is
currently in. Because there are only four
rows in the text window, TXTROW ranges
from zero to three.
TXTROW is the text window equivalent
of ROWCRS at location 84.
TXTCOL
657,658

TXTMSC
660,661

0293

While we're on the subject of changing
the text-window graphics mode, TINDEX
tells the OS what graphics mode the text
window is (also see DINDEX at location
87). H you decide you'd like a different text
window, you'll have to change the display
list as TINDEX. Use the program for location SDLSTL (560,561) to look at the display list and see where the text window is.
I won't go over it here because for most
uses, you'll probably just want to mix
graphics modes. If that s not the case,
however, it's easy to figure out how to make
the necessary changes. Just look for the
CHR 2 commands at the end of the display list. See location 559 for more information.

TXTOLD
662-667

0296-029B

Check out locations 90 through 95,
okay? These six locations are the text window equivalent, so I won't bother explaining them again.
TMPXl
668

029C

This, along with the next three locations,
is used for temporary storage. They are used
in one or more of the computer's routines as
a place to store information during the routine. Once the routine is over, the values in
them are no longer meaningful.
TMPX1, in case it wasn't clear, is a temporary location.
HOLm
669

029D

A temporary location (the location isn't
temporary, its usage is).
SUBTMP
670

029E

Another temporary location.
HOLm
671

029F

And yet another temporary location.
DMASK
672

02AO

Way, way back at location SHFAMT (lll),
we had a little discussion about masking and
making changes to individual pixels in the
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graphics modes. Remember? Well, go back
and refresh your memory anyway.
DMASK holds the mask for the pixel that
we want to make changes to. Somewhere way
up near the end of the OS ROM, there is a
list of all the possible masks. The display handler decides which one is needed and loads
it into DMASK. Figure 1 has the different
values DMASK can have, as well as the
graphics modes they are used with.
By way of explanation, the "Is" are used
to look at individual bits and the "Os" to ignore them.
Now why, you may ask, do we need more
than one mask for most graphics modes?
Graphics modes need anywhere from one to
eight bits to represent a character or a pixel.
Suppose a particular mode, such as mode 9,
needs four bits per pixel. That means that
each byte holds two different pixels, right
(since a byte is eight bits)? So we need two
masks to be able to mask out either pixel.
This may be a little confusing to you, but
don't worry. Unless you're programming in
machine language, it's something that is nice
to know, but that you'll never need.
"111,,,

lor modes zero, one, and two.

11110000
00001111

lor modes nine, len, and eleven.

1100000o

00110000
00001100
00000011

for modes three, live, and seven.

100000oo
0100000o

00100000
00010000
00001000

lor modes lour, Sill, and eight.

00000'00
00000010

00000oo'

Figure 1: DMASK bit chart

TMPLBT
673

02Al

More temporary storage space.
ESCFLG
674

02A2
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When the Esc key is pressed, ESCFLG is
set to 128, and the next key pressed gets an
Esc flag attached to it (for example, pressing Esc twice would cause the second Esc to
print a special character on the screen). After the next key has been pressed ESCFLG
is reset to zero.
ESCFLG is initialized to zero.
TABMAP
675-689

value of one in every byte. That translates
to tabstops at 7, 15, 23, 31, ... 119.
A few final words. TABMAP works in
graphics mode 0 and in text windows only.
Also, the left edge of the screen will always
to be a tabstop, whether you set it to be
or not.
LOGMAP
690-693

2B2-2B5

02A3-02Bl

TABMAP tells the OS what columns to
move the cursor to when the Tab key is
pressed.
When the Tab key is pressed, the cursor is moved to the next column, after the
one the cursor is on, that has a tabstop.
What's a tabstop? It's nothing more than
a flag saying, "Hey, lab, stop here, okay?"
TABMAP is where these tabstops or flags
are kept. Since you can set a tabstop on
anyone of the 120 columns in a logical line,
TABMAP is 15 bytes long. What? How do
you get 120 from 15? Well, since the tabstop for each column is either turned on
or turned off, we only need one bit for each
column. Fifteen bytes times eight bits per
byte equals 120. Oh!
How do you set the tabstops? From BASIC, aU you have to do is use the TAB-SET
(Shift-Tab) and TAB-CLR (Control-Tab)
keys. From within a program, however,
you must change TABMAP yourself. To do
this, start with 120 zeroes on a piece of
paper. These represent the 120 columns,
numbered from 0 on the far left to 119 on
the far right. Now change the zeroes to
ones in the columns where you want your
tabstops. So far so good. The next step is
to break the 120 digits into groups of eight
and convert them to decimal. See the section on bits and bytes for help in doing this.
The last step, now that you have 15 decimal
numbers, is to POKE these numbers into
TABMAP. You now have your own customized Tab settings.
What restores TABMAP to its original
values? Pressing System Reset or using a
GRAPmCS command (OPENing S: or E:
as well). What are its original values? A

When you're writing or editing your BASIC program, the screen editor needs to know
where each logical name begins. Why? Just
so that it can make sense out of what's on the
screen. Remember, a program listing on the
screen may make sense to you, but to the
computer it's just a bunch of bytes in memory.
With the help of LOGMAP, at least it knows
on what row of the screen a program line
begins.
LOGMAP works in much the same way as
the preceding TABMAP. There are 24 rows
in a GRAPHICS 0 screen, so there are 24
bits in LOGMAP. Actually, there are 32 bits
(four bytes), just the last byte doesn't get
used. The first byte handles rows 0 through
7, the second handles 8 through 15, and the
third handles 16 through 23. If a logic line
begins on a certain row, then the corresponding bit is set to one. If the row is part of a
previous logical line, then the bit is set to
zero.
All the bits in LOGMAP are set to one
when the computer is first turned on, System Reset is pressed, a GRAPHICS command is used, the text screen is OPENed, or
the text screen is cleared. This is because all
the lines are blank, and therefore considered
to be the start of a logical line.
TABMAP is updated when you first enter
a logical line (with the Return key), edit a
line, delete a line or insert a line. Under all
these circumstances, the position of the logicallines on the screen will be altered, thus
the need for updating.
INVFLG
694

02B6

INVFLG works similarly to ESCFLG
55

except it keeps track of the inverse video
key (the Atari logo key) instead of the Esc
key. It is initialized to zero, which means
that all the characters you type in will be
normal. But when you press the inverse
video key, INVFLG gets set to 128, and
characters that you type now will appear
in inverse video (black on white instead of
white on black). Pressing the inverse video
key again will restore INVFLG to zero and
get things back to normal.
You should be aware that changing
INVFLG will only affect characters that
are typed in after you change it. That
means that you can't use it like this:

POKE 6'4,128:PRINT "INUE
RSE?"
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Machine-language programmers might
be interested to know that INVFLG is always XORed with the character value,
regardless of INVFLG's value (this should
tell you that the value for an inverse video
character is just that for a regular character with bit seven set, i.e., the regular value
plus 128). This means that you can have
fun with the keyboard by POKEing
INVFLG with something other than zero
or 128. Try it, it's fun!

HOLD4
700

02BC

HOLD4 is used to temporarily hold the
value of ATACHR (763) during the FILL
routine.

HOLD5

701

02BD

An unidentified storage location.
FILFLG
695

02B7

If FILFLG is not equal to zero, then we're
in the middle of a FILL.
TMPROW
696

02B8

A temporary storage place for the value in
ROWCRS (84).
TMPCOL
697,698

02B9,02BA

More temporary storage, this one for the
value in COLCRS (85,86)
SCRFLG
699
56

This one is somewhat complicated. First
of all, it keeps track of how many physical
lines (as compared to logical lines) have been
scrolled off the top of the screen. If you keep
pressing Return, it will eventually count up
to 255 and then wrap back around to zero.
No problem so far. According to the OS listing, however, it is also used during the
character insertion process (when you press
Shift-Insert). Apparently, if you insert a
character, SCRFLG gets set to zero. If the
insertion caused the screen to scroll up, then
the number of lines it scrolled (which depends on how long the logical line at the top
of the screen was, so it could be from one
to three) is stored in SCRFLG. The value in
SCRFLG is then used to reposition the cursor, leaving SCRFLG with a final value of
255.

02BB

SHFLOK
702

02BE

When SHFLOK is set to 0, all text typed
in will be in lowercase. Set it to 64, and all
text will be in uppercase. Finally, 128 will
give you all control and graphics
characters.
The following key combinations affect
SHFLOK:
Caps/Lowr sets it to zero.
Shift-Caps/Lowr sets it to 64.
Control-Caps/Lowr sets it to 128.

In addition, POKE in 192 and only numbers and punctuation will be recognized if
pressed. Finally 255 in this location will not
allow any letters at all to be recognized.
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COLOR
Black

Rust

Remember that these two POKEs work on
input from the keyboard only. You can still
write letters to the screen or printer. This
means their practical use is to prevent inputs you don't want.
Note that SHFLOK does not indicate
whether or not the Shift or Control keys
are pressed.
SHFLOK is initialized to 64.
BOTSCR
730

02BF

BOTSCR teUs how many lines of text are
available for use by the screen editor. What
does this mean? Well, it can use all 24 lines
in graphics mode 0, so BOTSCR would
have a value of 24. In a mode with a text
window, there are four lines in the text window that it can use, so BOTSCR would
have a value of four. In all other modes
there are none, so BOTSCR has a value of
zero. "What about graphics modes 1 and
2?" you say. In these modes the screen edi. tor takes care of the text window, while the
display handler takes care of the rest (at
least in terms of PRINTing text, which is
what we're really talking about here).
Try the following program:

lBB GRtlPHICS B
119 POKE 793,4
129 FOR ROW=B TO 19
139 POSITION 2,ROW
149 PRINT #6;"We have to
print #6 up here"
15B NEIH ROW
169 PRINT "But now we ha
ue a te:i',t window here!"
179 PRINT
18B GOTO 16B

Color
The next nine locations, 704 through 712,
are called "color registers." This is just a fancy way of saying that they tell ANTIC what
colors to put on the screen. How do you convert a color into a number that you can store
here? The Atari has a total of 16 colors that
you can choose from, and each is assigned
a number. The exact colors vary slightly from
television set to television set, so it's difficult
to describe them exactly. Bear that in mind
when you consult the chart in Figure 2.
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VALUE

o

COLOR
Blue
Deep blue

Reddish orange
Dark orange

Dull blue
Olive green

Aod

Green

Purplish blue

Dark green
Orangey green
Orange

Cobalt blue
Ultramarine

VALUE

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15

Figure 2. Color value chart
Okay, now somewhere in the back of your
mind you're probably thinking, Hilit a
minute, aren't there supposed to be 256 possible colors on the Atari? Yes and no. There
are only 16 colors, but there are also 16
shades of each color, resulting in a total of
256 (26 times 16) possible "colors." That's
not even true either. Even though you can
specify a brightness value from 0 to 15, 0 and
1 will be the same brightness, as will 2 and
3 and so forth. That gives us a true total of
128: 128 combinations of color and brightness, however, will be more than you need,
or can use at one time.
So now we have a color value and a brightness value. Since each color register is only
one byte, we're obviously going to have to
somehow combine these two values together.
If you're familiar with hexadecimal, you will
probably know how already. Recall that in
hexadecimal, each byte has two digits, each
of which can have a value from 0 to F (15).
All we do to combine our color and brightness is have the first digit be the color, and
the second the brightness. If you're using
decimal, you want to multiply the color value
by 16 and add the brightness. That's how you
figure out the value to POKE into the appropriate color register (you can also use the
SETCOLOR command for the playfield
registers) .

PCOLR2
706

02C2

The color register for player 2 and missile
2. It is a shadow register for COLPM2 at location 53268.
PCOLR3
707

02C3

The last player/missile color register, this
time for player 3 and missile 3. It is a shadow
register for COLPM3 at location 53269.
COLORO
708

02C4

Lots of information for this guy. This is the
color of playfield O. It is also called color
register 0, is a shadow register for COLPFO
at location 53270, specities the color of uppercase letters in graphics modes 1 and 2,
and can be set by the BASIC SETCOLOR
command (as can the next four locations).
Whew!
COLORI
709

02C5

This holds the color value for playfield 1,
is called color register 1, is a shadow register
for COLPFl at location 53271, and specifies
PCOLRO
the color of lowercase letters in graphics
704
02CO
modes 1 and 2.
COLORI is also used to specify the brightThis is the color register for player 0 and ness of the characters in graphics mode 0, and
missile O. It is also used to hold the back- of the pixels in the graphics mode 8. As you
ground color in GTIA mode 10.
know, you can only draw with one color in
The SETCOLOR command will not work graphics mode 8, right? Well, not quite.
on this or any of the next three locations. Through a process called "artifacting," you
PCOLRO is a shadow register for COL- can get up to four.
PMO at location 53266.
Briefly, because the pixels are so small in
graphics mode 8, a pixel in an odd-numbered
PCOLRI
column will have a different color than one
705
02Cl
in an even-numbered column. Don't ask why,
just try the following program:
The color register for player 1 and missile
1. It is a shadow register for COLPMl at lolBB GRtlPHICS 8
cation 53267.
11B COLOR 1
57

128 FOR COL=18 TO 28 STE
P 2

138
148
158
168

P 2

PLOT COL,18
DRAWTO COL,28
NEKT COL
FOR COL=31 TO 41 STE

178 PLOT COL,18
188 DRAWTO COL,28
H8 NEKT COL
Voila! Two new colors. But how do we get
the regular white, and where does the fourth
color come from? You know, you ask a lot
of questions. If we plot an even-numbered
column and then the following odd-numbered
column, we get white. If, on the other hand
we plot an odd-numbered column and then
the following even-numbered one, we get the
fourth color. Make sure you understand the
difference between the two. Add the following lines to the preceding program:
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COLOR3
7ll

Okay, you should be getting the hang of this
by now. This is the same as COLOR2, but
with threes instead of twos. It's also the color
of inverse lowercase letters in graphics modes
1 and 2.
COLOR4
712

02C8

Same as the preceding but for the background color. It is a shadow register for
COLBK at location 53274. Don't forget that
in filA modes, PCOLRO (704) is the background color, while COLOR4 is just a regular color register.

P 4

Noname
713-735

P 4

These 23 are currently unused.
The following four bytes, from 736 to 739,
are used by DOS. That means that they are
unused if you are not using DOS.

288 FOR COL=58 TO 68 STE

218 PLOT COL,18:DRAWTO C
OL,28
228 PLOT COL+l,18:DRAWTO
COL+l,28
238 NEKT COL
248 FOR COL=71 TO 81 STE
258 PLOT COL,18:DRAWTO C
OL,28
269 PLOT COL+l,18:DRAWTO
COL+l,28.
278 NEKT COL
Doing things this way kind of restricts you
in the way you plot and draw, but it does give
you more colors. You should also note that
the CfIA and filA chips switch the odd and
even colors on the screen. This usually makes
red on one computer look like green on
another. Also, the colors you do get will depend on the values in COLORl and
COLOR2 (following).
COLOR2
710

02C6

This holds the color value for playfield 2,
is called color register 2, is a shadow register
for COLPF2 at location 53272, and specifies
the color of inverse uppercase letters in
graphics modes 1 and 2.
In graphics modes 0 and 8, COLOR2
specifies the background color.

02C9-02DF

RUNAD

736,737

02EO,02El

When you load a binary load file from
DOS, sometimes it will run automatically
and sometimes it won't. What makes the
difference? If the binary load file stores an
address in RUNAD, then DOS will JSR
to that address after the file has been loaded. Otherwise, the DOS menu will stay on
the screen. See your DOS manual for more
information under the sections on binary
loading and saving.
INITAD

738,739

58

02C7

02E2,02E3

Whoops! I lied slightly in the last location. If a binary load file alters INITAD,
then DOS immediately JRS s again to
the address in INITAD before continuing
to load the file. You can use this to do stuff
like put a message or picture on the screen
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while the rest of the file is loading. Make
sure that the routine whose address you're
putting in INITAD ends with an RTS. Also,
if you want DOS to return to the menu after executing the RUNAD routine, make
sure it ends with an RTS instruction.
So where was the lie? If you don't end
the INITAD routine with an RTS instruction, the RUNAD routine will never be executed (and you may run into problems
with future disk 110).
RAMSIZ
740

02E4

RAMSIZ has a similar function to
RAMTOP (106), so go back and read up
on RAMTOP. The main difference is that
RAMSIZ doesn't cause the screen memory
to move when you change it and do a
graphics call. Experiment to see how it
works.
MEMTOP
741,742

02E5,02E6

MEMTOP holds the address of the last
free memory location. This does not mean
the top of RAM. Why not? You're forgetting that the screen memory and display
list are put at the end of RAM. MEMTOP
is the last location that is unused, and is
therefore the location right below the display list. Originally, however, before any
graphics mode is set up, it does hold the
same address as RAMSIZ.
Anything that results in the display handier changing the screen memory and display list also results in MEMTOP getting
changed. That means System Reset, the
GRAPIDCS command and OPENing the
screen.
For more information on MEMTOP's
use (yes, I'm going to send you somewhere
else again), see APPMm at locations 14
and 15.
MEMTOP is called mMEM by BASIC,
since BASIC has its own MEMTOP at locations 144 and 145.
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MEMW
743,744

02E7,02E8

Since we have a pointer to the top of free
memory, it only makes sense to have one
to the bottom of free memory. MEMW
holds the address of the first byte in RAM
that is available for your use. Notice that
BASIC uses a different pointer for the first
free byte, called LOMEM (128,129).
Although some sources imply otherwise,
MEMLO and WMEM seem to always
contain the same value, which is not
touched by the OS after the power-up routine is done.
The first free location in memory is
usually at 1792. If you're using DOS,
however, DOS needs some extra space for
something called the "FMS buffers" (see
SABYTE [1801] and DRVBYT [1802]). This
means that MEMLO will be greater when
DOS is present by 128 for each buffer.
Let's talk about reserving memory for
your own private use. We last discussed
this at RAMTOP (106), where we saw how
to reserve memory above screen memory.
But, alas, this technique wasted up to 800
bytes because of a problem with scrolling
the screen. So now we come to the alternative of reserving memory at the other
end of RAM, below everything else. How
do we do it? There are two possibilities.
First of all, you could write an AUTORUN.SYS file that loads MEMLO with the
values you want. De Re Atari has an excellent example of how to do this, but it's obviously a technique that requires a
knowledge of machine language. What if
you're working in BASIC? Well, there's a
problem. Remember that BASIC also
keeps a pointer to the bottom of free
memory. It's called WMEM, and I have
mentioned it. If we change MEMW, we
also have to change WMEM. We can do
this by POKEing both MEMW and
WMEM, but that confuses BASIC because it loses some important information
that it had already stored in the memory
area you just told it not to look at. That's
a problem. What happens if you POKE

MEMW and then type NEW (NEW
transfers the value ofMEMLO into WMEM and resets all the program pointers)?
Nothing bad; in fact it does exactly what
we wanted. But we still have a problem:
This method only works when you make
the changes yourself; it won't work from
inside a program. As it turns out, and it
makes sense if you think about it, there is
nothing you can do from within a BASIC
program to reserve memory using MEMW (without destroying the program). This
means that the MEMW method of reserving memory is only useful if you're
programming in machine language (or if
you first boot up an AUTORUN.SYS file
as described). Sorry folks.
System Reset will restore MEMLO to its
original value. The program in De Re
Atari, as mentioned, uses the System Reset
vector to make sure that MEMLO does not
get reset.
Only NEW (or turning off the computer)
will restore WMEM.
Noname
745

02E9

Currently unused. This is, however, subject to change in future versions of the

as.

DVSTAT
746-749

02EA-02ED

This one is for experts only, so don't expect it to sound pretty. When you send a GET
STATUS command (83) to a device, these
bytes are set according to the type of device
and its status, They seem to be set only by
the printer handler (not the disk file manager)
and the RS232 handler.
Location 746 gives the command status.
Because it is interpreted differently for each
device, you should consult either the as
manual or the 850 Interface manual for details (this isn't a cop-out on my part; the information in this byte is useful only to
extremely competent machine-language
programmers).
59
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If the GET STATUS is to a printer, location 747 contains the AUX2 byte of the previous operation. If it is to a disk drive, location
747 holds the value of the status byte of the
disk controller chip (if you really need to
know more details, fmd some documentation
on the INSI771-1 Floppy Disk Controller
chip). Finally, if it is to the 850 Interface, location 747 could indicate one of two things.
If concurrent mode I/O is not active, then it
will hold information regarding the monitored readiness lines (DSR, CTS and CRX)
and the data receive line (RCV) of the specified port. Please see your 850 Interface
manual for more details.
If concurrent mode I/O were active, location 747, in conjunction with location 748,
will hold the number of characters currently
in the input buffer.
For the printer and disk drive, a GET STATUS command will return the maximum
time-out value for the device. This value is
provided by the device controller and is initialized to 31. A value of 64 here represents
one second.
Location 749 is only used for the 850 Interface and only if concurrent mode I/O is
active at the time of the GET STATUS. In
that case, it holds the number of characters
currently in the output buffer.
If you got this far and you're confused,
don't worry. By the time you have a need to
use DVSTAT, it should be easier to understand. I've been programming the Atari for
five years and have only recently found a need
for it.

bunch of bytes) are two bytes that have alternating zeroes and ones (01010101; 85). These
bytes are used to set the baud rate exactly, so
speed variations can be compensated for.
AUDF3 (53764) and AUDF4 (53766) are
used to store the baud rate and do the actual
timing.

CBAUDL, CBAUDH
750,751
02EE,02EF

CRSINH is set to zero when you turn on
the computer, and also when you press
Break, press System Reset, use a GRAPHICS command or OPEN either "S:" or

The speed at which programs load in from
cassette is called the "baud rate," and this is
what is stored in CBAUDL/H. It's initialized
to 1484 by the OS, which represents 600
baud. Unfortunately, sometimes the data on
the cassette tape is stored a little slower or
faster than 600 baud. This may be due to the
speed of the cassette motor, the tape being
stretched slightly, or other such minor details.
In any case, at the beginning of each cassette
record (remember that a record is just a
60

CRSINH
752

02FO

This one should come as a reward to you
for trudging through the sludge of the last
few locations. CRSINH is used to make the
cursor invisible (and visible again). This
comes in handy when you've got a message
or something on the screen, and you don't
want whoever's reading it to see the cursor. All you have to do is POKE CRSINH
with something other than a zero. To make
the cursor visible again, just POKE it with
a zero. That's (almost) all there is to it.
Hold it, what was the "almost" that was
trying to hide in the parentheses back
there? Well, there is one tiny thing I forgot to mention. The cursor won't disappear (or reappear) until you move it for the
first time after you change CRSINH. All
that means is you have to have a PRINT
of some kind after the POKE. The easiest
way around this is just to POKE CRSINH
before you print anything on the screen.
For example:

199 POKE 752,1
119 PRINT

"E:".
Also see CHACT at location 755 for
another way to tell the cursor to get lost.
Here is a way to place dots allover your
screen so that you can check the convergence of the TV or monitor:
19 POKE 71B,B:POKE 752,1
:POKE 82,9:FOR 1=1 TO ~5
~:? ".";:NEHT I
29 GO TO 29
JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

KEYDEL
753

02FI

A lot of you have probably heard the term
"debounce" (no, it's not from a commercial
for French shampoo). Some of you probably
don't have the slightest idea what it means,
so let's talk debounce for a bit.
When you press a key, you're actually
bringing two little bits of metal together.
When the two touch, electricity flows through
them and tells the computer that the key is
pressed. Sometimes, when the two first hit
each other, they bounce a little. This has the
effect that they are touching, then they're not
touching, and then they're touching again,
which the computer would normally interpret
as meaning the key was pressed twice. You
only pressed it once, however, so somehow
the computer has to be smart enough to realize this. The process it uses is called "debouncing," and it's fairly simple. If a bounce
occurs, it happens real fast; too fast for you
to have been able to hit the key twice. So,
the OS waits a little while after you first press
the key before looking to see if you pressed
it again. That way, it doesn't see the bounce.
KEYDEL tells it how long to wait.
KEYDEL is set to three whenever a key
is pressed and then every stage 2 VBLANK
it's decremented by one. Until it reaches zero,
the OS will not let the same key be pressed
again. Unless you can press a key faster than
20 times a second, this won't be a problem
for you.
CHI
754

-------0
-------1
------0------1----·0------1--

Inverse character lellers are visible
Inverse character lellers are Invisible
Inverse character backgrounds are visible
Inverse characler backgrounds are Invisible
all characters are right-sIde up
all characters are upside down

Figure 3. CHACT bit chart
What does this mean? Try typing some
inverse characters on the screen (use the
Atari logo key). Now POKE 755,1. What
happened? That's right, the letters disappear. Try POKE 755,2. This makes the
background (the solid white part) disappear. Finally, try POKE 755,3 to make
everything disappear (everything in the inverse characters). That should give you a
good idea of what the first two bits can do.
By the way, since the cursor is essentially
an inverse character, it will disappear as
well when you make the inverse character
background disappear.
The last bit is pretty self-explanatory.
Just try POKE 755,4 and see what
happens.
What can you use CHACT for? Reverse
characters add emphasis to text, CHACT
lets you add even more emphasis by making inverse characters blink. Try the following:
199 GRAPHICS 9
195 POKE 752,1
119 PRINT :PRINT "Add [3I
~ to !.lour prograMS"
129 FOR BLINK=l TO 19
139 POKE 755,9
149 FOR DELAY=l TO 59
159 NEIH DELAY
169 POKE 755,2
179 FOR DELAY=l TO 59
IB9 NEXT DELAY
1'9 NEXT BLINK
1'5 POKE 752,9

02F2

CHI is the value of the last key pressed (not
the current one). When you press a key, the
OS checks its value (stored in CH [764])
against CHI. If they're the same, then KEYDEL is checked to make sure that the key has
been debounced. If KEYDEL is equal to
zero, or if the two values aren't the same, then
the current key code is stored in CHI and the
OS goes on to process that key.
CHACT
755

characters on the screen. The bits are used
as summarized in Figure 3.

Try substituting other values for the zero
in line 130. Also see location VVBLKD at
548 and 549 for a machine-language routine that uses CHACT to make inverse text
blink while you're typing it.
In case you hadn't figured it out already,
CHACT is initialized to two.

02F3

This is a biggie. (Have I ever lied?)
CHBAS holds the address in pages (so you
multiply the number here by 256 to get the
actual address) of the character set. What
is a character set? A character set is a
whole bunch of numbers that tell the computer how to draw the various characters
on the screen. In other words, it tells the
computer what the characters look like.
How can numbers describe what a character looks like? First of all, you should go
read the section from a couple of months
ago on bits and bytes. Then come back
here.
Back already? Okay, what do bits and
bytes have to do with character descriptions (why am I asking so many questions)? Well, a byte can be thought of as
part of a picture. You know, with the bits
being dots in the picture. You turn a bit
on, and the corresponding dot in the picture gets turned on. You've already seen
how this is used in the graphics modes.
Well, the text modes also need to turn dots
on and off, but they need to change a whole
bunch at once for each character. So what
the Atari does is store eight bytes for each
character in this special thing called the
character set. Each of these descriptions
is given a number, and to set the right dots
for a particular character, the computer
just has to say, "Hey, get me the description for character number (whatever) and
put it on the screen," and the character
will magically appear on the screen.
Let's take a look at how those eight bytes
make up a character in Figure 4.

If IN

BIT

MEMORY

PATIERN

o
12

28
60
108
126
12

o

00000000
00001100
00011100
00111100
01101100
01111110
00001100
00000000

CHBAS
CHACT does some neat things to the
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756

02F4

Figure 4. CHBAS bit chart
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Now you can see how simple creating
characters is. First draw the shape of an
8 x 8 pattern of Os and Is. Next add up the
value of the ON, or 1, bits. Then POKE
these numbers in the proper order into
memory. Let's go over the details.
Look at those bits again in terms of dots,
with the Os meaning no dot, and the Is
meaning dot;

up 128*8 equals 1024 bytes.
In graphics modes I and 2, you probably
know that you can't have upper- and lowercase letters on the screen at the same time.
Why not? In these modes the characters can
be one of four possible colors. In order to be
;1ble to pull this off, two of the bits in the
character number have to be used to specify
the color. This means that only six bits are
left to specify the character. Six bits are
enough to give you the numbers through
63. Zero through 63, if you consult the
preceding character order chart, are the uppercase characters, numbers and punctuation.
So what if you want lowercase? The BASIC
manual tells you to POKE 755 (CHBAS) with
226 instead of 224. What does this do? It
moves the start of the character set forward
by 512 (2*256) bytes. Now I know that right
now you're thinking to yourself, Gee, 0
through 63 is a total of 64 characters, and
eight bytes for each character gives me, let
me see, uh, 512 bytes! Hey, you're terrific!
What you just caught on to is that changing
CHBAS like that simply lets you skip over
to the lowercase and graphics characters, the
other half of the character set.
Unfortunately, this means that the heart
character gets used as a space, so your screen
is fIlled with hearts-romantic, but not what
you want. You can get rid of them with SETCOLOR 0,0,0 or by redefining the heart
character to a space.
In graphics mode 0, there's not much more
to tell. If an inverse video character is requested (see INVFLG [694]), then the eight
bytes for that character are reversed (Is
changed to Os and vice versa) before they are
put on the screen.
CHBAS is a shadow register for CHBASE
at location 54281. For some reason you cannot set CHBAS to an odd number, or garbage
will fIll the screen. Finally, CHBAS can be
set to point to your own character set.
"Hold on there, just a second, wait a
minute, time out, take five, whoa! You mean
I can design my own character set? And you
took all this time before you told me, and now
you're going to move on without telling me
how to do it? What kind of author are you?"

°
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Ah, ah! The description we used was for
the "4" character. You should now be able
to see how the descriptions work.
How are the descriptions ordered within
the character set? It's not the same order
as ATASCII (the order that CHR$ and
ASC use). To convert from ATASCII
values, which you can find in your BASIC
manual, to the character set order, use
Figure 5.
TYPE OF CHARACTER
uppercase,

ATASCII NO.

CHAR. SET NO.

32-95

0-63

0-31

64-95

96-127

96-127

numbers,
punctuation

graphics,
characters

lowercase

Figure 5.
Now, to find the character description of
a particular character, find the ATASCII value
(either with ASC or by looking it up in the
chart in the BASIC manual), use the preceding chart to convert it to the character set
value (more commonly called the "internal"
value), multiply that by eight (because there
are eight bytes for each character) and add
it to PEEK(CHBAS)*256. The result is the
address of the first byte of the character
description you want.
The character set that comes with the Atari
is stored starting at location 57344. You can
double-check this by PEEKing CHBAS and
seeing that it has a value of 224. There are
a total of 128 possible characters (not counting inverse ones), so the character set takes
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We'll cover character sets in a future installment of "Master Memory Map."
Noname
757-761

02F5-02F9

More spare bytes. You know, I have to assume that you're going to come to these locations and forget all about that warning I
gave you way back when. You remember,
"Don't use spare bytes, they may be used in
future versions of the OS." But if you did
remember and are getting sick of me telling
you every time we come across some spare
bytes, then what can I say? It's a rough world
out there.
CHAR
762

02FA

This is the internal number (value) of the
character that was read or written last by the
display handler. A lot of the time the handler will move the cursor as the last step of
an operation, so PEEKing here will often
return a value of 128 or 0 (for a visible or
invisible cursor respectively).
ATACHR gives the ATASCII value corresponding to the internal value in CHAR.
ATACHR
763

02FB

ATACHR is used by the display handler,
the screen editor and the keyboard handler
to hold the ATASCII value of the character
last read or written. If we're using a graphics mode rather than a text mode, then it's
the value of the graphics byte rather than that
of the character (for the display handler only).
It's also used in converting ATASCII to internal and vice versa, and FILL uses it to hold
the color of the area being fIlled (in which
case it gets its value from FILDAT [765]).
CH
764

into CH. The keyboard handler then picks
it up, puts it into CHI (754), and puts a
255 into CH to indicate that it got the value
okay. There are a few exceptions to this.
First of all, if we're in the middle of debouncing (see KEYDEL [753], the key is
ignored completely; it doesn't even make
it to CH. H Control-l is pressed, then
SSFLAG (767) is updated, but CH is not
affected. Finally, CH also gets changed by
the key repeat process mentioned under
SRTIMR at location 555. To repeat a key,
the
takes the value in KBCODE
(53769) and stores it in CH.
H you are GETting information from the
keyboard, make sure you set CH to 255 before you do your GET. This will make sure
that any previous key presses are ignored.
For example,

as

11l1l OPEN U1,.,Il,"K:"
111l POKE 76.,255
121l GET U1,tI
131l PRINT "You pressed k
ey nUMber ";PEEK(75.)
141l GO TO 111l
You can use this program to find out the
values for the various keys, or you can look
at the chart on page 50 of the OS manual.
In either case, you should notice that the
Control key adds 128 to a key value, and
the Shift key adds 64.
Here is my favorite trick for this location. Say you want your program to load
in a tape program and then run it. It would
seem that there is no way to do that because someone has to press the Return key
after the program loads and you type
RUN. Not true. Use location 764 to hold
the Return key like this:

11l REM YOUR PROGRtlM HERE

.

21l1l1l POKE 76.,12:CLOtlD:R
UN
02FC

CH is the middle guy between the keyboard and the keyboard handler. When a
key is pressed, a keyboard value (yes, yet
another kind of character value) gets put
.JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

FILDAT
765

DSPFLG
766

02FE

When DSPFLG is set to a nonzero value,
then Control characters like Control-Clear,
Control-Delete, Control-arrow and so forth
will appear as a character on the screen rather
than having some kind of effect on the screen
(such as clearing it or moving the cursor).
If it's equal to zero, then they have their normal effect.
Note that to type a Control character so that
it appears on the screen, you press Esc before you type that character. ESCFLG (764)
is ORAed with DSPFLG before the character is processed. That means that the Esc key
is not the only way to get Control characters
to appear. That's good. Suppose, for example, that you want to print the arrow characters on the screen from BASIC. You can use
the Esc key to type them into a string, but
when you try to print that string to the screen,
BASIC will move the cursor rather than print
the arrows. What you have to do is POKE
766,1 before you try and print the string. Be
sure to change it back afterward.
SSFLAG
767

02FF

SSFLAG is used to pause a program or a
LISTing. When it's set to 0, everything works
as usual. When set to 25~, however, the pause
is in effect and will stay that way until it's set
back to 0 again. If the basic idea of this
sounds like something you've run across before, that's because it is. The Control-l key,
which you have probably used to pause your
LISTings, changes SSFLAG. You can also
change SSFLAG yourself, but if you do it
from within a BASIC program, keep in mind
that the program is paused, so you won't be
able to change it back unless somebody presses Control-I! Try this:

11l1l POKE 21l2,1
111l PRINT "NOW tr!.l LI5Ti
ng this prograM"

02FD

Simply put, FILDAT is the data of FILL
within the XIO 18 command.

SSFLAG has no effect on machinelanguage routines, which is why you can't use
Control-l to pause some programs.
Ir'
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MIL EDITOR
For use in machine-language entry.
The two-letter checksum code preceding the line numbers here is not a part
of the BASIC program. For more information, see the "BASIC Editor II"
in issue 47.

by Clayton Walnum

Editor provides an easy
method to enter our
machine-language listings. It won't allow you
to skip lines or enter bad
data. For convenience, you may enter listings
in multiple sittings. When you're through typing a listing with MIL Editor, you'll have a
complete, runnable object file on your disk.
There is one hitch: It's for disk users only.
My apologies to those with cassette systems.
Listing 1 is MIL Editor's BASIC listing.
Type it in and, when it's free of typos, save
a copy to disk, then run it.
On a first run, you'll be asked if you're
starting a new listing or continuing from a
previously saved point. Press S to start, or
C to continue.
You'll then be asked for a filename. If
you're starting a new listing, type in the filename you want to save the program under,
then press RETURN. If there's already a file
by that name on the disk, you'll be asked if
you wish to delete it. Press Y to delete the
file, or N to enter a new filename.
If you're continui!lg a fIle, type in the name
you gave the file when you started it. If the
program can't find the file, you'll get an error message and be prompted for another fIlename. Otherwise, MIL Editor will calculate
where you left off, then go on to the data entry screen.
Each machine-language program in
ANALOG Computing is represented by a list
of BASIC data statements. Every line contains
16 bytes, plus a checksum. Only the numbers
following the word DATA need to be coosidered.
MIL Editor will display, at the top of the
screen, the number of the line you're currently working on. As you go through the line,
you'll be prompted for each entry. Simply

MIL

type the number and press Return. If you
press Return without a number, the default
is the last value entered.
This feature provides a quick way to type
in lines with repetitions of the same number.
As an added convenience, the editor will not
respond to the letter keys (except Q for
"quit"). You must either enter a number or
press Return.
When you finish a line, MIL Editor will
compare the entries' checksums with the
magazine's checksum. If they match, the
screen will clear, and you may go on to the
next line.
If the checksums don't match, you'll hear
a buzzing sound. The screen will turn red,
and the cursor will be placed back at the first
byte of data. Compare the magazine listing
byte by byte with your entries. If a number
is correct, press RETURN.
If you find an error, make the correction.
When all data is vahd, the screen will return
to gray, and you'll be allowed to begin the
next line.
Make sure you leave your disk in the drive
while typing. The data is saved continuously.
You may stop at any time (except when you
have a red screen) by entering the letter Q for
byte 1. The file will be closed, and the program will return you to BASIC. When you've
completed a file, exit MIL Editor in the same
way.
When you've finished typing a program,
the file you've created will be ready to run.
In most cases, it should be loaded from DOS
via the L option. Some programs may have
special loading instructions; be sure to check
the program's article.
If you want the program to run automatically when you boot the disk, simply name
the fJJe AUIDRUN.SYS (make sure you have
DOS on the disk.).

LISTING J: BASIC LISTING
AZ ~~~~~~5~f(~6)/N$(4),A$[~),8$(~),F$(15)

IF 11 DIH HOD$C(1
8N 29 lINE=1000:RETRN=155:9ACKSP=126:CHKS
UH=9: EDIT=O
GO 30 GOSUB 450:POSITION 10,6:1 "0tar1: or
~ontinue? "J:GOSUB 500:? CHR$(A)
lG 40 POSITION 10,8:? "FILENAHE"J:INPUT f

$:POKE 752,1:? ,••,

FE ~O ~~G~~~C~~1<3 THEN POSITION 20,10:?
Nf 60 IF F$(l,Z)O"D:1I THEN F.1S=IID: l l lf1.$C

Kl
TN
fO
HO
NH
UT
ZU

UH
OC

BH

IE
Gil
KII
FY
OZ

BU
VZ

HS
IC

EN
OH

sv

Il
DI
IN
FU
KZ
PO
l)K

TD

31=f$:GOTO 00
70 fl$=f$
69 If CHR$CA,=IIS" THEN 129
'0 TRAP 430:0PEN "2,.,0,Fl$:TR~P 110
100 fOR M=l TO 16:GET n2,A:NEMT M:LINE
=LINE'10:GOTO 100
110 CLOSE n2:0PEN n2,',9,Fl$:GOTO 179
120 TRAP 160:0PEN n2,(,9,fl$:GOSUO (40
:POSITION 10,10:? "FILE ~LRE~OY EMISTS
!!":POKE 752,0
130 POSITION 18,12:? "ERASE IT? IIl:GOs
UB 500:POKE 752,1:? CHR$(~)
140 IF CHR$(~)="N" OR CHR$(~]="n" THEN
CLOSE n2:GOTO 30
150 If CHR$ (~] ()"Y" ~ND CHR$ (A] Oil!.''' T
liEN 139
160 CLOSE U2:0PEN n2,B,O,Fl$
178 GOSUB .50:POsITION J.0,11? I I ~
lE.J3: II;LINE:CHKsUH=O
100 Ll=3:fOR M=l TO 16:POSITION 13WCM(
10,+12 1f (M)",X+2:POKE 752,0:? IIBYTE nil
;X;II: ";;GOSU8 310
1'0 If EDIT AMD L=9 THEN OVTE=OfIMI:GO
TO 210
200 OVTE=UALIN$1
291 HOD$=N$
210 POSITION 22,)(+2:? BYTE;" "
220 OfCMI=OVTE:CHKSUH=CHKSUH'OVTEWM:lf
CHKSUH}"" THEN CHKSUH=CHKSUH-I0000
230 NEMT M:CIIKSUH=CHKSIIHtLINE:lf CHKSU
H}"" THEN CIIKSUH=CUKSUH-I0000
240 POSITION 12,H+2:POKE 752,0:? "CHEC
kSUH: ";:Ll=4:GOsUB 310
250 If EDIT AND L=9 THEN 279
260 C=UALCN$1
270 POSITION 22,H+2:? Ci"
200 If C=CHKSUH THEN 300
2'0 eosuo (.O:EDIT=l:CHKSUH=O:GOTO 100
300 fOR M=l TO 16:PUT n2,OfIMl:NEMT H:
LINE=LINE'10:EDIT=0:GOTO 170
310 L=O
320 GOSUO 500: If CA=ASC C"O"1 OR A=ASC C
"q"ll AND M=l AND NOT EDIT THEN (20
330 If A(}RETRN AND A(}OACKSP AND IA(4
o OR A) 571 THEN 320
331 IF ~=RETRN ~ND N$= .... THEN N$=HOO$
335 If A=RETRN AND L=O AND M}l THEN 35
9

JR 340 If CIA=RETRN AND NOT EDIT I OR A=O
ACKSPI AND L=O THEN 320
~=RETRN THEN POKE 752,1:? II II:R
ETURN
GG 360 If A(}OACKSP THEN 409
SA 370 IF L)1 THEN N$=N$(l,L-l):GOTO 3'0
A5 380 N$="II
RE 3'0 ? CHR519RCKSPI;:L=L-l:GOTO 320
99 .00 L=L'l:If L}Ll THEN A=RETRN:GOTO 35

ON 350 IF

o

"IX 410 N$ ell =CHR$ e~) :? CHRS (~l ; : GOTO 320
kN 420 GRnPHICS O:ENO
VT 430 GOSUB 4 .. 0:POsITION 10,10:? "NO SUC
H FIlE!":fOR )(=1 TO 1000:NEHT H:CL05E
1l2:GOTO 30
FO ... 0 POKE 710, .. e:SOUND O,100,12,8:FOR H
=1 TO 50:HEHT H:50UHD o,O,O,O:RE1URH
MY "50 GRAPHICS 23:POKE 16,112:POKE 5377 ..
,112:POKE 5S',0:POKE 710,"
)fR 460 DL=PEEKe560l+256MPEEKeS61l+4:POKE
DL-l,70:POKE DL+2,6
HH 470 fOR H=J TO J' STEP 2:POKE DL+H,2:H
EHT H:FOR H= .. TO 40 STEP 2:POKE DL+H,O
:NEHT H
lH "eo POKE DL+"l,6S:POKE DL+.Z,PEEKeS60)
:POKE DL+43,PEEKeS61l :POKE 87,0
ftC 4'0 POSITION 2,O:? "analog "'I" editor"l
POKE SS',34:RETURN
WZ 500 OPEN U1,4,O, II K:":GET S:U,A:ClOSE h1
:RETURM

tfI!t
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by Steve Panak

Well, it fInally happened: I'm out of games.
It's an event that has been looming on the
horizon for months now, a sad fact that I've
lamented endlessly in these pages. It's even
become something I've learned to live with.
And while I am in the process of searching
out the few titles I haven't looked at yet, I
decided this month to look at what it takes
to make a given game great.
The question that immediately comes to
mind is that if I know so much about these
games, why don't I just make them? To answer this, some might paraphrase Woody Allen, saying that those who can't do, teach,
while those that can't teach become critics.
The truth is much sadder. Alas, I feel deep
sorrow when I must confess that I am at the
point in my life when there's barely time
enough to keep up with what I've got going,
much less anytime to learn any new skills.
I must instead attempt to master those I already have. And programming is not one of
them. A firm grasp of BASIC is not enough
to create award-winning games. For this reason, I choose to play games, which in turn
qualifIes me to enumerate and comment on
what I perceive to be the required components of each game genre, the qualities a program must have to make the cut. So you
developers out there, read carefully, and
hopeful prograrnrners lend an ear.
The fIrst genre I'll look at is the war simulation, probably the simplest game to pull off
successfully. The hallmark of a great simulation is an uneasy balance between a wide
JANUARY A.N.A.L.C.13. Computing

range of command choices and a simple control interface. Give me enough control to
make it real, but make it simple enough that
I don't need a doctorate to play. For this reason, the joystick is preferred, optimally combined with a menu across the bottom of the
screen. This not only allows the player to relax during the lengthy sessions which are required to complete a simulation, but also
speeds learning, by offering a continuous
reminder of the currently available options.
A simulation should also be a strong opponent. If, once you learn to play the game,
you find the computer is a pushover, you'll
quickly shelve the game. Graphics, while important, generally take a backseat in a simulation. But they should still be carefully
designed so that it is easy to differentiate the
various unit icons, as well as the differing
battlefield terrains. Finally, the scenario must
be engaging. This is the toughest aspect, in
my opinion. Too many games center themselves around this or that or the other civil
or world war battle. The result is a market
cluttered with look alikes. Too few simulations allow space battles or colonization of
distant planets, or sword and sorcery for that
matter.
Speaking of sword and sorcery, the fantasy game is a specialized simulation which just
happens to be my favorite game type. Give
me a well-designed fantasy, and I'm apt to
deprive myself of sleep until it's fInished. The
rules for simulations apply here, although the
graphics are a little more important. After all,
65

I know a good game
when I see one: It
must be tough, but
fair in its neverending onslaught
of dangers and
rewards.
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they've got to create and enhance a whole
new world, rather than simply build upon
familiar and easily visualized surroundings.
The old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words applies here. Don't depend on the
documentation to paint the entire picture.
Operationally speaking, the simulation has
the worst track record as far as performance
goes. Most games are too large to exist completely in RAM, hence seemingly endless
disk accesses and swaps are often necessary
to play the game. When this is necessary, the
pauses should be placed at natural break
points if at all possible-say between phases,
or, preferably, between players. And
password-based copy-protection schemes
should request a response only once during
any play session.
Another type of simulation is even simpler
to establish the criteria for success, but much
harder to implement. I call these the thinking games. Programs which beat man at his
own games; for example, chess. Golf games
also fall into this grouping. These programs
must, of course, know how to play the game.
It would be most annoying to run into a chess
game which failed to recognize an allowable
castle, or a golf opponent who refused to take
penalty strokes when lifting out of a water
hazard.
In addition to knowing the rules, these
games must be good opponents 3S well. As
in the simulation, I didn't pay the price of admission just to win every time to play against
a moron. I want to be challenged. And I want
to jump right in. For this reason, the control
interface is again important. With these
games I prefer a scheme which is intuitive,
so that you can step right into the game. A
good example of this is Electronic Arts'
Chessmaster 2000, in which you manipulate

an animated hand over the pieces, and then
pick them up. Menus are again helpful. The
point is that you shouldn't have to read a
lengthy manual just to partake of a game
you've played all your life.
Arcade games are the hardest to peg, which
is why I've saved them for last. Who would
have thought that a little smiley face that gobbled dots could also manage to gobble up so
many quarters. It goes without saying that the
images must be colorful and distinct, the action fast and challenging. The skeleton of this
genre is as set as any other. The guts of the
good game are what is so mysterious. The
only thing I can say is that I know a gooaone
when I see one. Pac-Man, Asteroids, Donkey Kong, Xevious. The game must be tough,
but fair in its never-ending onslaught of always changing dangers and rewards. Extra
men should be able to be rewarded indefinitely, a la Missile Command. In a great arcade
game, the sound, the graphics and the action
are almost hypnotic, forcing you to zombielike play just one more time.
Now a little about documentation. Make
it fit the game. An arcade game doesn't need
an elaborate story line. You need to know how
to load the thing, and from then on the screen
should be the source of your information. A
well-designed demo or teaser screen will
draw the uninitiated right into the game. As
the game becomes more complex, so must
the manual. Indexes and reference cards are
essential. Often the reference card is all I use
to learn to play a game.
Well, that's it for this month. I hope I've
given a couple of designers a few ideas, as
well as enlightened some end users. When
next we meet, I'll apply these principles to
some games I've just received: a couple of
arcade games and a new simulation.
JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing
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PEOPLE
To see a profIle as entered in PEOPLE,
type /WHOIS followed by a membername
at most any SIG prompt. You'll see what
the member in question has entered in his
or her profIle:

The commands used in PEOPLE and the
Member Directory are the same, so keep
in mind that what follows in the description of the Member Directory applies to
PEOPLE, as well. The only difference is
in where members can access the information entered in the databases.

ANALOG>What do you want to do? IWHOIS BACHAND
Well, here we are-at the beginning of the
end of what singer Jimmy Buffett calls the
"Fabulous Eighties!" I can't say that this decade has been as tumultuous and fascinating
as, say, the '60s, but it has been interesting.
As we enter into the fmal year of the decade,
allow me to extend my best wishes to all of
you for a prosperous and even more interesting new year.
Hm ... I wonder what the '90s will bring?
Certainly more computers, and more things
to do with them. But, while you're waiting
for the turn of the decade, there's plenty to
keep you busy in ANALOG's Atari SIGlike getting to know your fellow SIG members better! Let's take a look ....

Finding Out Who's Who Online
In recent columns, I've shown you how
to find out who's online, and how to fmd
information such as a member's real name.
This time, we'll delve even deeper into
finding out about your fellow SIG
members.
Short of asking someone in E-mail.Forum or real-time conference, the best way
to find out who someone is, and about their
likes, dislikes, location and interests, is to
read a user's online profIle. A profile is information a member enters about him/herself in one of several public areas on
DELPHI. The information is entered under keywords and is searchable. There are
two areas where users can enter profIles.
One is PEOPLE, (a selection of the DELPHI Main Menu). The other is in SIG
Member Directories. The two are separate
databases. A member's PEOPLE profile
usually contains general information. A
Member Directory profIle contains more
specialized information, pertaining to the
SIG's special areas interests.
.JANUARY A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

NAME
CAR

: Charles Bachand
: I'm currently driving a 1985 Nissan 300ZX 2+2. It was the only car
I could fit into comfortably. <grin>
COMPUTERS: Atari ST
DELPHI
: I'm currently helping out In several of the on-I ine SIGs here,
trying to get into CSIX (Computer Shopper), Atari 8-bit (ANALOG), Atari ST
(ST-Log), and of course, the Hobby SIG, each day.
FADS
: Favorite word this week: "CURRENTLY".
HOBBIES : Currently I'm into RIC Cars (1/10-scale electrics) with my Kyosho
Rocky 4WD. I'm also an electronics experimenter and the first one holding a
screwdriver whenever a new electronic toy comes my way.
LOCATION : Worcester, MA
OCCUPATION: Software and text author, having worked for ANALOG and ST-Log
magazines for a number of years. I'm currently developing Atari ST specific
software. as wei I as implement a ful I blown hobby store on-I ine in the Hobby
SIG's Shopping Area.
TERM-SOFT: Flash!

Member Directory
Entering information in PEOPLE or SIG
databases is not compulsory, however, and
if a member hasn't entered any information
about him/herself in PEOPLE, DELPHI
will inform you, like this:

To access the information entered in the
ANALOG Atari SIG's Member Directory,
type Member, which is a selection on the
SIG menu. You'll see this menu:

ANALOG>What do you want to do? MEMBER
There is no information on fi Ie for BINGO
MEMBER Directory Menu:
ProfIles vary in length and content, depending on the individual's preferences.
Members may enter whatever they wish
about themselves, so if something you read
in a profIle seems a little fantastic, you
might take it with a grain of salt.
To get into the PEOPLE area-either to
perform a search (as described later) or to
enter your information-type GO PEOPLE
at most any Atari SIG prompt, or exit to
the DELPHI Main Menu and type PEOPLE. The PEOPLE area operates exactly
like the Member Directory.

I-Am
Who-Is
List-Keywords
Browse
Search
Help
Exit

Who's That? (WHO-IS)
The simplest operation in the Member
Directory is viewing the profIle of a specific DELPHI member. Type WHOI~ (or
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WHO-IS or /WHOIS) and a membername
to see that member's Member Directory
profile. The format is the same as that displayed by PEOPLE, but the content will
probably be quite different because, again,
PEOPLE and the Member Directory are
two different databases.

Browsing the Member Directory
(BROWSE)
You don't have to enter a specific member name to access information about other
Atari SIG members. You can browse
through Member Directory entries in sequential order. Type BROWSE, and you'll
be prompted for a letter or letters; this
specifies the point at which the Directory
should begin displaying profiles. (You can
enter numbers, too.) For instance, type A,
and you'll see information on the first
member name beginning with "A." Type
KZ, and you'll see my Member Directory
entry. Type 0, and you'll see the very first
entry in the Directory. Press Return to see
ensuing entries in alphabetical order; enter
Control-Z to return to the Member Directory menu.
BROWSE is also useful if you want to
find information about members whose
names you may recall only partially. For
example, a user name such as GEODEAMON may be rather difficult to recall, but
if you remember at least "GEO," you can
enter those three letters and find the full
member name and profile (assuming the
member in question has entered his/her
profile in the Member Directory). When
used this way, BROWSE is a useful search
tool, especially since it will turn up all user
names that begin with the specified string.

Searching Out the Facts
(SEARCH)
The Member Directory offers a sophisticated search tool that is based on the keywords under which members enter
information about themselves. But its structure differs substantially from that of the
SIG software databases, so I need to take
a few lines to explain the structure of the
database before I can tell you how to use
SEARCH.
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Rather than having keywords attached to
entries in the database, the information in
each entry is organized under various keywords. This makes for an important distinction when you enter or search information;
rather than searching for keywords, you
search the information that is stored under
a keyword. As an example, in ANALOG's
profile, the searchable information under
the keyword NAME is "Clayton Walnum."
In the actual search operation, you would
specify NAME as the keyword to be
searched, and "Clayton" or "Walnum" (or
both-or any fragment of either name) as
the information to be found, which is also
known as the "search string."
Here's a more detailed example: Let's say
you want to find people who use the
HOMETERM terminal program. In that
case, you would type SEARCH, then specify TERM-SOFT (one of the standard keywords used by the database) as the
keyword, and HOMETERM as the search
string. The search would go like this:

Had I typed Yat the "More?" prompt,
DELPHI would have displayed another
screenful of member names. And if I had
typed Y at the final prompt, DELPHI
would continue displaying profiles for all
of the above-named members, until I entered Control-Z or Control-C. (Obviously, HOMETERM is a very popular
program.)
Note that a keyword search will find any
string under a keyword. Thus, if you specified OCCUPATION during a search and
entered "write" as the search string,
ANALOG4's entry would come up because
"writer" is under the specified keyword.

Make aList (LIST-KEYWORDS)
Speaking of keywords, you can see a list
of the most commonly used keywords in
the Member Directory, or a list of all current keywords in use by typing LISTKEYWORDS at the DIRECIDRY prompt.
When you do a search, it's handy to know

DIRECTORY>(I-Am,Who-ls,List,Browse,Search): SEARCH
What KEYWORD:TERM-SOFT
Search for:HOMETERM
Matches found for the fol lOWing membernames:
113MAMA
AARONFINCH
BARRYGRAY
BATTERIES
BOND007
BRYON
CASHFLOW
CHARLEKOONTZ
CSONG
CYMOLER
DDMASTER
DDW
DOCTORDAVE
DWAINE
ESTUS
EXPRESSWAY
FRANKN
FRETS
GLOBE
GRANDPAW
HAP
INET65
JAYMER
JEFE
JJJACKSON
JJJF
JOHNNYl
JOHNNYMAC
KARNOW
KATOOM
LEHI
LWB
tJore?N
Found 80.
Would you Iike the complete
membernames?N

ADOLPH
BELLABS
BUDDY
CKSCULLION
DALLASATARI
DICKB
DWGLOVER
FASTMAN
GENEDOUGLASS
GRAYWOLF
JABER
JEFFC
JL626
JOHNO
KDG
MAGNATE

AJK
BERNIEB
BVECTOR
CLOCKMAN
DAVIDMARTIN
DICKDERY
EEF
FLIPPER
GEOFFREY
HACKER
JACE
JEPU
JOEST
JOJO
KENMATHESON
MEMBERSHIP

ATARUS
BETHEL
CANNONBALL
CONTROLATARI
DBLAKESLEE
DML
ELECTRODAVE
FLY INGTURTLE
GFBROWN
HALUEKING
JAWS
JERRYCHAM
JOEWYKS
JRQ
KJOHNSON
MERLYN

profiles printed for the selected
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One of the best ways
to learn about the
Member Directory
database structure is
to enter your own
profile.

just what's there, so you might want to view
and capture the keyword list(s) before you
try a search.
Type LIST and you'll be asked whether
you wish to see a list of all keywords, or
just the more frequently-used keywords
(recommended). Seeing the keywords will
also help you better understand the database structure.

"Getting to Know You ...
(I-AM)"
Actually, one of the best ways to learn
about the Member Directory database
structure is to enter your own profile,
which you will probably want to do sooner or later, anyway. Going through the
process of entering your profile is very instructive.
DELPHI will prompt you and provide
instructions every step of the way, and
you'll find that you understand the keyword
system completely when you're done.
DELPHI will initially ask you to enter
information about yourself under these keywords: NAME, COMPUTERS, LOCATION
and TERM-SOFT. After that, you can add
.JANUARY A.N.A.L.C.G. Computing

information under other keywords by typing
ADD. (If you've left the I-AM menu, you'll
have to type I-AM first.) Almost anything can
be used as a keyword, but keep in mind the
fact that people will be looking for you, and
use logical keywords. Browse through some
of the existing proftles to get ideas for
keywords.
You can also edit or delete keyword entries
later on.
And remember: information you enter in
the Member Database is accessible only at
the Member Database menu; it cannot be accessed via the /WHOIS command at prompts
outside the Member Directory.

Spotlight: ANALOG's Atan SIG
Databases
Database offerings continue to grow, and
you'll find higWights from the most recent
issues of ANALOG in the Current Issue
database. And don't forget to check the Recent Arrivals database for new uploads not
yet moved to their specific database
categories.
Speaking of databases, here's a reminder
to ANALOG readers who aren't yet DELPHI members: among the many benefits of
DELPHI membership is being able to
download program listings that appear in
ANALOG. That's a major convenience,
when you consider all the time you spend
keyboarding programs-and correcting errors. And there are thousands of other programs uploaded by ANALOG Atari SIG
members, as well as the latest Atari news
and reviews and much, much more. Interested? You can sign up right now: See
the accompanying sidebar for online signup information.

Conference Reminder
On Tuesday evenings at 10 p.m., EST,
ANALOG's Atari SIG is the place to be!
The Atari Users' Group holds a real-time
conference that is open to everyone. Come
on by and meet other Atari users.
To join in the conference, type CO at the
SIG menu, then type WHO at the conference menu. You'll see a conference group
name, with a list of the members participating beneath the group name. The name will
be preceded by a number; to join, simply
type JOIN followed by the number, and

you're in! Type to talk. If you get stuck,
ask those in the conference group for help,
or type /HELP.
That's it for now. Next month: customizing DELPHI. Until then, see you online!

In addition to having published sciencefiction novels. and books on rocketry,
Michael A. Banks is the author of DELPHI:
The Official Guide and The Modem
Reference-both from Brady Books/Simon
& Schuster. Lookfor his general articles on
telecommunications and tips on using DELPHI in the Atari Users' Group databases.
lbu can contact Banks to exchange weather
reports and other information on DELPHI
by sending E-mail to membemame KZIN.

Make the
DELPHI Connection!
As a reader of ANALOG Computing,
you are entitled to take advantage of a special DELPHI membership offer. For only
$19.95 plus postage and handling ($30 off
the standard membership price!), you will
receive a lifetime subscription to DELPHI,
a copy of the 500-page DELPHI: The Official Guide by Michael A. Banks and a
credit equal to one free evening hour at
standard connect rates. Almost anyone
worldwide can access PELPHI (using
Tymnet, Telenet or other networking services) via a local phone call. Make the DELPHI connection by signing up today!
To join DELPHI:
1. Dial 617-576-0862 with any terminal or
PC and modem (at 2400 bps, dial
576-2981).
2. At the Username prompt, type
JOINDELPHI.
3. At the Password prompt enter
ANALOG.
For more information, call DELPHI
Member Services at 1-800-544-4005, or at
617-491-3393 from within Massachusetts or
from outside the U.S.
DELPHI is a service of General Videotex Corporation of Cambridge, Massachusetts..
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,
I or
ASIC Editor II is a utility to help you
enter BASIC program listings published in ANALOG Computing. To
simplify the identification of errors,
each program line is evaluated immediately after it's typed, eliminating the
need for cumbersome checksum listings.
When you've finished entering a program using BASIC Editor II, you can be certain it
contains no typos.
An option is provided for those who wish
to use standard BASIC abbreviations. Also,
the program retains all Atari editing features.
Finally, for those who prefer to type programs
the conventional way, using the built-in editor, a post-processing mode is available. It allows you to check typing after the entire
listing has been entered.

B

bV Clavton Walnum

(8) Save the resultant program with the command LIST "D:EDITORII.LST".

To create your copy of BASIC Editor II,
follow the instructions below- exactly.

Cassette version:
(1) Type in Listing 1 and verify your work
with Unicheck.
(2) Save the program to cassette with the
command CSAVE. (Do not rewind the
cassette.)
(3) Clear the computer's memory with the
command NEW
(4) Type in Listing 2 and verify your work
with Unicheck.
(5) Run the program and follow the onscreen prompts. A data fJ]e will be written to
your cassette.
(6) Rewind the cassette.
(7) Load Listing 1 with the command
CLOAD.
(8) Merge the file created by Listing 2 with
the command ENTER "C: ".
(9) On a new cassette, save the resultant program with the command LIST "C:':

Disk version:
(1) Type in Listing 1, then verify your work
with Unicheck (see Issue 39).
(2) Save the program to disk with the command SAVE "D:EDITORLI.R4S'~
(3) Clear the computer's memory with the
command NEW
(4) Type in Listing 2, then verify your work
with Unicheck.
(5) Run the program (after saving a backup copy) and follow all the on-screen
prompts. A data file will be written to your
disk.
(6) Load Listing 1 with the command
LOAD "EDITORLI.BAS".
(7) Merge the file created by Listing 2 with the command ENTER
"D:ML.DAT".

Take a look at one of the BASIC program
listings in this issue. Notice that each program
line is preceded by a two-letter code. This code
is the checksum for that line; it's not a part
of the program.
To enter a program listing from the magazine, load BASIC Editor II with the ENTER
command, and run it. You'll be asked if you
wish to allow abbreviations (see your BASIC
manual). If you do, type Y and press
RETURN. Otherwise, type N.
Note: If you set BASIC Editor II to allow
abbreviations, the program will run slightly
slower.
Your screen will now be divided into two
"windows." The upper window will display
each line after it's processed, as well as the

Typing in the Editor
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Using the Editor

checksum generated for that line. The lower
window is where program lines are typed and
edited.
When the program's waiting for input, the
cursor will appear at the left margin of the typing window. Type a program line and press
RETURN. The line will be evaluated and
reprinted in the message window, along with
the checksum generated.
If the checksum matches the one in the
magazine, then go on to the next program line.
Otherwise, enter the command E (edit) and
press RETURN. The line you just typed will
appear in the typing window, where you may
edit it. When you think the line has been corrected, press RETURN, and it'll be
reevaluated.
Note: You may call up any line previously
typed, with the command E followed by the
number of the line you wish to edit. For example, E230 will print Line 230 in the typing window. Do not attempt to edit any
program lines numbered 32600 and higher.
These lines fall within the BASIC Editor II
program.
If you're using BASIC abbreviations, the
two versions of the command E work slightly
differently. The command E, without a line
number, will call up the line exactly as you
typed it. When you append the line number,
the line will be printed in its expanded (unabbreviated) form.

Leaving the Editor
You may leave BASIC Editor II at any time,
by entering either B (BASIC) or Q (quit). If
you type B, the Editor will return you to BASIC. Enter LIST to review your work, if you
wish. Note that lines 32600 and above are the
Editor program. Your work will appear before these lines. To return to the Editor, type
GOTO 32600.
Type Q, and you'll be asked if you really
want to quit. If you type Y, the Editor program will be erased from memory, and you
may then save your work in any manner you
like. If you type N, the Q command will be
aborted.

Large listings
If the program you're entering is particularly long, you may need to take a break.
When you want to stop, type Q and press
RETURN, then save your work to disk or cassette. When you're ready to start again, load
the program you were working on, then load
BASIC Editor II with the ENTER command.
Type GOTO 32600, and you're back in
business.
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The post-processor
Many people may not want to use BASIC
Editor II when entering a program listing,
preferring, instead, the Atari's built-in editor.
For that reason, BASIC Editor II will allow
you to check and edit your programs after
they've been typed.
To take advantage of this option, type any
magazine program in the conventional manner, then save a copy to disk or cassette Gust
in case). With your typed-in program still in
memory, load BASIC Editor II with the
ENTER command, then type GOTO 32600.
Respond with N to the "abbreviations"
prompt. When the Editor appears on your
screen, enter the command P (post-process),
and the first program line will appear in the
typing window. Press RETURN to enter it into
the Editor.
The line will be processed, and the checksum, along with the program line, will be
printed in the upper window. If the checksum
matches the one in the magazine, press
RETURN twice, and the next line will be
processed.
If you fmd you must edit a line, enter the
command E, and the line will be moved back
to the typing window for editing.
When the entire listing has been checked,
you'U be asked if you wish to quit. Type Y
and press RETURN. The Editor program will
be removed from memory, and you may then
save the edited program in any manner you
wish.

Murphy's Law
Anyone who's been associated with computing knows this is the industry Murphy had in
mind. You may find that, after typing a program with BASIC Editor II, it still won't run
properly. There are two likely causes for this.
First, it may be that you're not foUowing the
program's instructions properly. Always read
the article accompanying a program before attempting to run it. Failure to do so may present
you with upsetting results.
Finally, though you can trust BASIC Editor II to catch your typos, it can't teU you if
you've skipped some lines entirely. If your
program won't run, make sure you've typed
all of it. Missing program lines are guaranteed trouble.
One last word: Some people find it an unnecessary and nasty chore to type REM lines.
I don't condone the omission of these lines,
since they may be referenced within the program (a bad practice, but not unheard of). If
you want to take chances, BASIC Editor II is
willing to comply.
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Listing 1.
BASIC listing.

32700 POKE 842,131STOP
32702 POKE 16,112'POKE 53774,l12:RETUR
N

32609 IF FL THEN 32616
32602 DIH LSI115l,SV$1115l,C2S12l,O$Cl
151,H$111",S$I'O',E$C6",Q$11"FL=1'S
THTQO=PEEKC136l+PEEKC137l*256
32604 GRQPHICS OIPOKE 710,0,P=0'QOR=0'
1 "QLLOH QOOREVIQTIONS";, INPUT Q$, IF Q
$="V" OR Q$="!!" THEN QOR=l
32606 8$(1)=" 11:6$(115)=" fl:OS(2)=8$
32616 OPEN U17,4,9,IIEI II :l$=" "IGOSUS J
2662,STQRT=0
32618 POKE 766,1'POKE 83,3"POSITION 1
,3,IF LENCLSl{3' THEN 1 LS,GOTO 32624
32620 IF LENCL$l (77 THEN 1 LSU,38l '1
L$IH, LEN CL$ll 'GOTO 32624
32622 1 L$11,38l'1 L$13',76l'1 LSl77,L
EN IL$ll
32624 POKE 752,0,POKE 766,O'POKE 55',3
4:POKE 82,1'POKE 83,38,POSITION 0,1011
II

";

°

:INPUT U17jL$:POKE 766,1

32626 IF IL$="P" OR LS="p"l QND STQRT=
THEN P=l: L$=''''
32628 If LS:"E" OR LS: 1f e" THEM E=l:POS
IT ION 1,10'1 SV$ GOTO 32624
32630 IF LS="O" UR L$="q" fHEN 326'0
32632 IF LS='''' QND P=l THEN 32686
32634 If LS:" H THEN 32624
32636 IF L$="O" OR LS="b" THEN GRQPHIC
5 8:1 "TYPE IGOTO 32600' TO CONTINUE"r
END
32638 If lS(l,l'="E" DR LSCl,l): lI e" TH
EN E=l, TRQP 32624' EL=VQL IL$12l l ,POSITI
ON 1,':LIST EL:GOTO 32624
32640 SVS=L$,TRQP 32624,N=VQLCLSl
32642 STQRT=l,IF P QND NOT E THEN 326
52
32644 GOSUO 32674,IF NOT QOR OR P THE
N 32652
32646 POKE 766,0'1 CHRSI125l,POSITION
O,3:l=VtliLCLS):LIST L:? 11 :? "CONT":L$
=8$
32648 POSITION O,O'POKE 842,13'STOP
32650 POKE 842,12'Q=USRCQDRIS$l,QDRCLS
)/., :LS=LS(l,A)

32652 CHKSUH=USRIODRIHSl,QDRILSl,LENCL
$ll'CHKSUH=CHKSUH+PEEKI1542l*65536
32654 CHK=CHKSUH-IINTICHK5UH/676l*676l
,HI=INT ICHK/26l ,LO=CHK-IHI*26l 'CUlll =
CHR$IHI+65l I C2S12l =CHR$IL0+65l
32656 IF NOT P OR E THEN E=0,GOSU9 32
662,IF NOT P THEN 32660
32658 POKE 83,3"POKE 752,1'FOR N=3 TO
5,POSITION l,N'1 O$11,38l,PDSITION 1,
N+7'1 O$11,3Bl:NENT N'POKE 83,38
32660 POKE 766,l1POKE 83,38'POSITION 6
,7'? C2S,POKE 752,0'GOTO 32619
32662 GOSUO 32702,POKE 766,0,POKE 752,
1:1 f'~'t:POKE 82,IIDL=PEEK(560)+256*PEE
K1561l+4
32664 POKE DL-l,70'POKE DL+2,6IPOKE DL
+3,112'POKE DL+4,l12'POKE DL+5,l12'POK
E DL+13,112'POKE DL+14,112
32666 POKE DL+22,112'POKE DL+23,112,PO
KE DL+24,65,POKE DL+25,PEEKI560l,POKE
DL+26,PEEKI561l
'POKE 831.3~'iliI~~~
32668 POSITION 20,0:?
II
":POSITION 0 7:1 II
I:

:1

II

CHECKSUM DATA.
(see issue 39's Unicheck)

II

"I

POSITION 1,7

: ";

32672 POKE 55',34'RETURN
32674 GRQPHICS O,POKE 55',O,POKE 766,1
'POKE 82,0,POKE 83,3',POSITION 0,3'1 L
$:? :1 :1 I? IICONTII:POSITIOM 8,9
32676 POKE 842,13'STOP
32678 POKE 842,12lTRQP 32692,A=USRIQDR
IE$l,VQLIL$ll.IF Q=4 THEN POP ,GOTD 32
682
32680 RETURN
32682 GOSUB 32662,SOUND 0,75,10,9,FOR
H=l TO 20:NEHT H:SOUHO 8,8,O,O:POSITIO
H 1,3:7 IISVNTMC ERROR!"IPOKE 766,1
32684 POKE 83,38,POSITION 1,10'1 SVSIG
OTO 32624
32686 LINE=PEEKISTHTQOl+PEEKI5THTQB+ll
*256'IF LINE)325" THEN 326'0
326880FS=PEEKISTHTQO+2lISTHTQO=STHTQO
+OFS:POSITION l,',LIST LINE.GOTO 32624

Listing 2.
BASIC listing.
10 DIH LSI120',HLSlll",QSC1,

~M~~r.~mp3iPmI~1:!~$~c::[ilm~~(~~

D" THEN 29
30 IF QS="C" THEN 59
40 1 "PLACE FOR HATTED DISK IN DRIVE"'1
"THEN PRESS RETURN",INPUT l$,OPEN al,

8,O,"D:HL.DA~·It:GOTO 68
50 ? :1 IIREtloD'V CASSETTE, PRES5 RETURN"

~~I~~g~3~:~~P~%(~~~~:~~~~i~=CHR$(34)

70 N=11"G05UB 130,L$114l=HL$11,58l'L$
ILENIL$l+ll=CHR$134l,1 RIILS
80 LSlll ="32610 H$ 15" ='" LS C14l =CHRSI3
4l 'LSI15l =HLS C5" 'LS CLEN IL$l +II =CHRSI3
.U:?tU;L$

'0 LSlll ="32612 5S=", LSl10l =CHRS (34l
100 HL$="":N='8,G05U8 130,L$C11l=HL$,L
$ILENIL$l+ll=CHR$C34l,1 RIIL$
110 LSl1l ="32614 E$=", LS UOl =CHRSIHl
120 HLS= .... ' N=6', GOSUO 130: LS Ull =HLS, L

~~~E~~~s~~i'~gH:~~~:~'~,~t~i~i~~~RSIQ'

INENT N,RETURN
140 DATA 104,104,133,284,184,133,203,1
0.,104,133,205,16',0,141,3,6,141,2,6,1
41,.,6,141,5,6
150 DATA 141,6,6,238,3,6,32,68,218,172
,2,6,177,203,133,212,32,178,217,32,182
,221,32,68,218

~~~,~~I:,i~;i~9~it~;i~~~2~~;t~~;~~~;~~

5,213,141,1,6,24
170 DATA 173,0,6,19',4,6,141,4,6,173,1
,6,10',5,6,141,5,6,144,3,238,6,6,238,2
180 DATA 6,172,2,6,1'6,205,208,176,173
,4,6,133,212,173,5,6,133,213,'6
1'0 DATA 104,104,133,204,104,133,203,1
04,104,141,255,6,16',8,133,213,216,165
,88,133,Z05,165,8',133,206
208 DATA 174,255,6,24,165,205,185,48,1
33,205,144,2,230,206,202,Z08,242,160,8
,177,205,201,64,144,18

~~~,~~~~1::~6~~ot~~i~~i~:~7~~~6~:~i~~1

05,32,144,3,56,233
220 DATQ 64,145,203,200,1'2,114,240,2,

:~~2~~~i~~~2~~~;~91/32,~e8,3,136,Z08,2

230 DATA 104,104,141,254,6,104,141,253
,6,16',8,133,213,216,165,136,133,205,1

~~b1~~t~3~o~?~b~?~5~:~~~88,8,200,177,2

g~;~g~;f~~:~O~~~4~~2~:0,2,177,2B5,Z4,1

~~:1~~~~2~~~4~~~8~~~2~~~8~~~2~2i~~,~05

~2;~OO~~~~I~~=p3ip~~~~~0:$~s~~~1T~~~Qg

OSITION 1,1011 B$11,38l'GOTD 32624
326'2 GRQPHICS 0,1 ,1 '1 'FOR N=32600
TO 32636 STEP 2:1 K:NEKT K:7 IICONT tt :PO
SITION O,O,POKE 842,13'STOP
326'4 POKE B42,12'GRQPHICS 0,1 '1 11 ,
FOR N=32638 TO 32674 STEP 2,1 N'NENT N
11 :7 "CONT"IPOSITION 8,8
326'6 POKE 842,13'STOP
326'8 POKE 842.12'GRQPHICS 8'1 '1 ,1 ,
FOR N=32676 TO 32702 STEP 2'1 N.NEXT X
I? 11 "POKE 842,12"IP05ITION 8,8

CHECKSUM DATA.
(see issue 39's Unicheck)
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BOOT UP TO BIG SAVINGS!
I YEAR FOR ONLY $28
SAVE $19 OFF THE COVER PRICE

I YEAR WITH DISK ONLY $105
1R~IRLDli
COMPUTING

LY TO YOUR DOOR
BEFORE IT EVEN HITS
THE NEWSSTANDS.
GET THE MOST OUT
OF YOUR COMPUTER
SUBSCRIBE TO
ANALOG
TODAY

SAYE TIME AND MONEY
SUBSCRIBE TO ANALOG
SAVE $19 OFF THE
COVER PRICE WITH
THE CONVENIENCE
OF HAVING ANALOG
DELIVERED DIRECT-

01 YEAR @ $28 - SAVE $19
FOREIGN - ADD $7 PER YEAR
01 YEAR WITH DISK @ $105
FOREIGN - ADD $15 PER YEAR
o PAYMENT ENCLOSED 0 BILL ME
CHARGE MY:
0 VISA 0 MC #

MCMYY

_

SIGNATURE

EXPIRATION DATE

MONEY BACK ON ALL UNUSED PORTIONS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS IF NOT SATISFIED.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO L.F,P., INC" P.O. Bolt 16927, N. Hollywood. CA 91615.
Your rirsl issue will arrIVe in 6 TO 8 weeks.

Offer expires 3/27/89.

WATCH FOR ITI

Computer Repeats, Inc.
TRADE FOR ANYTHING WE SELL!

ALL ORDERS PROCESSED IN 24 HRS!

Atari 130XE

~
~

Used

205T FM Compuler $399 I040ST Compuler
AIarISF3141lrIve
$175 130XE Compuler
0I).16K Compulef
$29 BOOXL Compuler

m45
EW

Modems from
1050 Drive
IBM Proprlnler~1

us
Doubler./DOS
ll102C Color MonItor
Alarl SX-212 Modem

$329
NEW
trade·ln of 800XL, 1050, Color Monitor
$CALL for your system

$19 Alarll030 Modem
$139 Alarll027 LQ Pm.
$189 0l<Imslel0./PlP

with trade·ln of 130XE OR add$29 w~h 800Xl
$CAll for your system

$719 5205TFM mono 1 Y I $ 6 / i l l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $209 256KDRAM
$11_---------------

Alarl 65XE Compulet $109 SCI224 coIof Mon. $325

wl'th Double S.·ded Drl've

with $75 Free Sftwr and light gun

$6ll

New

- - - - - - - . . ; . . - ; . . . - - - - -...I040ST Plus. cpu
- - -......- -....- - - - - - - -..Allri SF3141lrive

w~h

$119

Atari XE Game System

Indus GT AT
$139 Sisve Drl""s ~om
Alari 850 Inlerflce
$69 Modems from
$19
Digilize</Synths tom $20 Sm-eI800k. ~om $11~~~~::;:::;:::::~~~~

with trade·ln of 8DOXL, 810 Drive, 1030 Mdm.
$CAll for your system

Atari 520ST FM

$5ll5

Atari XF.551

$39 X~551 Drive
$179
$189 Compulerey.. Dgl2r$l1
$89 Avo... 1200HC
$ll9

Avole. 2400HC
$189 Happy Rev. 7.1
256K upgrade. ~ from $35 R-Time BCar~idge
SIarNX-l000144cpo $189 ICDR-Tim.BCarl

$ll9
$49
~

$Cash for your equiP.f11ent
Thousands of software & book titles
PlUS, MUCH, MUCH MOREl

5721 Arapahoe Suite 1B
Boulder, CO 80303

-800-347-34
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9
by Mark Odendahl
ne of the features missing from Atari
BASIC is a PRINT USING statement. In other BASICs, this command formats numeric output so
printouts and screen displays are
more readable, and is especially useful when
printing data in columnar format. The
machine-language subroutine described in
this article simulates the PRINT USING
function.
Listing I contains a BASIC program that
will create the file NUMED.SRC, which is
the BASIC subroutine that places the number editor MIL subroutine into a string variable. Type in the program (using BASIC
Editor II to check your work), save a copy
to disk and then run it. After a short delay
while it reads the data into a string, the program will write the file NUMED.SRC on the
disk in Drive 1. NUMED.SRC is then ready
to be ENTERed into your own programs.
Listing 2 contains a sample program that
demonstrates how to use the MIL subroutine.
To see how the subroutine can improve the
"look" of numerical output, type in the program, merge in the NUMED.SRC file and
then run the resultant program.
Listing 3 is the assembly-language source
code. You don't need to type it in. It is included only for those people who are interested in assembly-language programming.
To use the subroutine in your own programs, you must set up a string variable containing an edit mask. An edit mask is simply
a set of characters that tells the MIL subroutine how to format the numbers. The edit
mask in the sample program is EM$.
The valid symbols for the edit mask are:
Space-Inserts a space into the output.
Most effective when used to insert spaces between multiple fields being formatted by the

O
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same print statement.
Percent sign (%)-Inserts a percent sign
into the output.
Slash (I)-Inserts a slash into the output
(useful for dates).
Period (.)-Inserts a decimal point into the
output, even if none exists in the number being formatted.
Letter zee (Z)-Replaces leading zeros with
blanks, otherwise inserts a digit from the
number into output. Not valid to the right of
the period in the edit mask.
Dollar sign ($)-Replaces leading zeros
with blanks, except the leftmost leading zero
which is replaced with "$". Not valid to the
right of the period in the edit mask.
Number sign (#)-Forces leading or trailing zeros to print.
Comma (,)-Inserts a comma in the output, only if a digit will be printed to the left
of this position.
Minus sign (-)-Ifthe number is negative,
a minus sign will be inserted at this position,
else a space will be inserted.

Guidelines for using
the Number Editor
A. The subroutine call (X=USR) and the
PRINT statement containing the edit mask
must be on the same line, with the PRINT
statement immediately following the USR
statement.
B. The edit mask must be specified before
any of the variables to be printed.
C. Any number of variables can be formatted in the same statement, but there is a limit
of 128 characters of output. The number of
output characters is computed by multiplying the length of the edit mask by the number of variables and constants being
formatted.
D. Only numeric variables and numeric

constants can be edited. Strings, arrays and
expressions are not allowed. Exception: A
minus sign may be specified before a variable or constant.
E. The number of an open IOCB can be
specified in the usual manner; that is: 100
X=USR(ADR(SBR$»:?#2,EM$,A,B. The
IOCB number may be contained in a numeric
variable. Use a comma, not a semicolon, after the IOCB specification.
F. If a number is negative, a minus sign
will not print unless a minus sign is explicitly stated in the edit mask. I prefer to have the
minus sign print after the number.
G. If the edit mask contains fewer digits
(total of $, # and Z) before the decimal point
than the number does, the output will be
filled with * for the length of the edit mask.
Digits after the decimal point are dropped if
the edit mask does not allow for them.
H. No rounding is done by the subroutine.
1. If your printer is not set to auto-line feed,
remove Line 27080 from the source subroutine (NUMED.SRC). This will cause the
MIL subroutine to send line-feed commands
to the printer.
While this subroutine is limited in its
scope, it will produce much neater printouts
than a regular BASIC PRINT. Screen displays
can be made more orderly with this subroutine, and printouts with long columns of data
will be much more readable. Some experimenting will enable you to learn what
combinations of characters in the edit mask
will meet your needs.

Mark Odendahl is the supervisor of the
technical support group for a major airline
in Minneapolis. He has been programming
mainframes for 15 years and micros for five
years. He has a strong interest in the
development of productivity tools for
programmers.
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LISTING 1: BASIC
FM 1 REM NUMBER EDITOR BY M~RK ODEND~HL
DR 2 REM COPYRIGHT 1~88 ~N~LOG COMUTING
YU 3 REM Creates the source file containi
ng the nUMber editor subroutine string
OM 19 DIM ~S(~~~],0(59],E(59] :FOR 1=9 TO
59:0(I]=9:E(I]=9:NEKT I
RM 45 0=9:E=9
~G 59 FOR 1=1 TO 467:AE~D ~:IF ~=34 THEN
DG
PO
IP
BW
51
YC

~=32:0=0+1:0(0]=I

55 IF ~=155 THEN ~=32:E=E+l:E(E]=I
69 ~S(I,I)=CHRS(~] :NEKT I
75 POKE 766,1
299 OPEN U2,B,9,"D:NUMED.SRC":LN=27999
295 7 U2jLNj" DIM SBRS(467]":LN=LN+19
219 FOR 1=1 TO 6:B=I*~9-8~:E=I*~9:IF I
=6 THEN E=467
HH 229 7 U2jLNj" SBRS("jBj","jEj")="jCHRS
(34]j~S(B,E)jCHRS(34)

I

CO 239 LN=LN+19:NEKT I
GV 259 FOR 1=1 TO 59:IF 0(1»9 THEN C=O(I
):7 U2jLNj" SBRS("jCj","jCj"]=CHR$(34)
":LM=LN+19
OR 255 IF ECIl)9 THEN C=ECIl:7 U2jLNj" SB
RS (" j Cj"," j Cj "] =CHRS (155]": LN=LN+19
GE 269 NEKT I
YL 279 7 U2jLNj" REM REMOVE NEKT LINE IF
YOUR PRINTER DOES NOT H~VE ~UTO LINE F
EED": LN=LN+19
YT 289 7 U2; LNj" SBRS (433, 433] =CHRS (234]"
: LN=LN+19
KS B5 7 U2jLNj" RETURN"
OB 300 CLOSE U2:POKE 766,9:END
LL 1099 D~T~ 16~,253,133,297,16~,3,133,29
8,162,9,134,215,232,134,218,164,167,17
7,138,133,167,299,132,212,298
EE 1919 D~T~ 126,1~8,218,299,152,113,138,
133,212,299,152,191,138,133,295,165,13
~,195,9,133,296,136,177,138,16

UMBER
EDITOR
FOR
ATARI
BASIC

FF 1929 D~T~ 77,249,22~,41,127,162,3,19,3
8,294,292,298,259,24,195,2,144,2,239,2
94,24,117,134,133,293
FT 1939 D~T~ 165,294,117,135,133,294,169,
9,1~8,218,249,24,48,194,299,177,293,72

,16,57,152,105,6,133,212
TC 1949 D~T~ 299,152,162,4,298,229,194,23
9,218,298,41,24,177,293,191,149,133,29
5,299,177,293,191,141,133,296
UN 1959 D~T~ 299,177,293,168,136,132,213,
162,9,177,295,291,46,249,19,291,35,298
,1,232,136,16,242,162,9
WJ 1969 D~T~ 134,215,169,9,132,294,132,21
4,132,229,164,212,299,132,212,177,138,
48,149,291,18,249,243,291,15
VF 1979 D~T~ 249,139,144,172,291,28,249,1

7~,144,199,239,229,298,227,144,217,298
,215,177,293,133,21~,249,17,166

KN 1989 D~T~ 229,249,4,73,128,133,21~,41,
127,56,233,63,19,24,191,215,133,217,29
9,177,293,41,249,133,221
UP 19~9 D~T~ 165,213,133,216,164,216,177,
295,291,32,249,12,291,37,249,8,291,46,
249,4,291,47,298,38,164
BK 1199 D~T~ 216,145,297,1~8,216,16,228,1
64,217,48,11,249,~,16~,42,164,213,145,

297,136,16,251,56,165,297
~F 1119 D~T~ 191,213,133,297,144,164,239,
298,29B,169,144,192,291,44,298,25,166,
217,48,2,298,298,136,177,295
PW 1129 D~T~ 291,35,298,4,16~,44,298,1~7,
291,~9,298,6~,16~,32,298,18~,291,45,29
8,6,166,21~,48,181,16

KU 1139

D~T~ 242,164,217,48,43,249,41,1~8
,217,1~2,11,176,31,1~2,2,298,6,165,221
,298,2,1~8,217,136,152
D~T~
15,176,4,74,74,74,74,~,48,298,136,16~,

JR 1149

74,168,299,177,293,144,4,41,

48,208,132,201,35
BI 1159 D~T~ 249,24B,291,~9,249,187,164,2
14,29B,lB3,239,214,298,234,168,194,19,

19,19,19,179,16~,11,157,66
D~T~
~,64,3,291,~,249,4,291,6,298,~,16~,~,1
57,66,3,16~
D~T~ 155,208,7,16~,19,145,297,200
,16~,13,145,207,299,152,24,101,207,56,
233,253,157,72,3,16~,9
D~T~ 157,73,3,16~,253,157,68,3,16
~,3,157,6~,3,32,86,228,~6

ST 1169
01 1179
I~
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3,152,169,9,291,21,249,39,18

LISTING 2: BASIC
MK
NJ
NK
CM
PJ
8U
BW
BY
EO
IC
OC
UV
F~

ZO
NR
SC
SF
51
CE
1M
50
G8
JG
ZL
BC
DE
~K

YN
UV
PB
LU
GM
OG
~D

3 REM TEST NUMBER EDITING SUBROUTINE
4 REM
5 REM
19 DIM EMS(25]
29 GOSUB 27999
'H REM
58 REM
5~ REM
190 EMS="ZZZZZ,ZZZ.UU- ":GOSUB 599
119 EMS="SSSSS,SSS.UU- ":GOSUB 599
129 EMS="UUUUU,UUU.UU ":GOSUB 599
no EMS="ZZZZZZZZZ.UUUU- ":GOSUB 599
159 7 "D~TE EK~MPLE "j :K=USR(~DR(SBRS)
]:? "UU/UU/UU ",526B6,122586
169 ? "OVERFLOW EK~MPLE "j :K=USR(~DR(S
BRS)] :? "UUU", 1999
299 END
4~7 REM
4~8 REM
493 REM
599 RESTORE
510 FOR 1=1 TO 19:RE~D ~,B
529 K=USR(~DR(SBRS)]:7 EMS,~,8
539 NEXT I
549 ? :? "PRESS ~NY KEY TO CONTINUE":O
PEN U3,4,9,"K:":GET U3,K:CLOSE U3
559 RETURN
1999 D~T~ 199, .595
1919 D~T~ 4567.34,1234567
1020 D~T~ 23, .5678~
1939 D~T~ 23.456,58.6
1949 D~T~ 3.17, .9996
1959 D~T~ 24,1~9
1069 D~T~ 17.5,9
1979 D~T~ -1,25
1980 D~T~ 39~9,3981
19~9 D~T~ 899,1949

LISTING 3: ASSEMBLY
19
.SET 1,19
29
.T~B 8,12,39
39
.TITLE "NUMBER EDITOR"
49
59 * File naMe is NUMED.M65
69
79 * This is a subroutine called frOM
89 * 8~SIC. Its purpose is to
~9 * siMUlate the B~SIC PRINT USING
9199 * stateMent.
9119 * S~MPLE C~LL:
9129 * K=USR(~DR(SBRS)]:PRINT ES,~,B
9139
9149 * The routine in SBRS looks at
9159 * ES to deterMine how to forMat
9169 * ~ and B.
9179 *
0189 * ES contains the edit Mask.
91~9 * ~ &B in this exaMple are the
9299 * variables to be printed. There
9219 * May be one or More variables
9229 * and/or nUMeric constants.
9239 * Strings other than the edit
9249 * Mask are not allowed.
9259 *
9269 * Expressions are not allowed,
9279 * except that a variable or
9289 * nUMeric constant May be
92~9 * preceded by a Minus Sign.
9399 *
9319 * The edit Mask May be preceded
9329 * by an IOCB specification,
9339 * using either a variable or
9349 * constant.
9359 *
9369 * ~ll paraMeters Must be
9379 * separated by COMMaSj the line
9389 * May end With a seMi-colon to
93~9 * suppress the line feed.
9499 *
9419
See the B~SIC article and
9429 * dOcuMentation for details on
9439 * the uses of this subroutine.
9449 * Zero page usage
9459 * SCB and SCC are used as an
9469 * un-naMed pointer.

*
*

*

*
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9479
94B9
9499
9599
9519
9529
9539
9549
9559
9569
9579
95B9
9599
9699
9619
9629
9639
9649
9659
9669
9679
96B9
9699
9799
9719
9729
9739
9749
9759
9769
On9

97B9
9799
9B99
9B19
9B29
9B30
OB49
OB59
9B69
9B79
9BB9
9B99
9999
9919
9929
9939
9949
9959
9969
9979
99B9
9999
i999
1919
1929
1939
1949
1959
1969
1979
19B9
1999
1199
1119
1129
1139
1149
1159
1169
1179
11B9
1199
1299
1219
1229
1239
1249
1259
1269
1279
12B9
1299
1399
1319
1329
1339
1349
1359

*

.ORG $CD
EDIT.MASK .DS 1
EDIT.MASK.LO .- EDIT.MASK
EDIT.MASK.HI .DS 1
OUTPUT .DS 1
OUTPUT.LO .= OUTPUT
OUTPUT.HI .DS 1
.ORG $04
SAVEY .DS 1
EDIT.LENGTH .DS 1
FLOAT .DS 1
EDIT.DECIMALS .DS 1
EDIT.PTR .DS 1
NUMBER.PTR .DS 1
STATE .DS 1
SIGN .DS 1
MINUS.FOUND .DS 1
FIRST.DIGIT.VALUE .DS 1
*
* Printer related equates.
*
CASSETTE. BUFFER .= $93FD
PUT. CHARACTERS .= 11
PUT.RECORD .= 9
CIO.ROUTINE .= $E456
LINE. FEED .= 19
CARRIAGE. RETURN .= 13
EDITOR.DEVICE .= 6
SCREEN.DEVICE .= 9

*

* ATASCII characters
*
SPACE .= 32
NUMBER.SIGN .= 'u
DOLLAR.SIGN .= '$
PERCENT .= 'X
ASTERISK .= '*
COMMA .= "
MINUS.SIGN .= ,DECIMAL,POINT ,= '
SLASH .= 'I
ZERO .= '9
Z ,- 'Z
RETURN .= 155
*
* BASIC token values
*
STR.CONSTANT .= 15
SEPARATOR .= lB
SEMI.COLON .= 21
IOCB.IND .= 2B
MINUS .= 54
.ORG $B999
.
* NorMall~, subroutines pUll the
* nUMber of argu~nts off the
* stack; however, we are going
* to use the current stack
* eleMent as the IOCB nUMber
* for. printing. Since this
* subroutine has no paraMeters
* passed to it, we are
* defaulting to IOCB U9, the
* Screen Editor.
*
* No error Checking is done to
* verif~ that the nUMber of
* arguMents is zero.
*
* Use the Cassette Buffer as the
* Print Buffer.
*
LOA U <CASSETTE. BUFFER
STA OUTPUT.LO
LOA U }CASSETTE.BUFFER
STA OUTPUT.HI
*
* Initialize work areas.
*
LDK U9
STK EDIT.DECIMALS
INK
STK STATE
*
* $8A, $8B [STMCUR) points to
* current BASIC line.
* $A7 contains the displaceMent
* of the PRINT stateMent.
*
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1369
1379
13B9
1399
1499
1419
1429
1439
1449
1459
1469
1479
14B9
1499
1599
1519
1529
1539
1549
1559
1569
1579
1589
1599
1699
1619
1629
1639
1649
1659
1669
1679
16B9
1699
1799
1719
1729

lna

1749
1759
1769
1779
1789
1799
lB99
lB19
1829
1839
1849
1859
1869
lB79
lBB9
lB99
1999
1919
1929
1939
1949
1959
1969
1979
1989
1999
2999
2919
2929
2939
2949
2959
2969
2979
20B9
2999
2199
2119
2129
2139
2149
2159
2169
2179
2189
2199
2299
2219
2229
2239
2249

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

To use Y as an offset, load
$A7. Get the displaceMent of
the next BASIC instruction,
and store this value back
into $A7, causing BASIC to
think he has executed the
PRINT stateMent,

*
*
*
*
*
*

IncreMent Y to pOint to the
PRINT stateMent, save this
value, and let's go do the
printing ourselves.

LOY $A7
LOA [$8A), Y
STA $A7

INY
STY SAVEY
BNE POINT.TO.NEKT

*STRING.CONSTANT

*

.= *

*

AssuMe this is edit Mask,
* since this is the onl~ string
* constant allowed.
*
* Set state to 9.
* IncreMent Y to point to the
* string length, then Move this
* pointer to A. Add in the
* string length, and A now
* points to the last b~te of
* string. Save this value.
*
DEC STATE
INY
TYA
ADC [$8A), Y
STA SAVEY
*
* Point to first b~te of string.
* Move to A, add in the base,
* and we have the base pointer
* to the edit Mask.
*
INY
TVA
ADC $8A
STA EDIT.MASK.LO
LOA $8B
ADC U9
STA EDIT.MASK.HI
*
* Now point Y back to length,
* retrieve the length, and go
* exaMine the edit Mask.

*

DEY
LOA [$8A), Y
BPL GET.MASK.LENGTH

** Continue

long branch

*STRING.CONSTANT.A

*

.= *
BED STRING.CONSTANT

*

VARIA8LE.TOKEN .= *
* Turn off hi b~te of token U,
* then shift 3 tiMes to
* MUltipl~ b~ 8 and get offs~t
* in A and Scc.

*

AND U$7F
LDK U3
VAR.LOOP .= *
ASL A
ROL $CC
DEK
BNE VAR.LOOP

** Now

add 2 to point to 3rd b~te
* of variable entr~ in table.
* This will be the offset for
* the edit Mask or the exponent
* b~te for a variable.

*

CLC

2259
ADC U2
BCC POINT.TO.VALUE
2269
INC $CC
2279
2289 *
2299 *
2399 POINT.TO.VALUE .= *
2319 *
2329 * Offset is in A (10) and $CC
2339 * [hi). Now add in base. If we
2349 * are processing a variable
2359 * token, the above code left
2369 * K=9, so the base is VVTP
2379 * [$86).
2389 * If the token is a nUMeric
2399 * constant L then the base is
2499 * STMCUR [~8A), and that
2419 * routine set K=4.
2429 *
2439
CLC
ADC $B6,K
2449
STA $CB
2459
LOA $CC
2469
ADC $B7,K
2479
STA $CC
2489
2499
LOY U9
2599 *
2519 * At this point, Y=9 to be used
2529 * as an offset.
2539 * $CB,$CC is pointing to either
2549 * the displaceMent of the
2559 * string value for the edit
2569 * Mask, or ~o the exponent b~te
2579 * of the nUMeric variable or
2589 * nUMeric constant.
2599 *
2699 * Now check the STATE to see
2619 * whether this should be an
2629 * IOCB nUMber, the edit Mask,
2639 * or a nUMber to forMat.
2649 *
2659
DEC STATE
2669
BED FIND.EDIT.MASK
2679
BMI FORMAT.NUMBER
26B9 *
2699 * The nUMber is the IOCB.
2799 * Make Y point to b~te after
2719 * exponent, since a valid IOCB
2729 * should not be large.
2739 * Get that b~te and put on the
2749 * stack for later retrieval.
2759 * Then go process next token.
2769 *
2779 SAVE.IOCB .= *
27B9
INY
2799
LOA [$CB), Y
2B99
PHA
2B19
BPL POINT.TO.NEKT
2B29 *
2839 NUMERIC.CONSTANT.TOKEN .= *
2B49 *
2B59 * Note that CARRY is clear on
2B69 *.entr~ to this routine.
2B79 *
2BB9 * A nUMeric constant was found.
2899 * Transfer the offset value
2999 * into A and add 6 to point to
2919 * the last b~te of the
2929 * constant. Then save this
2939 * pointer.
2949 *
TYA
2959
2969
ADC U6
2979
STA SAVEY
29B9
2999 *
* IncreMent Y to point to
3999 * exponent, transfer to A, then
3919 * set K to point to base.
3929 * Go add in the base address.
3939
3949 * INY
TYA
3959
LDK U4
3969
BNE POINT.TO.VALUE
3979
3989 *
3999 IOCB.TOKEN .= *
3199 *
3119 * The U token was found,
3129 * indicating the presence of an
3139 * IOCB specification.
79

3U9

*

3159 * Discard the default froM the
3169 * stack (the new value will be
3179 * added when we look at the
3189 * next tOken), set the STATE to
3199 * to indicate next token is
3299 * an IOc8 spec, and then go
3219 * check out the next token.
3229 *
3239
PLA
3249
INC STATE
3259
BNE POINT.TO.NEKT
3269 FIND.EDIT.MASK .= *
3279
3289
A variable was found and state
3299 * was decreMented to zero, so
3399 * we aSSUMe this is the edit
3319 * Mask. SC8, SCC is pOinting
3329 * to offset of value, so add in
3339
base at STARP (S8C, S88).
3349 * Then count the nUMber of digit
3359 * positions (U) after the
3369
deciMal point in the edit
3379 * Mask.
3389 *
3399
CLC
LDA (SC8), V
3499
ADC S8C
3419
STA EDIT.MASK.LO
3429
3439
INV
LDA (SC8),V
3449
ADC S8D
3459
STA EDIT. MASK. HI
3469
INV
3479
3489 *
3499 * Get the string length and
3599
sUbtract 1 to convert to the
3519 * Max offset value.
3529 *
LDA (SC8), V
3539
3549 GET.MASK.LENGTH .= *
TAV
3559
3569
DEV
STY EDIT. LENGTH
3579
3589
3599
Count nUMber of deciMal places
3699
in the edit Mask.
3619
3629
LDK U9
3639 FIND. DECIMALS .=
LDA (EDIT.MASK),V
3649
3659
CMP UDECIMAL.POINT
8EQ FOUHD.DP
3669
3679
CMP UNUM8ER.SIGN
3689
BHE NOT.DIGIT
3699 *
3799
IncreMent K only when U found.

**

*
*

*

UMBER
EDITOR
FOR
ATARI
BASIC
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**
*
*

*

*
*
3729
3719

3739
3749
3759
3769
3779
3789
3799
3899
3819
3829
3839
3849
3859
3869
3879
3889
3899
3999
3919
3929
3939
3949
3959
3969
3979
3989
3999
4999
4919
4929
4939
4949
4959
4969
4979
4989
4899

INK
NOT.DIGIT .=
DEV
BPL FIND.DECIMALS

*

*** If
we fall through here, then
no deciMal point was found,
** soplaces.
there are no deciMal
Set K to indicate
*
*

this.

LDK U9
FOUND.DP .= *
STK EDIT. DECIMALS
POINT.TO.NEKT .= *

** ExaMine

the token to see what

** First, init SOMe variables.
* Clear the high byte of a work
* pOinter, indicate a floating
* $, and reset the Minus found
* indicator.
*

*

LDV U9
STV SCC
STV FLOAT
STV MINUS.FOUND
CHECK. TOKEN .= *

*** each
This
* last
*
*
*

*

is the lOOp that exaMines
token. First, get the
pOinter to the BASIC
line, increMent it to point to
a new tOken, save this value,
and get the token.

4199
4119
4129

4139
4U9

4159
4169
4179
4189
4199
4289
4219
4229
4239

4249
4259
4269
4279
4289
4299
4399

4318
4329
4339
4349
4359
4369
4379
4389
4399
4499
4419
4429
4439
4449
4459
4469
4479
4489
4499
4599
4519
4529
4539
4549
4559
4569
4579
4588
4599
4699
4619
4628
4639
4649
4659
4669
4679
4689
4699
4799
4719
4729
4739
4749
4759
4769
4779
4789
4799

** If
*
*

LDV
INV
STV
LDA
8MI

SAUEY
SAUEY
(S8Al,V
UARIABLE.TOKEN

this is a COMMa, we can
ignore.
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ

USEPARATOR
CHECK. TOKEN
USTR.CONSTANT
STRING.CONSTANT.A

*** If
carry Clear,
MUSt be 14.
*

then value

BCC NUMERIC.CONSTANT.TOKEN
CMP UIOCB.IND
BEQ IOC8.TOKEN

** If carry clear here, then
* token is EOS, EOL, or
* BCC DONE.EDITING.A
MINUS.TOKEN .= *
INC MINUS.FOUND
BNE CHECK. TOKEN

**

Continue a long branch

*POINT.TO.NEKT.A .= *
BCC POINT.TO.NEKT
BNE POINT.TO.NEKT
FORMAT.NUMBER .= *

** On entry V=9,
* LDA (SCB),V

** If

SC8,SCC pOints

STA SIGN
BEQ A5

Minus sign was found,
save

* reverse the Sign and
* this result.
* LDK MINUS. FOUND
BEQ A2
EOR US89
STA SIGN

.= *
*** The
nUMber will be forMatted
froM right to left. To align
* S3F
the deciMal pOints, SUbtract
out of the exponent byte,
** Mult
by 2, and add in the
** the
nUMber of deciMal places in
Mask. The result is
** ofthe theedit
pOinter to the first byte
nUMber that should
** position.
print in the right-Most
** If the result is < 9 or ) 18,
** then
zeros will be forced to
print, depending on the edit
* Mask.
* AND US7F
A2

SEC
4899
4819
SBC US3F
ASL A
4828
CLC
4839
ADC EDIT.DECIMALS
4848
4859 A5
STA *
NUM8ER.PTR
4868
4878 *
4888 * Get the first digit and save
4899 * it. This will be used later
4999 * to deterMine if the first
4918
digit is an insignificant
4929
zero.
4939
4949
INV
4959
LDA (SCB), V
4969
AND USF9
4979
STA FIRST.DIGIT.UALUE
4989
LDA EDIT.LENGTH
4999
STA EDIT.PTR
5989 DIGIT.LOOP .= *
5919
5929 * Process the nUMber for the
5839 * length of the edit Mask.
5849 *
5958
LDV EDIT.PTR

.=

*
*
*

*

.JANUARY A.N.A.L.C.G. Computing

LD~ (EDIT.H~SK),V
5969
5979
5989 * Space, percent, deciMal point
5999 * and slash print as-is.
5199
CHP USP~CE
5U9
5129 *
BED D19
5139
5149
CHP UPERCENT
5159
BED D19
CHP UDECIH~L.POINT
5169
5179
BED D19
5189
CHP USL~SH
5199
BNE D29
5299 D19
LDV *
EDIT.PTR
5219
ST~ (OUTPUn, V
5229
5239 *
5249 * DecreMent pOinter to the edit
5259
Mask. If non-negative, keep
5269
looping.
5279 *
DEC EDIT. PTR
5289
BPL DIGIT.LOOP
5299
5399 *
5319 * If nUMber ptr ) 9, then an
5329 * overflow occurred. Place all
5339 * asterisks in output area.
5349
5359
LDV NUHBER.PTR
BHI INCREHENT.OUTPUT.B~SE
5369
8ED INCREHENT.OUTPUT.B~SE
5379
LD~ U~STERISK
5389
LDV EDIT.LENGTH
5399
5499 OVERfLOW. LOOP .= *
ST~ (OUTPUn, V
5419
DEV
5429
BPL OVERfLOW. LOOP
5439
5449
5459
We are done With this nUMber,
5469
so we will reset the output
5479 * base pointer and go get the
5489 * next token.
5499 *
5599
We have to add the length of
5519 * the edit Mask to the current
5529
output base to get the new
5539 * value. Since the edit Mask
5549
length was converted to an
5559
offset b~ subtracting one, we
5569 * will set the carr~ first to
5579
add in 1 extra.
5589
5599 INCREHENT.OUTPUT.B~SE .=
56B9
SEC
5619
LD~ OUTPUT.LO
5629
~DC EDIT.LENGTH
5639
ST~ OUTPUT.LO
5649
BCC POINT.TO.NEKT.~
5659
INC OUTPUT.HI
5669
5679 * This will alwa~s branch.
5689
BNE POINT.TO.NEKT.~
5699
5799
5719
Continue a long branch.
5729
5739 DONE.EDITING.~ .= *
5749
BCC DONE. EDITING
5759 D29 .=
5769
CHP UCOHH~
5779
BNE D39
5789
5799
If COMMa in the edit MaSk,
5899
and there are More digits to
5819
print, then insert the COMMa.
5829
5839
If there are no digits to
5849
print then:
5859
Print a COMMa if the next
5869
pOSition will force a zero to
5879
print (edit Mask = U) .
5889 * Print a space if the next
5899
position will zero suppress
5999
(edit Mask = Z).
5919
If neither of the two above,
5929 * aSSUMe $ and print it, then
5939 * turn off the float indicator.
5949
LDK NUHBER.PTR
5959
BHI D29~
5969
BNE DlB
5979
5989 D29~ .= *
DEY
5999
LDA (EDIT.H~SK),V
6999
CHP UNUHBER.SIGN
6919
BNE D21
6929

*
*

*
*

*

***

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
**
*

*

**
**
**

**
**
*
**

*
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6939
6949
6959
6969
6979
6989
6999
6199
6U9
6129
6139
6149
6159
6169
6179
6189
6199
6299
6219
6229
6239
6249
6259
6269
6279
6289
6299
6399
6319
6329
6339
6349
6359
6369
6379
6389
6399
6499
6419
6429
6439
6449
6459
6469
6479
6489
6499
6599
6519
6529
6539
6549
6559
6569
6579
6589
6599
6699
6619
6629
6639
6649
6659
6669
6679
6689
6699
6799
6719
6729
6739
6749
6759
6769
6779
6789
6799
6899
6819
6829
6839
6849
6859
6869
6879
6889
6899
6999
6919
6929
6939
6949
6959
6969
6979
6989
6999
7999

LD~ UCOHH~

D21
D22
D39

BNE D19

*UZ

CHP
BNE D359

*

LD~ USP~CE

.= *

BNE D19

*UHINUS.SIGN

CHP
BNE D35

*** If
nUMber is Minus, print the
Minus sign, else print space.
* LDK SIGN
BHI D19
BPL D22

.- *
** Check
ptr to the nUMber.
* If it the
is negative, force zero.
** If
it is zero, check edit Mask
for U,$, or Z.
* LDV NUHBER.PTR
D35

BHI D399
BED D399
DEC NUHBER.PTR

*** If
pointer out of range, then
we have More digits in edit
* Mask then in the nUMber.
*

*

force to extras to zeros.
CPV UU
BCS D299

** If processing second
* check if first digit
*

insignificant zero.

If it is, decreMent
** counter
to

*

b~pass.

digit,
is an
the

CPV U2
BNE D49
LD~

fIRST.DIGIT.V~LUE

BNE D49
DEC NUHBER.PTR

D49 .- *
** Convert
nUMber pointer to an
* offset into value, Then
* increMent b~ 1 to adjUst for

* the exponent
* DEV
TV~

LSR
lAV
INV
LD~

** Check
* BCC

b~te.

~

($CB) , V
shift result.

LEfT,DIGIT
RIGHT.DIGIT .=
~ND U$9f
BCS D45
LEfT.DIGIT .= *

*

** Hove hi nibble to
* for processing.
* LSR
D45
D46

**

D299

LSR
LSR
LSR

10 nibble

~
~
~
~

.- *U$39
BNE *
D19
OR~

.= *

LD~ UZERO
BNE DlB

*
*D3B9 .= *
CHP UNUHBER.SIGN
BED D299
CHP UZ
BED D22

** Process
*D359 .= *

LDV FLO~T
7919
7929
BNE D22
INC FLO~T
7939
BNE D46
7949
7959 *
7969 *
7979 DONE. EDITING
7989 *
7999 * Save the token for later.
7199
Get IOCB U frOM stack and
7119 * Mult b~ 16, put it in K.
7129
Set up for character 1/0.
7139
7149
T~V
PL~
7159
~SL ~
7169
7179
~SL tl
~SL ~
7189
~SL ~
7199
T~K
7299
LD~ UPUT.CH~R~CTERS
7219
ST~ $9342,K
7229
7239
7249 * Get token, set V as output
7259
Offset, then test token to
7269 * deterMine if the line feed is
7279
suppressed (token = j).
7289 *
7299
TV~
LDV U9
7399
CHP USEHI.COLON
7319
7329
BED El9
7339 *
7349 * Now check for Screen or Editor
7359 * device open for the requested
7369 * IOCB. If so, use record 1/0
7379 * and forget about line feeds
7389 * and carriage returns (but add
7399 * the ~T~SCII return to output)
7499 *
LD~ $9349,K
7419
CHP USCREEN.DEVICE
U29
7439
BED El
CHP UEDITOR.DEVICE
7449
7459
BNE E3
7469 El
LD~ *
UPUT.RECORD
7479
ST~ $9342,K
7489
LD~ URETURN
7499
BNE E5
7599
7519 E3
7529
7539 * Hove printer line feed.
7549
7559 * LD~ ULINE.FEED
ST~ (OUTPUn, V
7569
7579 *
7589 * NOP next instruction if ~our
7599
printer is set to auto line
7699
feed when carriage return is
7619
received.
7629
This will cause the carriage
7639
return to overla~ the line
7649 * feed character.
7659 *
7669
INV
LD~ UC~RRI~GE.RETURN
7679
7689 E5
ST~ *
(OUTPUn, V
7699
INV
7799
7719 E19 .- *
7729 *
7739 * ~djUst output buffer pointer
7749 * to account for line feed and
7759 * carriage return characters.
7769 * Then SUbtract out beginning
7779 * buffer address to get buffer
7789 * length.
7799 *
TV~
7899
7819
CLC
~DC OUTPUT.LO
7829
SEC
7839
SBC U (C~SSETTE.BUFFER
7849
ST~ $9348,K
7859
LD~ U9
7869
ST~ $9349,K
7879
7889
7899 * Set up buffer address.
7999 *
LD~ U (C~SSETTE.BUFFER
7919
ST~ $9344,K
7929
LD~ U )C~SSETTE.BUFFER
7939
ST~ $9345,K
7949
JSR CIO.ROUTINE
7959
RTS
7969
.END
7979

dollar sign.

*
*

*

*
*
*

.- *

*
*
*
**

*
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When you want to talk Atari
Atari XDM121
LQ (XLIXE)

CMO SPECIAL
Atan 800XL
$6999
65XE
130XE

109.00
149.00

INTERFACES
ICD
P:R Connection
Printer Connection
Supra
1150
1151 (1200 XL)
Xetec
Graphix Interface
Atart
850 Interface

59.99
34.99
39.99
40.99
38.99
109.00

XUXE ENHANCEMENTS
Aldon 32K Mem. Board (400/800) .19.99
74.99
Atari 80 Column Card

ICD
BBS Express (ST)
Sparta DOS Construction Set
US Doubler/Sparta DOS
Real Time Clock
Rambo XL.
US Doubler

52.99
28.99
.47.99
48.99
29.99
28.99

MODEMS

CMO PACKAGE EXCLUSIVE
Atari 800XL & XF551 Drive
w/5 Undocumented ROMS Asteroids, Defender,
Missile Command, QIX, Star Raiders

$259

DRIVES
Atar!
ST 314 DS/DD
XF551 Drive (XUXE)
SHD204 20 Meg Hard Drive

219.00
179.00
Call

I.B.

Atart
SX212 30011200 (S1)
79.99
XMM301
44.99
Anchor
VM520 300/1200 ST Dir. Con .... 119.00
Avatex
1200 HC
89.99
2400
169.00
Supra
2400 Baud XLIXE or ST
169.00
2400 Baud (no software)
139.00

MONITORS
Magnavox
CM 8505 14" Composite/RGBmL ... 199.00

5Y4" 40 Track (S1)
5Y4" 80 Track (S1)

219.00
279.00

I.C.D.
FA-ST 20 Meg
629.00
FA-ST 30 Meg
849.00
FA-ST Dual Hard Drives
Call
Indus
GTS 100 31/2" DS/DD (S1)
189.00
209.00
GT 1000 5Y4" DS/DD (ST)
GT Drive (XLlXE)
189.00
Supra
FD·10 10MB Removable Floppy. 869.00
30 Meg Hard Drive (S1)
649.00
CALL FOR DISKETTE SPECIAL

$189

Atari
1020 40 col. Color
24.99
1027 Letter Quality XLIXE
89.99
XM-M801 XUXE Dot Matrix
189.00
Brother
M-1109 100 cps Dot Matrix
169.00
M-1509 180 cps Dot Matrix
369.00
HR-20 22 cps Daisywheel
349.00
Citizen
1200 120 cps Dot Matrix
149.00
1800 180 cps Dot Matrix
179.00
Premier-35 35 cps Daisywheel .. 549.00
Epson
LX-800 150 cps, 80 col
189.00
FX·850 264 cps, 80 col.
Call
LQ-500 180 cps, 24-wire
Call
Call
LQ-850 330 cps, 80 col.
NEC
P2200 pinwriter 24-wire
379.00
Okldata
Okimate 20 color printer
129.00
ML-182 +120 cps, 80 column .. 229.00
ML-390 + 270 cps, 24-Wire ..... 539.00
Panasonlc
KX-P1080i 144 cps, 80 col
169.00
KX-P1091i 194 cps, 80 col
199.00
Star Mlcronics
NX·1000 140 cps, 80 column ... 179.00
Toshiba
P321-SL 216 cps, 24-wire ..... .499.00

ACCESSORIES
Allsop Disk Holders
Disk File 60-5Y4"
Disk File 30-31/2"
Curtis
Emerald
Safe Strip
Universal Printer Stand
Tool Kit

v
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER

9.99
9.99
39.99
19.99
14.99
22.99

.........you want to talk to us.
SPECIALS XLIXE

CLOSEOUTS XLIXE

#AAB822P 822 Printer Paper
$2.99
2.99
#AA14746 T.V. Switch Box
#AA4010 Tic-Tac-Toe
.4.99
#AA4011 Star Raiders
.4.99
#AA4012 Missile Command
4.99
#AA4013 Asteroids
4.99
#AA4022 Pac Man
4.99
#AA4025 Defender
4.99
#AA4027 QIX
4.99
#AA4102 Kingdom (Cass.)
1.99
#AA4112 States & Capitals (Cass.). 1.99
#AA4121 Energy Czar
1.99
#AA4123 Scram (Cass.)
1.99
#AA4126 Speed Reading
~
2.99
#AA4129 Juggle's Rainbow
1.99
#AA415 File Manager
9.99
#AA4204 1020 Color Pens
1.99
#AA5047 Timewise (D)
3.99
#AA5049 Visicalc (D)
24.99
#AA5050 Mickey Outdoors
5.99
#AA5081 Music Painter (D)
9.99
#AA6006 Counseling Procedure
1.99
#AA7102 Arcade Champ (No J. Stk)6.99
#AA8030 E.T. Phone Home
3.99
#AA8048 Millipede
4.99

ROM CARTS (XLIXE)
83 48 ea or 5 for 814 88

Loose/Undocumented
Choose from: Space Invaders, Star
Raiders, Missile Command, Asteroids,
Pac Man, Galaxian, Defender, QIX,
Super Breakout, E.T., Eastern Front,
Robotron.
Rocklyn
Gorf
2.99
Anti-Sub (Disk)
2.99
Journey to Planet.
2.99
Atarl Program Exchange
10 Different Cassettes For
$11.99

ST SOFTWARE
Access
Leaderboard Golf
Accolade
Pinball Wizard
Actlvlslon
Hacker II/Music Studio (ea.)
Antle
CAD 3-0
Avant Garde
PC Ditto
Batteries Included
Degas Elite

$25 99

SPECIALS XLIXE

ST SOFTWARE
22.99
21.99
28.99
29.99
59.99
37.99

Epyx
Championship Wrestling
Dive Bomber
Flreblrd
Jewels of Darkness
The SentrylTracker (ea.)

FTL

Dungeonmaster
Metacomco
ISO Pascal
Mlchtron
Leatherneck
Mlcroprose
Gunship
F-15 Strike/Silent Service (ea.)
Miles Software
ST Wars
Mlndscape
Road Runner
Mark of the Unicorn
PC Intercom
Mark Williams
C
Paradox
Wanderer (3D)

Acceu
Leaderboard Golf
Accolack,
Hardball
Alan
Atariwriter Plus
Broderbund
Printshop
Data80ft
Alternate Reality (City)
221 Baker St.
Electronic Arts
Auto Duel
Flreblrd
Silicon Dreams
Jewels of Darkness

13.99
19.99
35.99
26.99
23.99
20.90
23.99
19.99
19.99

~~~r08~~~r

16.99
22.99

F-15 Eagle Strike
Origin Systems
Ultima 4
Strategic Simulations
Gemstone Warrior
Subloglc
Flight Simulator

36.99
11.99
34.99

ST SOFTWARE
19.99
29.99
19.99
12.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
28.99
24.99

Progressive Computer
Graphic Artist 1.5
Psygnosls
Obliterator
Soft Loglk Corp.
Publishing Partner
Strategic Simulation
Questron 11
Subloglc
Flight Simulator 11
Tlmeworks
SwiftcalclWordwriter
Desktop Publisher

119.00
29.99
54.99
35.99
33.99
(ea.) 45.99
79.99

24.99
35.99
79.99
119.00
24.99

Word Perfect

$179

In U.S.A.

Call: 1-800-233-8950
In Canada call: 1-800-233-8949 All Other Areas call: 717-327-9575 Fax: 717-327-1217
Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. 87, Williamsport, PA 17701
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MMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCil

fJI1"eOna~~h:

POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks to
clear. For faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania and
Maryland residents add appropriate sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software
will be replaced with the same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We
cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a restocking fee. We are not responsible for typographic or photographic
errors.
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